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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
GAUTENG DIVISION, PRETORIA

CASE NUMBER 24245/2018
In the matter between:
HOWARD DAVID DEMBOVSKY

Applicant

and
MINISTER OF TRANSPORT
MINISTER OF JUSTICE AND CORRECTIONAL
SERVICES

First Respondent
Second Respondent

ROAD TRAFFIC INFRINGEMENT AGENCY

Third Respondent

THE REGISTRAR OF THE ROAD TRAFFIC
INFRINGEMENT AGENCY

Fourth Respondent

ROAD TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

Fifth Respondent

THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE
ROAD TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

Sixth Respondent

THE SHAREHOLDERS COMMITTEE OF THE
ROAD TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

Seventh Respondent

CITY OF JOHANNESBURG METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

Eighth Respondent

JOHANNESBURG METROPOLITAN POLICE
DEPARTMENT

Ninth Respondent

CITY OF TSHWANE METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

Tenth Respondent

TSHWANE METROPOLITAN POLICE
DEPARTMENT

Eleventh Respondent

MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL FOR
COMMUNITY SAFETY – GAUTENG
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

Twelfth Respondent
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MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL FOR
ROADS AND TRANSPORT – GAUTENG
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

Thirteenth Respondent

THE NATIONAL COMMISSIONER OF POLICE –
SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE

Fourteenth Respondent

MINISTER OF POLICE

Fifteenth Respondent

THE PUBLIC PROTECTOR

Sixteenth Respondent

THE NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
PROSECUTIONS

Seventeenth Respondent

NOTICE OF MOTION

TAKE NOTICE THAT Howard David Dembovsky (hereinafter referred to as the
Applicant) intends to make application to this Court for an order in the following terms:

1.

All notifications issued in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act, No
51 of 1977 that have not been served in accordance with Section 87(1) of the
National Road Traffic Act, No 93 of 1996 (hereinafter referred to as “the National
Road Traffic Act”) are irregular and therefore void.

2.

Section 87(2) of the National Road Traffic Act is declared inconsistent with the
Constitution Republic of South Africa, 1996 and is therefore invalid.

3.

The uniform national instructions issued by the National Prosecuting Authority on
17 August 2017 is hereby made an order of this Court and all prosecutors,
including but not limited to those who deal solely with road traffic law
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prosecutions as delegated by the Director of Public Prosecutions are instructed
to withdraw all outstanding notifications issued terms of Section 341 of the
Criminal Procedure Act which have not resulted in the issuing and service of a
summons in terms of Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act within eighteen
months of the date on which the alleged offence was allegedly committed, and
to ensure that all such withdrawals are recorded as finalised or withdrawn on the
computer systems of the relevant traffic law enforcement authorities..

4.

The Third Respondent is ordered to cancel all infringement notices in respect of
which the alleged infringer has elected to be tried in Court in terms of Chapter III
of the Administrative Adjudication of Road Traffic Offences Act, No 46 of 1998
(hereinafter referred to as “the AARTO Act”) where no summons in terms of
Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act has been issued and served on the
alleged infringer within eighteen months of the alleged infringement, in
accordance with the national instructions issued by the National Prosecuting
Authority on 17 August 2017.

5.

Regulations 25(7)(e) and 59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations, 2000
(hereinafter referred to as “the National Road Traffic Regulations”) made under
Section 75 of the National Road Traffic Act, No. Act 93 of 1996 are declared
inconsistent with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 and are
therefore invalid.

6.

The Fifth Respondent is ordered to immediately take steps to ensure that all
traffic law enforcement authorities in South Africa are ordered to forthwith remove
the “Administrative Marks” which programmatically prevent transactions of
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whatsoever nature on the National Traffic Information System (hereinafter
referred to as “the NaTIS”), where such Administrative Marks have been put in
place arising out of Regulations 25(7)(e) and/or 59(3) of the National Road Traffic
Regulations.

7.

The Fifth Respondent is ordered to immediately take steps to ensure that all
traffic law enforcement authorities in South Africa, including, but not limited to the
South African Police Service, are ordered to cease issuing written notices in
terms of Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act for offences contemplated in
Schedule 3 of the Criminal Procedure Act and are to issue notifications in terms
of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act in their stead.

8.

Regulation 2 of the AARTO Regulations, 2008 (hereinafter referred to as “the
AARTO Regulations”), as it existed prior to 14 November 2013, is declared void.

9.

The appointment of the “Acting Registrar” of the Third Respondent by the First
Respondent that allegedly took place in March 2010 is declared void.

10. All documents issued in terms of the AARTO Act, other than infringement notices,
which have been issued by the Fifth Respondent or anyone in the employ of the
Fifth Respondent are declared void and the Third Respondent is ordered to
cancel all such documents.

11. The Fifth Respondent is declared to be in violation of the remedial action ordered
by the Sixteenth Respondent in her report entitled “A Matter of Interpretation”
(Report No 15 of 2014/15) dated 18 December 2014 and is ordered to comply
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with the remedial action in paragraph 11.2.1 of the said report within sixty (60)
days after this order, or within such other time as the Court may order.

12. The following parts of the AARTO Act and the AARTO Regulations, 2008
promulgated in terms of Section 34 of the AARTO Act, are declared inconsistent
with the Constitution Republic of South Africa, 1996 and therefore invalid:

12.1.

Section 3(2)(b) of the AARTO Act;

12.2.

Sections 4(2)(b), 4(2)((d), 4(2)(e), 4(2)(f), 4(3)(b) and 4(3)(c) of the
AARTO Act;

12.3.

Section 10 of the AARTO Act;

12.4.

Sections 13(1)(a) and 13(1)(b) of the AARTO Act;

12.5.

Section 17(1)(f)(i) and of the AARTO Act;

12.6.

Sections 18(1), 18(4)(a), 18(4)(b), 18(5)(a), 18(5)(b), 18(5)(c)(i),
18(5)(c)(ii), and 18(7) of the AARTO Act;

12.7.

Sections 19(2)(b) and 19(2)(c) of the AARTO Act;

12.8.

Sections 19B(1)(b) and 19B(2)(c) of the AARTO Act;

12.9.

Section 20 of the AARTO Act;
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12.10. Section 21 of the AARTO Act;

12.11. Sections 22(1)(b), 22(3)(a) and 22(4) of the AARTO Act;

12.12. Regulations 10(3) and 24(10) of the AARTO Regulations;

12.13. Section 30(2) of the AARTO Act;

12.14. Section 31(2) of the AARTO Act;

12.15. Section 33 of the AARTO Act; and

12.16. Section 36(2) of the AARTO Act.

13. The First Respondent is ordered to ensure that amendments are made to the
AARTO Act to ensure the timeous capture of AARTO 01 infringement notices
onto the National Contraventions Register in order to safeguard alleged
infringers from being unduly prejudiced by the delayed capture thereof.

14. The Fourteenth Respondent is ordered to immediately recall all SAPS J534
“WRITTEN NOTICE TO APPEAR IN COURT (Act 51 of 1977)” forms and order
all members of the South African Police Service (hereinafter referred to as
“SAPS”) to cease utilising all unused SAPS J534 “WRITTEN NOTICE TO
APPEAR IN COURT (Act 51 of 1977)” forms, and to change the wording of such
forms to not constitute an up-front admission of guilt, before resuming the use of
these forms.
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15. The Third Respondent is ordered to programmatically cancel all infringement
notices and courtesy letters which have not followed the prescripts of Chapter III
of the AARTO Act, and have as a result, stagnated on the National
Contraventions Register.

16. All enforcement orders issued in terms of Section 20 of the AARRTO Act which
have been issued in the absence of a trial before an ordinary court are set aside
and the Third Respondent is ordered to cancel all such enforcement orders.

17. The Sixth Respondent is ordered to finalise and implement the “National Road
Traffic Law Enforcement Code” as is contemplated in Section 32 of the Road
Traffic Management Corporation Act within sixty (60) days after this order is
issued, or within such time as the Court may order.

18. The First, Third and Fifth Respondents are ordered to pay the costs of this
application, jointly and severally. Any other Respondent who/which opposed this
application shall pay the costs of this application jointly and severally with the
First, Third and Fifth Respondents.

19. The Applicant is granted further or alternative relief.

TAKE NOTICE FURTHER THAT the accompanying affidavit of Howard David
Dembovsky together with the annexures thereto will be used in support thereof.
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TAKE NOTICE FURTHER THAT the Applicant has appointed Louis and Associates
Attorneys whose particulars and address are set out herein below, where he will
accept notice and service of all process in these proceedings.

TAKE NOTICE FURTHER THAT if you intend opposing this application you are
required –

a) to notify the Applicant’s attorney in writing within 15 (fifteen) days from date of
receipt of this application and appoint in such notification an address referred
to in Rule 6(5)(b) at which you will accept notice and service of all documents
in these proceedings; and

b) within 30 (thirty) days after you have given notice of your intention to oppose
the application, to file your answering affidavit(s), if any.

If no such notice of intention to oppose be given, application will be made to the above
Honourable Court in the terms more fully set out hereinabove on a date to be arranged
with the Registrar and/or the Deputy Judge President.

DATED AT JOHANNESBURG ON THIS THE 29TH DAY OF MARCH 2018.

_______________________________
Louis & Associates
ATTORNEYS FOR THE APPLICANT
Ground Floor, Block 3
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Fountain Grove
No. 5 – 2nd Road
Cnr William Nicol Drive
Hyde Park
Tel: 011 023 9690
Fax: 086 743 4793
Email: kevinl@louisattorneys.com
C/O Adams & Adams
Lynwood Bridge
4 Daventry Road
Lynwood Manor
Pretoria
Ref. Mr. D. Scheepers

To :

The Registrar of the High Court
PRETORIA

And To:

Minister of Transport
C/O the Director General – National Department of Transport
FIRST RESPONDENT
National Department of Transport
159 Forum Building
Corner of Bosman and Struben Streets
Pretoria Central
SERVICE BY SHERIFF
and C/O The State Attorney
SALU Building
316 Thabo Sehume Street
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Minister of Justice and Correctional Services
SECOND RESPONDENT
C/O the Director General – Department of Justice and Constitutional
Development
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
329 Pretorius Street
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF
and C/O The State Attorney
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SALU Building
316 Thabo Sehume Street
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF
And To:

The Road Traffic Infringement Agency
THIRD RESPONDENT
Waterfall Edge B
Howick Close
Waterfall Office Park
Bekker Road
MIDRAND
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
FOURTH RESPONDENT
Waterfall Edge B
Howick Close
Waterfall Office Park
Bekker Road
MIDRAND
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Road Traffic Management Corporation
FIFTH RESPONDENT
Eco Origin Office Park
Block F
349 Witch-Hazel Avenue
Highveld Ext 79
CENTURION
SERVICE BY SHERIFF
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And To:

The Chief Executive Officer of the Road Traffic Management
Corporation
SIXTH RESPONDENT
Eco Origin Office Park
Block F
349 Witch-Hazel Avenue
Highveld Ext 79
CENTURION
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Shareholders Committee of the Road Traffic Management
Corporation
SEVENTH RESPONDENT
C/O The Chief Executive Officer of the Road Traffic Management
Corporation
Eco Origin Office Park
Block F
349 Witch-Hazel Avenue
Highveld Ext 79
CENTURION
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The City Manager – City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality
EIGHTH RESPONDENT
Metropolitan Centre
1st Floor Council Chamber Wing
158 Civic Boulevard
Braamfontein
JOHANNESBURG
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Chief of Police - Johannesburg Metropolitan Police Department
NINTH RESPONDENT
195 Main Road
Martindale
JOHANNESBURG
SERVICE BY SHERIFF
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And To:

The City Manager – Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality
TENTH RESPONDENT
22ND Floor, Isivuno House
135 Lilian Ngoyi Street
Cnr Madiba & Lilian Ngoyi Streets
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Chief of Police - Tshwane Metropolitan Police Department
ELEVENTH RESPONDENT
118 WF Nkomo Street
Skougronde 648-Jr
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Member of the Executive Council For Community Safety –
Gauteng Provincial Government
TWELFTH RESPONDENT
C/O the Head of Department – Gauteng Department Community
Safety
5th Floor
Game Building
64 Pritchard Street
JOHANNESBURG
SERVICE BY SHERIFF
and C/O The State Attorney
SALU Building
316 Thabo Sehume Street
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Member of the Executive Council for Roads and Transport –
Gauteng Provincial Government
THIRTEENTH RESPONDENT
C/O the Head of Department – Gauteng Department Roads and
Transport
45 Commissioner Street
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JOHANNESBURG
SERVICE BY SHERIFF
and C/O The State Attorney
SALU Building
316 Thabo Sehume Street
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The National Commissioner of Police – South African Police Service
FOURTEENTH RESPONDENT
Wachthuis Building
231 Pretorius Street
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF
and C/O The State Attorney
SALU Building
316 Thabo Sehume Street
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Minister of Police
FIFTEEENTH RESPONDENT
C/O The National Commissioner of Police
Wachthuis Building
231 Pretorius Street
PRETORIA
and C/O The State Attorney
SALU Building
316 Thabo Sehume Street
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The Public Protector
SIXTEENTH RESPONDENT
Hillcrest Office Park
175 Lunnon Street
PRETORIA
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SERVICE BY SHERIFF

And To:

The National Director of Public Prosecutions
SEVENTEENTH RESPONDENT
National Prosecuting Authority
VGM Building (Corner Westlake & Hartley)
123 Westlake Avenue
Weavind Park
Silverton
PRETORIA
SERVICE BY SHERIFF
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
GAUTENG DIVISION, PRETORIA

CASE NUMBER 24245/2018
In the matter between:
HOWARD DAVID DEMBOVSKY

Applicant

and
MINISTER OF TRANSPORT
MINISTER OF JUSTICE AND CORRECTIONAL
SERVICES

First Respondent
Second Respondent

ROAD TRAFFIC INFRINGEMENT AGENCY

Third Respondent

THE REGISTRAR OF THE ROAD TRAFFIC
INFRINGEMENT AGENCY

Fourth Respondent

ROAD TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

Fifth Respondent

THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE
ROAD TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

Sixth Respondent

THE SHAREHOLDERS COMMITTEE OF THE
ROAD TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

Seventh Respondent

CITY OF JOHANNESBURG METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

Eighth Respondent

JOHANNESBURG METROPOLITAN POLICE
DEPARTMENT

Ninth Respondent

CITY OF TSHWANE METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

Tenth Respondent

TSHWANE METROPOLITAN POLICE
DEPARTMENT

Eleventh Respondent

MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL FOR
COMMUNITY SAFETY – GAUTENG
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

Twelfth Respondent
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MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL FOR
ROADS AND TRANSPORT – GAUTENG
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

Thirteenth Respondent

THE NATIONAL COMMISSIONER OF POLICE –
SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE

Fourteenth Respondent

MINISTER OF POLICE

Fifteenth Respondent

THE PUBLIC PROTECTOR

Sixteenth Respondent

THE NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
PROSECUTIONS

Seventeenth Respondent

FOUNDING AFFIDAVIT

I, the undersigned
HOWARD DAVID DEMBOVSKY
herby declare under oath as follows:

1.

I am the Applicant in this matter and am an adult male consultant residing at
127 Progress Road, Lindhaven, Roodepoort, Gauteng.

2.

The facts herein contained are within my personal knowledge unless
otherwise indicated, and are to the best of my belief both true and correct.

THE NATURE OF THIS APPLICATION

3.

I approach this Honourable Court for an order which seeks to address
numerous issues arising from road traffic law and its enforcement, in an effort
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to rectify many of the unconstitutional, procedurally unfair and administratively
unjust issues which surround them.

4.

In this affidavit I shall:

4.1.

describe the parties;

4.2.

describe my personal and Constitutional interests in the relief sought;

4.3.

set out the context to the application; and

4.4.

set out the facts this application is based on.

THE PARTIES
The Applicant

5.

As stated in paragraph 1 above, I am the Applicant in this matter. I am also the
Chairperson of Justice Project South Africa NPC, a non-profit company
incorporated in terms of the Companies Act, 2008 (Act 71 of 2008), registration
number 2010/2010/019972/08 (hereinafter referred to as “JPSA”) with its
office at 500 Kyalami Boulevard, 66 Kyalami Business Park, Kyalami, Midrand
as appears in the attached Certificate of Incorporation and minutes of the
meeting of the JPSA Board of Directors held on 12 February 2015 attached
hereto as annexure “HD01”, which organisation’s purpose it is to protect the
rights of its members who are motorists, insofar as they relate to road traffic
legislation and its enforcement.
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6.

I am furthermore the duly appointed and registered proxy for FirstRand Bank
Limited (hereinafter referred to as “the Bank”) in terms of its business register
certificate number 050122506D978, in compliance with Regulation 336 of the
National Road Traffic Regulations, 2000 (hereinafter referred to as “the
National Road Traffic Regulations”), made in terms of Section 75 of the
National Road Traffic Act, No. 93 of 1996 (hereinafter referred to as “the
National Road Traffic Act”). The fact that I stand as proxy for the Bank is
confirmed by the copy of the “form LCO” in respect of the vehicle with the
licence number “YCT072GP” attached hereto and marked annexure “HD02”.

7.

Whilst neither JPSA nor the Bank are Applicants in this matter, my functions
and duties within JPSA and the Bank have a direct impact upon me as a
motorist and natural person who is subject to the legislation in respect of which
this application is brought.

The Respondents

8.

The First Respondent is the Minister of Transport (hereinafter called the
“Minister of Transport”) in his official and representative capacity as the
member of the Cabinet responsible for the national Department of
Transport, with principal place of business at the head office of the
Department of Transport, 159 Forum Building, Corner of Bosman and
Struben Streets, Pretoria, care of the Director General of the national
Department of Transport, and further care of the State Attorney, SALU
Building, 316 Thabo Sehume Street, Pretoria. The Minister of Transport is
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the member of Cabinet responsible for the drafting and enactment of the road
traffic legislation which is relevant in this application.

9.

The Second Respondent is the Minister of Justice and Correctional
Services (hereinafter called “Minister of Justice”) in his official and
representative capacity as the member of the Cabinet responsible for the
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development, with principal
place of business at the head office of the Department of Justice and
Constitutional Development, 329 Pretorius Street, Pretoria, care of the
Director General of the Department of Justice and Constitutional
Development, and further care of State Attorney, SALU Building, 316 Thabo
Sehume Street, Pretoria. The Minister of Justice is the member of the
Cabinet who initiates and monitors laws of criminal procedure in the Courts
of the Republic of South Africa, including the Criminal Procedure Act, 51 of
1977 and the Administrative Adjudication of Road Traffic Offences Act, No.
46 of 1998 (The last-mentioned Act is herein after called “the AARTO Act”).

10.

The Third Respondent is the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (hereinafter
called “the Road Traffic Infringement Agency”) which is the juristic entity
created by Section 3(1) of the AARTO Act with its principal place of business
at its head office at Waterfall Edge B, Howick Close, Waterfall Office Park,
Bekker Road, Midrand. The Road Traffic Infringement Agency is tasked in
terms of Section 4 of the AARTO Act with enforcing the objectives prescribed
by Section 4(1) of the AARTO Act by means of the procedures prescribed in
Sections 4(2), 4(3), 4(4), 4(5) and 4(6) of the AARTO Act, including
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adjudicating matters in terms of Chapter III of the AARTO Act, despite the
Criminal Procedure Act, No 51 of 1977.

11.

The Fourth Respondent is the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (hereinafter called “the Registrar”), employed at the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent), Waterfall Edge B, Howick Close,
Waterfall Office Park, Bekker Road, Midrand, and is the person appointed by
the Board of the Third Respondent in terms of Section 8 of the AARTO Act.

12.

The Fifth Respondent is the Road Traffic Management Corporation
(hereinafter called “the RTMC”) which is a juristic entity established by Section
3 of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act, No. 20 of 1999 with its
principal place of business at Eco Origin Office Park, Block F, 349 Witch-Hazel
Avenue, Highveld Ext 79, Centurion. The Fifth Respondent is mandated in
accordance with Section 27 of the said Road Traffic Management Corporation
Act, with facilitating the cooperation and coordination between the national,
provincial and local spheres of government in support of their respective road
traffic strategic planning, regulation, facilitation and enforcement. Furthermore
it is the entity in direct control of the functionality of the National Traffic
Information System (“NaTIS”). The RTMC is also defined as an “issuing
authority” in terms of Section 1 of the AARTO Act.

13.

The Sixth Respondent is the Chief Executive Officer of the Road Traffic
Management Corporation, employed by the Road Traffic Management
Corporation (Fifth Respondent) at Eco Origin Office Park, Block F, 349 WitchHazel Avenue, Highveld Ext 79, Centurion. The Sixth Respondent is the
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person whose responsibility it is to draft the “National Road Traffic Law
Enforcement Code” as is contemplated in Section 32 of the Road Traffic
Management Corporation Act, No. 20 of 1999.

14.

The Seventh Respondent is the Shareholders Committee of the Road
Traffic Management Corporation which is a statutory body created by
Section 6 of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act, No 20 of 1999,
with its principal place of business at Eco Origin Office Park, Block F, 349
Witch-Hazel Avenue, Highveld Ext 79, Centurion, care of the Chief Executive
Officer of the Road Traffic Management Corporation.

15.

The Eighth Respondent is the City of Johannesburg Metropolitan
Municipality (hereinafter called “City of Johannesburg”) a municipality as
contemplated in Section 2 of the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act,
No. 32 of 2000, care of the Municipal Manager, Metropolitan Centre, 1st Floor
Council Chamber Wing, 158 Civic Boulevard, Braamfontein, Johannesburg.
The City of Johannesburg is one of the prescribed issuing authorities in the
two geographical jurisdictions in which the AARTO Act currently applies.

16.

The Ninth Respondent is the Johannesburg Metropolitan Police
Department (hereinafter called the “JMPD”) a municipal police service
established in terms of Section 64A (4) of the South African Police Service Act,
No. 68 of 1995, with its principal place of business and headquarters situated
at 195 Main Road, Martindale, Johannesburg. The JMPD is tasked with
enforcing road traffic laws and bylaws within the jurisdiction of the City of
Johannesburg.
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17.

The Tenth Respondent is the City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality
(hereinafter called the “City of Tshwane”) a municipality as contemplated in
Section 2 of the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, No. 32 of 2000,
care of the Municipal Manager, Isivuno House, 135 Lilian Ngoyi Street, Cnr
Madiba & Lilian Ngoyi Streets, Pretoria. The City of Tshwane is also one of the
prescribed issuing authorities in the two geographical jurisdictions in which the
AARTO Act currently applies. .

18.

The Eleventh Respondent is the Tshwane Metropolitan Police Department
(hereinafter called the “TMPD”) a municipal police service established in terms
of Section 64A (4) of the South African Police Service Act, No. 68 of 1995, with
its principal place of business and headquarters at 118 WF Nkomo Street,
Skougronde 648-Jr, Pretoria. The TMPD is tasked with enforcing road traffic
laws and bylaws within the jurisdiction of the City of Tshwane.

19.

The Twelfth Respondent is the Member of the Executive Council for
Community Safety – Gauteng Provincial Government in his/her official and
representative capacity as the executive responsible for the Gauteng
Department of Community Safety with its principal place of business at 5th
floor, Game Building, 64 Pritchard Street, Johannesburg care of the Head of
Department for the Gauteng Department of Community Safety, and the further
care of the State Attorney. The Gauteng Department of Community Safety is
the provincial entity tasked with enforcing road traffic laws in the Gauteng
Province which, in terms of the definition of an “issuing authority” contained in
Section 1 of the AARTO Act, as well as in Schedule 4 of the AARTO
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Regulations is an issuing authority which is compelled to comply with the
provisions of the AARTO Act within the jurisdictions of the Eighth and Tenth
Respondents. The Twelfth Respondent is cited as an interested party against
whom no relief is sought.

20.

The Thirteenth Respondent is the Member of the Executive Council for
Roads and Transport – Gauteng Provincial Government in his/her official
and representative capacity as the executive responsible for the Gauteng
Department of Roads and Transport with its principal place of business at
45 Commissioner Street, Johannesburg care of the Head of Department for
the Gauteng Department of Roads and Transport, and the further care of the
State Attorney. The Thirteenth Respondent is responsible for road traffic
matters in the province of Gauteng as is referred to in Section 29 of the AARTO
Act and within which province the Eighth to Twelfth Respondents operate. The
Thirteenth Respondent is cited as an interested party against whom no relief
is sought.

21.

The Fourteenth Respondent is the National Commissioner of the South
African Police Service (the South African Police Service is hereinafter called
“the SAPS”) employed at Seventh Floor, Wachthuis, Polly’s Arcade, 231
Pretorius Street, Pretoria, the SAPS head office from where the administration
of the SAPS is controlled. The National Commissioner is the administrative
head of the SAPS and the SAPS is one of the issuing authorities, prescribed
in terms of Schedule 4 of the AARTO Act, which inter alia, enforces road traffic
legislation within the confines of the jurisdictions of the City of Tshwane and
the City of Johannesburg. The SAPS also constitutes a law enforcement
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agency nationally in the Republic of South Africa in terms of, inter alia, road
traffic legislation.

22.

The Fifteenth Respondent is the Minister of Police acting in his official and
representative capacity as the member of the Cabinet responsible for the
SAPS in terms of Section 206 (1) of the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa, 1996, with his principal place of business at Seventh Floor, Wachthuis,
Polly’s Arcade, 231 Pretorius Street, Pretoria, care of the Commissioner of
Police, and further care of State Attorney, SALU Building. 316 Thabo Sehume
Street, Pretoria.

23.

The Sixteenth Respondent is the Public Protector which is an institution
created by Chapter 9, Section 181(1)(a) of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, 1996 with principal place of business and head office at
Hillcrest Office Park, 175 Lunnon Street, Pretoria. The Sixteenth Respondent
is cited as a party of interest against whom no relief is sought.

24.

The Seventeenth Respondent is the National Director of Public
Prosecutions in his or her official and representative capacity as the head
of the National Prosecuting Authority in terms of Section 179 of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, with his principal place of
business and official office at VGM Building (Corner Westlake & Hartley), 123
Westlake Avenue, Weavind Park, Silverton, Pretoria. The National
Prosecuting Authority is the institution charged with the mandate of
prosecuting inter alia all road traffic offences in all jurisdictions except those
where the provisions of the AARTO Act apply to road traffic offences
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categorised as “infringements” in terms of Schedule 3 of the AARTO
Regulations and in respect of which an alleged infringer does not elect to be
tried in Court.

LOCUS STANDI

25.

I bring this application in the following capacities:

25.1. Acting in my own interest in terms of Section 38(a) of the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa, 1996: I am the registered owner of a
motor vehicle registered in compliance with the provisions of the
National Road Traffic Act, as well as a licensed driver in terms of
Section 12 of the National Road Traffic Act, and as such, have direct
interests in this matter.

25.2.

As referred to above, I am also the duly appointed and registered
proxy for the Bank in compliance with Regulation 336 of the National
Road Traffic Regulations. The prejudices and sanctions imposed upon
me by the relevant legislation are applied against me as an individual
when a motor vehicle registered in the name of the Bank is cited by
road traffic law enforcement officials and/or agencies for an alleged
road traffic offence or infringement. As such, I have a direct interest in
the road traffic affairs in relation to vehicles owned by the Bank.

25.3.

I am also acting in terms of Section 38(c) of the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996 as a member of, and in the interest of,
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a group or class of persons, namely persons who are motorists and
as such are compelled to comply with, and are subject to the
provisions of road traffic legislation in the Republic of South Africa and
the prosecution instruments used to prosecute offences created by
such road traffic legislation.

25.4.

I am also a person acting in terms of Section 38(d) of the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, in the public interest.

Personal Interest

26.

As the holder of a South African driving licence, as well as the registered owner
of a motor vehicle, I am compelled to comply with, and am subjected to, the
provisions of road traffic legislation, as well as the prosecution instruments
used to prosecute road traffic offences in terms thereof, which inter alia
includes the provisions of the National Road Traffic, the Administrative
Adjudication of Road Traffic Offences Act, No. 46 of 1998 (hereinafter referred
to as “the AARTO Act”), and the Criminal Procedure Act, No. 51 of 1977
(hereinafter referred to as “the Criminal Procedure Act”).

27.

With the only exception of the conditions pertaining to the issuing of a
professional driving permit, I am personally exposed to each and every
provision of the legislation contemplated in this application to one extent or
another. Furthermore, should I decide or be required to acquire a professional
driving permit in terms of existing road traffic legislation, I would also be
subjected to the provisions applicable to such professional driving permit.
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Interest as a Proxy

28.

As the duly appointed and registered proxy for the Bank, I am exposed to the
provisions of the aforementioned legislation in relation to the actions of
persons other than myself, over whom I am not able to, and can never
practically be in a position to, exercise much more than extremely limited
control. I am also so exposed in relation to motor vehicles which I neither own
nor drive, but which are registered in the name of the Bank with which road
traffic offences or infringements may be committed.

29.

The sanctions which may be imposed on me include, but are not limited to,
warrants of arrest being issued against me, demerit-points being imposed
against my driving licence, refusal by a licensing authority to renew my driving
licence card and the refusal by a licensing authority to issue a renewed motor
vehicle licence disc for vehicles registered in my name and/or the name of the
Bank, even where the requisite licensing fees have been paid, in the event
that an enforcement order or warrant for my arrest is issued.

30.

In terms of the existing road traffic legislation, these sanctions may be imposed
on me directly, regardless of whether it was I who committed a road traffic
offence or whether it was another person who did so whilst driving a motor
vehicle registered in my name or in the name of the Bank.

31.

Whilst I am not suggesting that I (or any other person, natural or juristic) should
not be held accountable for my own actions if I were to transgress road traffic
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laws, it is of grave concern to me that sanctions and prejudices may be
imposed upon me in the total absence of my constitutional right to a fair trial
as is enshrined in Section 35(3) of the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa, 1996. It is of further grave concern to me that sanctions and prejudices
may be imposed upon me in relation to the actions of other persons who may
as a result of such surrogate imposition, avoid those consequences and
sanctions from being imposed upon them directly, simply because the motor
vehicle with which a road traffic offence or infringement is allegedly committed,
is registered in my name or the name of a juristic entity (the Bank).

32.

By way of example, if a vehicle which is registered in the name of, and driven
by one of the employees of the Bank is photographed allegedly exceeding the
speed limit, it is not that driver who is held accountable, but I who will, until
such time as I take action to nominate that person as the driver responsible
for the alleged offence. In the ordinary course of things and within a system
where things work the way they are intended to work, there would be no
problem with this. However in the current practical application if the relevant
legislation, the focus of traffic law enforcement is on revenue generation, as I
expand upon below, documents are frequently not served in a timeous manner
and the registered owner of the relevant motor vehicle is rarely afforded the
opportunity to nominate the driver. Furthermore, as shall be demonstrated
later in this affidavit, the elective option to nominate the driver is forbidden
outside of a 32 day timeframe from the service, or presumed service of an
infringement notice in terms of the provisions of the AARTO Act.
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Group/Class and Public Interest

33.

I, just like most South Africans who hold driving licences, am largely reliant on
holding a valid driving licence, along with proof of my possession thereof in
order to assure my independent mobility and ability to make a living. South
Africa's inadequate public transport systems are a matter of record and if the
State takes actions which unlawfully, or without due process, prevent me from
exercising the privileges of a driving licence, my ability to be economically
active would be severely restricted. The same is true for any other holder of a
driving licence who relies on motor vehicles for safe, cost-effective and flexible
mobility, or on the use of a vehicle modified to contain equipment for, or to
execute, a specific economic activity.

34.

Furthermore, the National Road Traffic Act prescribes that a current licence
disc must be displayed on a motor vehicle. Such licence disc constitutes
displayable proof that the licensing fee applicable to that vehicle, which
licensing fee constitutes nothing more than a form of taxation, has been paid.
However, in terms of current legislation, it is possible for me to be denied a
licence disc by a registering authority despite my having paid the required
licensing fee and the vehicle in question being roadworthy and not otherwise
disqualified from being issued with a licence disc. This can currently happen
without a court having found me guilty of any wrongdoing which would justify
such denial. Should this happen, I would be denied the right to operate the
vehicle on a public road, alternatively be exposed to prosecution for failure to
display a licence disc, despite the licence disc having been denied me in an
arbitrary and unfair fashion.
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35.

The prejudices and sanctions which may be imposed by the road traffic
legislation in question are not limited to me alone, but are applicable to all
persons who hold driving licences, and/or professional driving permits and/or
who are the registered owners of motor vehicles registered in their names, or
are proxies for juristic entities in respect of motor vehicles registered in their
names.

36.

Review judgments such as that in Fines 4 U (Pty) Ltd and Brett Hudson
(Pty) Ltd t/a Audi Johannesburg versus Sherman Amos (the Deputy
Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency) and others (Pretoria
High Court Case number 30586/2014), of which a copy is attached as
annexure “HD03”, have had the effect of gaining direct relief for the Applicants
in those court cases alone. Whilst it follows that the issues contemplated
therein would necessarily apply to similar matters affecting other persons and
entities, that judgment has not had the effect of cancelling stagnated AARTO
infringement notices similar to the ones in that case, unless the alleged
infringers to which they are applicable make written representations with
respect thereto as contemplated by the AARTO Act, and the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) accedes to such representations.

37.

Furthermore, I respectfully submit that it is in the interest of all road users,
regardless of the mode of transportation they use and/or whether they drive
or not, that road traffic legislation and its enforcement leads to enhanced road
safety and where necessary, takes delinquent road users to task for their
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actions, without breaching the provisions of the Constitution of the Republic of
South Africa, 1996.

38.

The truly catastrophic levels of road carnage in South Africa cannot possibly
be tolerated, nor can they be ignored. However it is submitted that much of
the road traffic and other legislation, as well as the practical implementation
thereof has little to do with enhancing road safety, but instead has much more
to do with generating revenue for the entities which enforce traffic law, as shall
be demonstrated in this affidavit.

39.

I shall further elucidate these issues below in this affidavit.

THE LAW WHICH UNDERLIES THE REASONS FOR THIS APPLICATION
The constitutional context

40.

Section 2 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (hereinafter
referred to as “the Constitution”) provides that “this Constitution is the supreme
law of the Republic; law or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid, and the
obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled”.

41.

Section 9(1) of the Constitution provides that “everyone is equal before the
law and has the right to equal protection and benefit of the law”.

42.

Section 22 of the Constitution provides that “every citizen has the right to
choose their trade, occupation or profession freely” but further holds that “the
practice of a trade, occupation or profession may be regulated by law”.
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43.

Section 33 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 provides
that “everyone has the right to administrative action that is lawful, reasonable
and procedurally fair”.

44.

Section 34 of the Constitution provides that “Everyone has the right to have
any dispute that can be resolved by the application of law decided in a fair
public hearing before a court or, where appropriate, another independent and
impartial tribunal or forum”.

45.

Section 35(3) of the Constitution enshrines the right of any accused person
(not just arrested and/or detained persons) to be afforded a fair trial which
includes the right –

45.1.

to be informed of the charge with sufficient detail to answer it;

45.2.

to have adequate time and facilities to prepare a defence;

45.3.

to a public trial before an ordinary court;

45.4.

to have their trial begin and conclude without unreasonable delay;

45.5.

to be present when being tried;

45.6.

to choose, and be represented by, a legal practitioner, and to be
informed of this right promptly;

45.7.

to have a legal practitioner assigned to the accused person by the
state and at state expense, if substantial injustice would otherwise
result, and to be informed of this right promptly;

45.8.

to be presumed innocent, to remain silent, and not to testify during the
proceedings;
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45.9.

to adduce and challenge evidence;

45.10. not to be compelled to give self-incriminating evidence;
45.11. to be tried in a language that the accused person understands or, if
that is not practicable, to have the proceedings interpreted in that
language;
45.12. not to be convicted for an act or omission that was not an offence
under either national or international law at the time it was committed
or omitted;
45.13. not to be tried for an offence in respect of an act or omission for which
that person has previously been either acquitted or convicted;
45.14. to the benefit of the least severe of the prescribed punishments if the
prescribed punishment for the offence has been changed between the
time that the offence was committed and the time of sentencing; and
45.15. of appeal to, or review by, a higher court.

46.

Section 165 of the Constitution vests judicial authority in the courts which must
be “independent and subject only to the Constitution and the law, which they
must apply impartially and without fear, favour or prejudice” and Section 166
of the Constitution defines the hierarchy of the courts.

47.

Non-compliance with these provisions leads to severe socio-economic
prejudice. Such non-compliance has become apparent in some road traffic
legislation and the offences which are created by it, as well as the manner in
which they are enforced.
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48.

Among other forms of non-compliance, the manner in which sanctions are
imposed upon accused persons through road traffic legislation prior to, and
often in the complete absence of such persons being afforded their right to
trial, as well as the disparity in consequences which are created either using
the Criminal Procedure Act or the AARTO Act to prosecute so-called “minor”
road traffic offences as well as more serious offences needs to be taken into
account.

South African Road Traffic Legislation

49.

South African road traffic legislation regulates inter alia the registration,
licensing and operating of motor vehicles, as well as the manner of
qualification and registration of both ordinary and professional drivers of motor
vehicles. It also regulates the manner in which all road users of whatsoever
nature are expected and/or compelled to behave on public roads.

50.

Although it is true to say that local and provincial authorities are also entitled
to, and actually do, enact bylaws and/or provincial road traffic legislation, the
Department of Transport is responsible for nationally applicable road traffic
legislation in South Africa.

51.

The current nationally applicable road traffic legislation for which the
Department of Transport is directly responsible, includes –

51.1.

the National Road Traffic Act, No. 93 of 1996 and the Regulations in
terms thereof;
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51.2.

the Cross-Border Road Transport Act, No. 4 of 1998 and the
Regulations in terms thereof; and

51.3.

the National Land Transport Act, No. 5 of 2009 and the Regulations in
terms thereof.

52.

The prosecution of the road traffic offences created by the aforegoing
legislation as well as by local and provincial road traffic legislation, is either
achieved by utilising prosecutions instruments which are provided in the form
of the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act or the provisions of the AARTO
Act, depending on the jurisdiction in which an offence is committed.

53.

Currently, in every jurisdiction other than the Metropolitan Municipalities of
Tshwane and Johannesburg, the Criminal Procedure Act is used to prosecute
any and all road traffic offences committed in terms of the national, provincial
and local road traffic legislation, regardless of how minor or serious such
offences may be regarded to be.

54.

Currently, and as a consequence of Section 36(2) of the AARTO Act and the
proclamations which have arisen thus far, in the jurisdictions of the
Metropolitan Municipalities of Tshwane and Johannesburg only, the
provisions of the AARTO Act apply and the provisions of the Criminal
Procedure Act do not apply, except in the case of road traffic offences which
are categorised as “offences” in Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations, 2008
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(hereinafter referred to as “the AARTO Regulations”) or where an alleged
infringer elects to be tried in Court.

55.

The AARTO Act was implemented in the Metropolitan Municipalities of
Tshwane and Johannesburg for a trial period from 1 July 2008 and 1
November 2008 respectively, with the expectation of the trial period
concluding by 2010. However, this “trial” period remains in force almost ten
years after implementation. It is submitted that this has led to ingrained
disparities and injustices in the manner in which traffic violations are
prosecuted. It is further submitted that, almost a decade after inception, the
current operation of the AARTO Act in the jurisdictions of the Metropolitan
Municipalities of Tshwane and Johannesburg can no longer be regarded as a
trial period, and that the parallel operation of the provisions of the Criminal
Procedure Act and the AARTO Act in different jurisdictions, although
authorised in terms of Section 36(2) of the AARTO Act, has not only introduced
further confusion for motorists, but has also had the effect of introducing gross
inequality before the law, in direct conflict with Section 9(1) of the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. These conflicts will be further elucidated
below in my affidavit.

The National Road Traffic Act, and the National Road Traffic Regulations made
thereunder

56.

The long title of the National Road Traffic Act is: “To provide for road traffic
matters which shall apply uniformly throughout the Republic and for
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matters connected therewith” (my emphasis). It is primarily with the
prosecution of provisions of this Act that this application concerns itself.

57.

Section 12(a) of the National Road Traffic Act compels every person who
drives a motor vehicle to be licensed to do so and Section 12(b) thereof
compels every licensed driver to keep his or her driving licence [card], other
document deemed to be a licence, or other prescribed authorisation in the
motor vehicle whilst he or she is driving such motor vehicle. These authorising
documents are issued in terms of Section 18 of the National Road Traffic Act.

58.

According to Regulation 101(2)(a) of the National Road Traffic Regulations:

“The period of validity of a driving licence issued or deemed to be issued
in terms of section 18 of the Act shall be indefinite, unless such licence has
been suspended or cancelled in terms of the Act” (my emphasis).

59.

A driving licence card, which is contemplated in Regulation 108(5) of the
National Road Traffic Regulations serves as presentable proof of the fact that
a person is licensed to drive and is valid for a period of five years from the
date of its issue. Regulation 108(5)(a) specifically makes this Regulation
subject to Regulation 101(2)(a) which sets a driving licence card apart from an
actual driving licence. This distinction is of key importance, as appears in
paragraph 371.1 below.
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60.

Section 32 of the National Road Traffic Act further compels a professional
driver to be in possession of a professional driving permit (“PrDP”). According
to Regulation 122(1) of the National Road Traffic Regulations –

“A professional driving permit shall be valid for a period of 24 months from
the date of authorisation thereof as referred to in regulation 119 (1) (a)
unless the permit or a driving licence of the person concerned has been
suspended or cancelled: Provided that where a person has applied for a
new professional driving permit in the manner contemplated in
subregulation (2) on or before the expiry date of the professional driving
permit held by such person, the new professional driving permit shall be
valid for a period of 24 months from the date after the expiry date of the
professional driving permit held by such person” (my emphasis).

61.

In its practical implementation, a PrDP is typically incorporated on the face of a
driving licence card, as opposed to constituting a separate document to be
carried, and a professional driver must carry this document with him or her
whilst driving a motor vehicle for which a PrDP is a prescribed requirement.

62.

Section 87(1) of the National Road Traffic Act prescribes:

“Whenever in terms of this Act any notice is authorised or required to be
served upon or issued to any person, such notice shall either be served
personally upon the person to whom it is addressed or be sent to him or
her by registered post to his or her last known address: Provided that the
address furnished by the holder of a driving licence at the time of his or her
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application for such licence or recorded against his or her name in a
register of driving licences, or the address recorded against the registration
of a vehicle in a register of motor vehicles as the address of the owner of
such vehicle, shall serve as his or her domicile of summons and execution
for all purposes arising from or for the purposes of this Act, for the service
of notices, post or process on that person” (my emphasis).

63.

Section 87(2) of the National Road Traffic Act goes on to prescribe:

“Service by registered post in terms of subsection (1) shall be deemed to have
been effected on the tenth day after the date stamped upon the receipt for
registration issued by the post office which accepted the notice”.

64.

Section 89(1) of the National Road Traffic Act prescribes:

“Any person who contravenes or fails to comply with any provision of this
Act or with any direction, condition, demand, determination, requirement,
term or request thereunder, shall be guilty of an offence” (my
emphasis).

65.

Section 89(6) of the National Road Traffic Act prescribes:

“Any person convicted of an offence in terms of subsection (1) read
with any other provision of this Act shall be liable to a fine or to
imprisonment for a period not exceeding one year” (my emphasis).
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66.

Section 89(7) of the National Road Traffic Act prescribes:

“Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any law contained, a
magistrate’s court shall be competent to impose any penalty provided
for in this Act” (my emphasis).

67.

Section 73(1) and 73(3) of the National Road Traffic Act introduces the
presumption that the registered owner of a vehicle, or in the case of a
corporate body (juristic entity), a director or servant (proxy), drove or parked it
– in the case of unattended offences like parking tickets and traffic fines arising
out of the use of speed and/or red traffic signal equipment which utilises a
camera.

68.

Regulation 18 of the National Road Traffic Regulations prescribes that, with
the exception of motor vehicles which are specifically exempted therefrom,
every motor vehicle must be licensed, regardless of whether such motor
vehicle is used on a public road or not. Regulation 36(1) prescribes that a
licence disc must be displayed on the lower left side of a transparent
windscreen, or in the case of a motor vehicle without a windscreen, in a
conspicuous place on the left hand-side of that motor vehicle.

69.

Regulation 32A of the National Road Traffic Regulations, which came into
force on 31 October 2014 effectively compels each and every holder of a
driving licence and/or registered owner of a motor vehicle to furnish proof of
his, her or its physical residential/business address to the registering authority
or driving licence testing centre in a manner similar to that which is employed
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by the Financial Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), No. 38 of 2001 and the
Regulation

of

Interception

of

Communications

and

Provision

of

Communication-Related Information Act (RICA), No. 70 of 2002.

70.

In addition, regulations inserted into the National Road Traffic Regulations with
effect from 25 September 2003 and 4 May 2007 respectively have empowered
registering authorities and/or driving licence testing centres to, at their
discretion, refuse to process transactions inter alia relating to the issue of any
and all of the documents contemplated in the aforegoing provisions, should a
warrant of arrest have been issued by a Court as a result of a person who
stands accused of committing an offence in terms of the National Road Traffic
Act and/or its regulations failing to appear in Court. These Regulations are the
following:

70.1.

Regulation 25(7)(e) of the National Road Traffic Regulations, which
prescribes:

“The registering authority may refuse to issue a licence disc in
respect of a motor vehicle if a warrant of arrest in respect of an
offence in terms of this Act has been issued in respect of the
owner of such motor vehicle” (my emphasis).

(Subregulation (7) of the said Regulation 25 was inserted into the
National Road Traffic Regulations by Regulation 15 contained in
Government Notice 1341, with effect from 25 September 2003.)
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70.2.

Regulation 59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations further
prescribes:

“If a person who has committed an offence in terms of this Act
failed to appear in a Court of Law and as a result of such failure
a warrant of arrest of such person has been issued, applies for
any transaction, the registering authority or driving licence
testing centre to whom such application is made, may refuse
to effect the transaction applied for or, in the case of an
application for the licensing of a motor vehicle at a registering
authority, the registering authority may refuse to issue a
licence disc to the applicant” (my emphasis).

(This paragraph was inserted into the National Road Traffic
Regulations by Regulation 16 contained in Government Notice
404, with effect from 4 May 2007.)

71.

As mentioned above, the Criminal Procedure Act is used as the prosecution
instrument in order to prosecute any and all offences created by road traffic
legislation and this is the case everywhere in the Republic of South Africa
except in the jurisdictions of the Metropolitan Municipalities of Tshwane and
Johannesburg, where the provisions of the AARTO Act currently apply.

72.

As its name suggests, in terms of the Criminal Procedure Act, all offences
prosecuted using its provisions are regarded as criminal offences, including,
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but not limited to, road traffic offences of whatsoever nature. Although the
Criminal Procedure Act deals with a far broader ambit of criminal matters, the
references I make herein are limited purely to the prosecution of road traffic
offences.

73.

I must further point out that, although the Criminal Procedure Act is used in
the prosecution of road traffic offences, this Act does not specifically
contemplate the prosecution of road traffic offences, except in the case of
notifications in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act which are
contemplated in Schedule 3 of the Criminal Procedure Act.

74.

In instances where an alleged offender is not arrested at the time of the alleged
road traffic offence, the Criminal Procedure Act caters for one of two different
documents to be issued to the alleged offender as follows:

74.1.

A notification in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act
“compounding certain minor offences”, which serves as a notice of
intention to institute prosecution and/or a precursor to formal
prosecution. On such a notification, the alleged offender is invited to
pay a fine for an offence which is prescribed to be a minor offence,
and the payment such a fine will not lead to any further
consequences and/or the imposition of a criminal record. In
practice and in relation to fines which relate to offences arising from
speed and/or red traffic light signal cameras, such notices are typically
issued using computer systems run by the various issuing authorities.
These notifications are then posted by ordinary letter mail to the
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registered owner or proxy for the juristic entity for the motor vehicle
concerned, and may not necessarily cite the actual alleged offender.
The minor offences in respect of which a notification in terms of
Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act are prescribed, are listed
in Schedule 3 of the Criminal Procedure Act.

74.2.

Alternatively, a written notice to appear in Court in terms of
Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act which is a typically a
handwritten document, may be issued by a peace officer and acts as
a written citation and summons against the actual person who is
alleged to have committed the offence, to appear in court. Such written
notice also invites the alleged offender to pay an admission of guilt
fine where such admission of guilt fine has been set by the Chief
Magistrate, and upon the precondition that the accused will be
regarded to have been convicted by that Court upon such payment
and will, as a result, incur a criminal record as is prescribed by
Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act.

75.

Should the alleged offender fail to act on a notification in terms of Section
341 of the Criminal Procedure Act, a summons in terms of Section 54 of the
Criminal Procedure Act may be issued by the clerk of the Court or assistant
clerk of the Court with jurisdiction, and served by a duly authorised person
upon the alleged offender, to appear in court on the day and at the time
stipulated upon that summons. Such summonses are typically computer
generated and invite the alleged offender to pay an admission of guilt fine
where such admission of guilt fine has been set by the Chief Magistrate.
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There is however a precondition that the accused will be regarded to have
been convicted by that Court upon such payment and will, as a result, incur
a criminal record as is prescribed by Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure
Act. Such summonses are typically issued to the registered owner or proxy
for a juristic entity and are rarely issued in respect of the actual person
who may have allegedly committed the offence in question, unless the
registered owner or proxy has nominated the actual driver at some time
preceding the issuing of that summons, or the registered owner was the
driver at the time of the alleged offence.

76.

Regardless of which document as described above is used to institute legal
proceedings, all road traffic offences prosecuted in terms of the Criminal
Procedure Act are prosecuted by persons who are either appointed and
employed by the National Prosecuting Authority, or are in the employ of a
local or provincial authority and hold delegated authorisation in terms of
Section 22(8)(b) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act, No. 32 of 1998, to
prosecute offenders for offences contemplated in all

but a handful of

excluded Sections of the National Road Traffic Act, as well as contravention
of any laws, bylaws and regulations promulgated by the relevant local or
provincial government. I attach hereto a copy of one such delegation marked
as annexure “HD04”. Whilst such delegated prosecutors may be in the
employ of a road traffic law enforcement authority, such persons legally have
to act under the control and direction of the Director of Public Prosecutions,
and not their employer.
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77.

If an accused person fails to appear in Court to answer to the charge/s
recorded on a summons in terms of Section 54 or written notice in terms of
Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act, or fails to remain in attendance at
the criminal proceedings, the judicial officer may issue a warrant for that
person’s arrest, in terms of Section 55 of the Criminal Procedure Act, and
may endorse that warrant of arrest allowing for the payment of an admission
of guilt fine in respect of both the original charge and a contempt of court
charge.

78.

Wherever an admission of guilt fine is paid, whether it be in response to a
summons in terms of Section 54 or a written notice in terms of Section 56 of
the Criminal Procedure Act, the prescripts of Section 57 and in particular
Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act apply.

79.

Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act prescribes:

“An admission of guilt fine paid at a police station or a local authority in
terms of subsection (1) and the summons or, as the case may be, the
written notice surrendered under subsection (3), shall, as soon as is
expedient, be forwarded to the clerk of the magistrate's court which has
jurisdiction, and such clerk of the court shall thereafter, as soon as
is expedient, enter the essential particulars of such summons or,
as the case may be, such written notice and of any summons or
written notice surrendered to the clerk of the court under
subsection (3), in the criminal record book for admissions of guilt,
whereupon the accused concerned shall, subject to the provisions
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of subsection (7), be deemed to have been convicted and
sentenced by the court in respect of the offence in question” (my
emphasis).

80.

Where an accused person stands trial and is convicted of the charge which
has been brought against him or her, such conviction must be recorded as a
“previous conviction” for purposes of any future offences they may commit.
This does not however mean that such “previous conviction” will necessarily
be forwarded to the Criminal Records Centre (hereinafter referred to as “the
CRC”) which is operated and maintained by the South African Police Service
(hereinafter referred to as the “SAPS”) and which could in turn become a
disqualification from employment and/or obtaining travel visas. I shall delve
deeper into this aspect later in this affidavit.

The AARTO Act

81.

As mentioned above, the provisions of the AARTO Act are currently only
applicable in the jurisdictions of the Metropolitan Municipalities of Tshwane
and Johannesburg alone, and have been for approaching a decade now. This
does not however mean that it is not the intention of the legislator to extend
the applicability of the provisions of the AARTO Act to other jurisdictions and/or
to implement it nationally. In fact, it has been repeatedly mooted that the
AARTO Act will be implemented in a non-pilot fashion nationally, throughout
the Republic of South Africa, in due course and all that government is waiting
for prior to doing so, is the signing into law of the AARTO Amendment Bill,
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2015. Although I deal with specific provisions of the AARTO Act in more detail
later in this affidavit, I detail hereunder some of the provisions of the AARTO
Act which have relevance to this application which have the effect of adding
context.

82.

According to the long title of the AARTO Act, the AARTO Act is meant “To
promote road traffic quality by providing for a scheme to discourage road
traffic contraventions, to facilitate the adjudication of road traffic
infringements, to support the prosecution of offences in terms of the national
and provincial laws relating to road traffic, and implement a points demerit
system; to provide for the establishment of an agency to administer the
scheme; to provide for the establishment of a board to represent the agency;
and to provide for matters connected therewith”.

83.

Section 1 of the AARTO Act defines an “infringer” as “a person who has
allegedly committed an infringement” (my emphasis). In practice, such a
person can either be the actual natural person who has allegedly committed
an infringement, the registered owner of a motor vehicle who is a natural
person, or a juristic entity that is the registered owner of a motor vehicle and
is represented by a natural person as its proxy.

84.

In addition, Section 1 of the AARTO Act defines an “issuing authority” as:
“(a)

a local authority contemplated in Chapter 7 of the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996), the Local
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Government Transition Act, 1993 (Act No. 209 of 1993), or any other
applicable law;
(b)

a provincial administration; or

(c)

the Road Traffic Management Corporation, established under
section 4 of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act, 1999,

in so far as such authority, administration or Corporation is responsible for
traffic matters” (my emphasis).

85.

Section 2 of the AARTO Act sets out the objects of the Act, amongst which
are:

“to encourage compliance with the national and provincial laws and
municipal by-laws relating to road traffic and to promote road traffic
safety” (my emphasis), “to alleviate the burden on the courts of trying
offenders for infringements” and “to penalise drivers and operators who
are guilty of infringements or offences through the imposition of
demerit points leading to the suspension and cancellation of driving
licences, professional driving permits or operator cards” (my emphasis).

86.

Section 3 of the AARTO Act deals with the establishment of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and paragraph (b) of subsection (2)
prescribes:
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“The Minister may, on request of an issuing authority, assign any function
vested in such issuing authority in terms of this Act, to the agency” (my
emphasis).

This clearly includes assigning to the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) the function of issuing infringement notices on behalf of an
issuing authority and in so doing, assuming the role of an issuing authority, in
addition to its own role, thus becoming policeman, prosecutor and judge
because of the facts set out in the paragraphs hereafter.

87.

Section 4 of the AARTO Act contemplates the objects and functions of the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) amongst which are
“considering representations from an infringer in terms of section 18 with
regard to an infringement notice relating to a minor infringement” (my
emphasis), issuing courtesy letters, enforcement orders and warrants of
execution, as well as applying demerit points on the driving licences and/or
operator cards of infringers.

88.

Section 10

of

the AARTO Act

contemplates

the appointment

of

representations officers who are employed by the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) to consider written representations made by
alleged infringers. The prescribed minimum qualifications for persons to be
appointed as representations officers are prescribed in Notice number 258 of
2010 in Government Gazette 33038 of 19 March 2010 and at a minimum
qualification level include persons who have served as a police or traffic officer
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for an uninterrupted minimum period of three (3) years and who hold a code
B (light motor vehicle) driving licence.

89.

Section 13 of the AARTO Act contemplates the funding of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and subsection (1) prescribes:
“The agency is financed from—
(a)

fees paid to the agency in terms of this Act;

(b)

deductions from penalties collected by the agency as
contemplated in section 32;

(c)

money appropriated by Parliament for that purpose;

(d)

donations received, which must be declared in the annual
report contemplated in section 7(2);

(e)

90.

money received from any other source” (my emphasis).

Chapter III of the AARTO Act prescribes the so-called “adjudication procedure”
and Section 17 of the AARTO Act contemplates the infringement notice stage
of this procedure. Included in this stage of the adjudication procedure is the
option of the alleged infringer to, within 32 days from the service of the
infringement notice, -

90.1.

pay the penalty amount, at the discounted penalty amount as
prescribed in Schedule 3;
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90.2.

make written representation/s to the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency as to why he or she should not be held liable for the alleged
infringement;

90.3.

apply to pay the full penalty amount in instalments, thereby forfeiting
the discount;

90.4.

elect to be tried in court; or

90.5.

nominate the driver of the vehicle, if they were not the driver at the
time of the alleged infringement.

91.

Section 18 of the AARTO Act contemplates written representations which may
be made to the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) during
the infringement notice and courtesy letter stages of the adjudication
procedure contained in Chapter III of the AARTO Act and holds that such
written representations “are made by submitting a sworn statement or
affirmation to the agency in the prescribed manner, indicating the existence of
reasonable grounds why the infringer should not be held liable for the penalty
payable in terms of the infringement notice”.

92.

Section 19 of the AARTO Act contemplates the courtesy letter stage of the
adjudication procedure wherein, inter alia, the option of a registered owner to
nominate the driver of a motor vehicle which they were not driving at the time
of an alleged infringement, is removed as is the discount applicable on the
penalty amount and the ability to apply to pay in instalments. A courtesy letter
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is issued after a period of 32 days from the date of the service of an
infringement notice has elapsed.

93.

Section 20 of the AARTO Act contemplates the enforcement order which is
issued once a period of 32 days from the date of service of a courtesy letter
has elapsed and at this stage, the alleged infringer is afforded only two
options, namely to -

93.1.

pay the cumulative total of 100% of the penalty amount, plus the fee
for the courtesy letter, plus the fee for the enforcement order, plus the
fee for the unsuccessful representation (if applicable); or

93.2.

make successful application for the revocation of the enforcement
order. Such application for revocation of an enforcement order must
be made to the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent)
and to the satisfaction of the Registrar (Fourth Respondent), who
is the very person responsible for issuing the enforcement order in the
first place, as prescribed in Section 20(1) of the AARTO Act.

94.

In addition to the aforegoing, upon the issue of an enforcement order, no
driving licence, professional driving permit and/or vehicle licence disc may be
issued and the associated demerit-points must be applied against the driving
licence of the alleged infringer, or operator card of the operator.

95.

Should an alleged infringer fail to comply with the provisions of an enforcement
order as contemplated in Section 20 of the AARTO Act, then the Registrar of
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the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent) may, on the
prescribed conditions, issue a warrant of execution against the alleged
infringer in terms of Section 21 of the Act, which warrant authorises the seizure
of movable property, seizure of the driving licence or professional driving
permit of the infringer, defacing the licence disc and/or operator card of a motor
vehicle of which the infringer is the owner by removing the licence disc and/or
operator card and immobilising the motor vehicle of which the infringer is the
owner or registered operator.

96.

Section 22 of the AARTO Act contemplates the trial of an alleged infringer who
elects to be tried in court and subsection (4) thereof prescribes:

“Despite any other law, an infringer who has been dealt with by means
of administrative procedures in terms of this Chapter, does not incur
previous convictions and may not be prosecuted again on the same
facts” (my emphasis).

97.

Section 24 of the AARTO Act deals with the points demerit system to be
applied to driving licences and operator cards, whilst Section 25(2)(a) of the
AARTO Act prescribes the disqualification period as being three (3) months
in relation to each demerit-point over the prescribed threshold or such
number as may be prescribed by the Minister of Transport (First
Respondent). Section 25 of the AARTO Act also prohibits the driving or
operation of a motor vehicle during the suspension period and classifies it as
a criminal offence.
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98.

It is important to note that whilst Section 24 of the AARTO Act has been
proclaimed to be in force, Regulation 24 of the AARTO Regulations has not
yet been proclaimed to be in force and therefore, the points demerit system
is not yet in force. It is however equally important to note that all that is required
for it to come into force is for the Minister of Transport (First Respondent) to
proclaim its commencement in the Government Gazette.

99.

Section 27 of the AARTO Act contemplates the cancellation of a driving licence
or operator card and prescribes that a person whose driving licence or
operator card has previously been suspended on two occasions will be
cancelled should he, she or it again exceed the demerit points threshold and
such driving licence or operator card must be surrendered to the issuing
authority.

100.

Section 28 of the AARTO Act contemplates the reduction of demerit points
which have been applied against the driving licence or operator card of an
infringer and prescribes that these demerit points will be reduced at a rate of
one point for every three months, “or such other number of points or period as
may be prescribed”.

101. Section 29 of the AARTO Act contemplates the categorisation of offences,
infringements and demerit points and prescribes:

“the Minister, acting with the concurrence of the Minister of Justice and the
MEC of each province, may for the purpose of this Act—
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(a)

prescribe offences, and categorise them into minor infringements,
major infringements and other offences;

(b)

prescribe the penalty, expressed as a single unit or multiple units
accorded a monetary value, which must be imposed for each
infringement, as contemplated in section 31;

(c)

prescribe the demerit points which are incurred for each offence
or infringement, as contemplated in section 24; and

(d)

prescribe the total number of demerit points which, if exceeded,
disqualifies a person from driving or operating any motor vehicle as
contemplated in section 25” (my emphasis).

102. Notwithstanding the fact that Section 29 of the AARTO Act deals with the
categorisation of infringements, other offences and demerit points and
paragraph (a) thereof prescribes that “The Minister, acting with the concurrence
of the Minister of Justice and the MEC of each province, may for the purpose
of this Act prescribe offences, and categorise them into minor infringements,
major infringements and other offences” (my emphasis), Schedule 3 of the
AARTO Regulations merely categorises them into “infringements”, without the
adjective “minor” or “major”, and “offences” without the adjective “other” as is
clear in annexure “HD05” which is an extract from Schedule 3 of the AARTO
Regulations.

103. Section 30(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
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“Any document required to be served on an infringer in terms of this Act,
must be served on the infringer personally or sent by registered mail
to his or her last known address”.

104. Section 30(2) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“A document which is sent by registered mail in terms of subsection (1), is
regarded to have been served on the infringer on the tenth day after the
date which is stamped upon the receipt issued by the post office which
accepted the document for registration, unless evidence to the contrary is
adduced, which may be in the form of an affidavit” (my emphasis).

105. Regulation 3(1)(b) of the AARTO Regulations prescribes:

“An infringement notice contemplated in section 17 (1) of the Act shall be
issued and served or caused to be served to the infringer by registered
mail, on a form similar to form AARTO 03 as shown in Schedule 1, within
40 days of the commission of the infringement” (my emphasis).

106. Section 34 of the AARTO Act empowers the Minister of Transport (First
Respondent) to make regulations which are not inconsistent with this Act,
relating to any matter that may or must be prescribed in terms of this Act.

107. Section 36 of the AARTO Act contains the short title and commencement of the
AARTO Act and subsection (2) thereof prescribes:
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“Different dates may be determined under subsection (1) in respect of
different provisions of this Act and different areas of the Republic” (my
emphasis).

108. Schedule 1 of the AARTO Regulations prescribes the templates for the forms
which must be used in the implementation of the AARTO Act, including but not
limited to the forms used for issuing infringement notices, courtesy letters and
enforcement orders.

109. Schedule 2 of the AARTO Regulations prescribes the fees that the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) may levy against the issue of certain
documents and processes, including but not limited to the issue of a courtesy
letter, an enforcement order, an unsuccessful representation and an
unsuccessful application for the revocation of an enforcement order.

110. Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations categorises the charges which may be
brought against an alleged infringer in relation to the violation of road traffic
legislation provisions and splits these charges into “infringements” which must
be prosecuted in terms of the provisions of the AARTO Act and “offences” which
must be prosecuted in terms of the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act.
Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations must not be confused with Schedule 3
of the Criminal Procedure Act, and categorises numerous road traffic offences
which are not contemplated in Schedule 3 of the Criminal Procedure Act as
“infringements” in relation to which no criminal consequences apply if the matter
is dealt with administratively.
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111. Schedule 4 of the AARTO Regulations, as published in Government Gazette
37025 of 14 November 2013 serves to act as a specific list of issuing
authorities as prescribed by the Minister and assigns an issuing authority code
to each of those issuing authorities. It is important to note however that the
previous contents of Schedule 4 as appeared in Government Gazette 34208 of
15 April 2010 prescribed the demerit points applicable to operator cards in
terms of Regulations 24(1)(c) and 24(5) of the AARTO Regulations but
Schedule 4 no longer does so due to the repeal and replacement of Schedule
4 as published in Government Gazette 37025 of 14 November 2013.

The Administrative Adjudication of Road Traffic Offences Amendment Bill, 2015
– as amended by the Portfolio Committee on Transport (National Assembly)
B38B-2015 and B38A-2015 (“AARTO Amendment Bill”) and how it affects this
application

112.

The Administrative Adjudication of Road Traffic Offences Amendment Bill,
2015 – as amended by the Portfolio Committee on Transport (National
Assembly) (hereinafter referred to as “the Committee”) B38B-2015 and B38A2015 (hereinafter referred to as “the AARTO Amendment Bill”) was assented
to by the National Assembly on 5 September 2017 and has been passed to
the National Council of Provinces for adoption, prior to being sent to the
President to sign into law.

113.

Although I am advised that it is not viable and/or necessary to challenge the
provisions contained in that Bill which is yet to be passed into law, it is
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submitted that the proposed amendments contained in the AARTO
Amendment Bill will merely serve to aggravate a sizable proportion of the
currently applicable provisions of the AARTO Act with which this application
deals, as opposed to rectifying them or in any other way bring about much of
the relief sought in this application.

114.

Since the various structures of the legislature manage their own schedules
and decisions it is impossible for anyone to accurately predict when or even if
the AARTO Amendment Bill, 2015 will be passed into law.

115.

It is submitted however that since successive organs of State have already
repeatedly demonstrated their unwillingness to address many, if not most of
the issues that I and JPSA have raised regarding the currently applicable
provisions of the AARTO Act with which this application deals, it is highly
unlikely that much notice will be taken of further submissions which will be
made to the National Council of Provinces, should it choose to re-open the socalled “consultative phase”.

116.

Notably however, it is submitted that the AARTO Amendment Bill completely
fails to meet the remedial action ordered by the Public Protector (Sixteenth
Respondent)

in paragraph 11.2.1 of the Public Protector’s (Sixteenth

Respondent’s) report entitled “A Matter of Interpretation” (Report No 15 of
2014/15), wherein she ordered that “The RTMC should facilitate the insertion
of a section in the Act which makes it an offence and carries a penalty
against issuing authorities in case of violation of the AARTO Act” (my
emphasis). This appears at page 47 of that report, attached hereto as
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annexure “HD06”. This remedial action seems to be intended to guard against
issuing authorities engaging in unlawful activities. It is respectfully submitted
that that the Committee has managed to water down the original proposed
and wholly deficient amendment of Section 32(1) of the AARTO Amendment
Bill, 2013 by deleting that amendment and instead, inserting Section 18(1)(b)
into the AARTO Amendment Bill, 2015 to actively condone such unlawful
activities by issuing authorities, instead of making such activities an offence
and assigning penalties thereto.

117.

It is therefore submitted that, unless the AARTO Act in its current form, along
with the AARTO Amendment Bill, 2015 as it currently reads are repealed in
their entirety, the majority of the relief sought in this application will remain
valid.

118.

Should the AARTO Amendment Bill be passed into law, such an action would
necessitate a further application to the Honourable Court and should that
happen prior to the finalisation of this matter, then both matters would
necessarily need to be consolidated for hearing.

THE FACTUAL BASIS OF THIS APPLICATION
The Criminal Procedure Act and how it relates to road traffic offences

119.

Except for some 23 Sections thereof which have not yet commenced, most of
the provisions of the National Road Traffic Act have been in force since 1
August 2000, by means of proclamation R.46 of 2000 contained in
Government Gazette 21425 of 31 July 2000, while Regulation 25(7)(e) of the
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National Road Traffic Regulations has been in force since 25 September 2003
and Regulation 59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations came into effect
on 4 May 2007.

120.

Except for Schedule 3 thereof, the Criminal Procedure Act is a generalised
tool for the prosecution of criminal offences which arise out of the common law
as well as statutory laws and the prosecution of road traffic offences is not
uniquely contemplated in the Criminal Procedure Act.

“Traffic fines” issued in terms of the Criminal Procedure Act

121.

All forms of documents containing citations for alleged road traffic offences are
colloquially referred to as “traffic fines”. This term is to be distinguished from
the term “fine/s” in the strict legal sense which would indicate a certain penalty
imposed by a Court or prescribed by law. These traffic fines include
notifications issued in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act,
summonses in terms of Section 54 of the same Act and written notices in
terms of Section 56 of the same Act.

122.

These traffic fines usually invite the payment of an admission of guilt fine
prior to a pre-defined date. A possible exception regarding the invitation to
pay an admission of guilt fine comes in the form of offences where no
admission of guilt (“NAG”) fine has been prescribed and therefore the alleged
offender must appear in Court.
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Notifications in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act, and their
service

123.

Schedule 3 of the Criminal Procedure Act gives effect to the issuing of a
notification in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act by a peace
officer, and includes the following offences for which such notifications may be
issued:

“Any contravention of a by-law or regulation made by or for any council,
board or committee established in terms of any law for the management
of the affairs of any division, city, town, borough, village or other similar
community”
as well as:
“Any offence committed by—
(a) driving a vehicle at a speed exceeding a prescribed limit;
(b) driving a vehicle which does not bear prescribed lights, or any
prescribed means of identification;
(c) leaving or stopping a vehicle at a place where it may not be left or
stopped, or leaving a vehicle in a condition in which it may not be left;
(d) driving a vehicle at a place where and at a time when it may not be
driven;
(e) driving a vehicle which is defective or any part whereof is not properly
adjusted, or causing any undue noise by means of a motor vehicle;
(f) owning or driving a vehicle for which no valid licence is held;
(g) driving a motor vehicle without holding a licence to drive it” (my
emphasis).
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124.

The vast majority of “traffic fines” which are issued to the registered owner
of a motor vehicle, for offences created by road traffic legislation, which are
contemplated in Schedule 3 of the Criminal Procedure Act, and which are
issued in the absence of the driver, are issued in the form of computergenerated notifications in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal
Procedure Act. This arises out of the presumptions contained in Section 73
of the National Road Traffic Act because of the following facts:

124.1.

Section 73(1) of the National Road Traffic Act prescribes:

“Where in any prosecution in terms of the common law relating to
the driving of a vehicle on a public road, or in terms of this Act, it is
necessary to prove who was the driver of such vehicle, it shall be
presumed, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that such
vehicle was driven by the owner thereof.”

124.2.

Section 73(2) of the National Road traffic Act prescribes:

“Whenever a vehicle is parked in contravention of any provision of
this Act, it shall be presumed, in the absence of evidence to the
contrary, that such vehicle was parked by the owner thereof.”

124.3.

Section 73(3) of the National Road traffic Act prescribes:
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“For the purposes of subsections (1) and (2) and section 88 it shall
be presumed, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that,
where the owner of the vehicle concerned is a corporate body, such
vehicle was driven or parked, as contemplated in those
subsections, or used as contemplated in that section by a director
or servant of the corporate body in the exercise of his or her powers
or in the carrying out of his or her duties as such director or servant
or in furthering or endeavouring to further the interests of the
corporate body”.

125.

Despite the fact that Section 87(1) of the National Road Traffic Act
unequivocally prescribes:

“Whenever in terms of this Act any notice is authorised or required to
be served upon or issued to any person, such notice shall either be
served personally upon the person to whom it is addressed or be sent
to him or her by registered post to his or her last known address…”
(my emphasis),

it has been my experience that each and every notification in terms of Section
341 of the Criminal Procedure Act, arising out of camera-based fines is posted
to the registered owner using a product which the South African Post Office
(hereinafter referred to as the “SAPO”) terms “ordinary letter mail” and the
domestic registered letter service provided by the SAPO is never used to post
these notifications.
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126.

Where such posted notifications do actually arrive, they simply arrive in one’s
post box, unlike the case where the domestic registered letter service is
used, and in respect of which a notification to collect the underlying document
is issued and delivered by the SAPO. It is also commonplace for the thirtyday period within which a person may pay a fine without incurring any further
consequences to have already elapsed before the receipt of such a
notification. When I have asked senior traffic officials why this is the case, I
have been told that this happens because ordinary letter mail is cheaper
than “registered post” and the Criminal Procedure Act does not specifically
require that a notification in terms of Section 341 be posted using registered
post.

127.

Posting documents using ordinary letter mail currently costs R3.90 per letter,
while posting such documents using the domestic registered letter service
offered by SAPO costs R27.30. This in turn means that the domestic
registered letter service is seven times more expensive than ordinary mail.
These facts are borne out by the contents on page 2 and page 7 of the
2017/18 SAPO rates brochure, attached hereto as annexure “HD07”. It is
submitted however that the cost of serving a document cannot determine
whether an issuing authority will or will not comply with the prescribed
requirements of service of notifications issued in terms of Section 341 of the
Criminal Procedure Act and arising out of the violation of any provision of the
National Road Traffic Act.
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128.

It is submitted that if the legislator had intended traffic fines to be “sent”
utilising anything other than registered post it would never have prescribed
that what are effectively citations issued for violating the provisions of the
National Road Traffic Act must be served in person, or sent by registered
post. Furthermore, since Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act
prescribes that “If a person receives from any peace officer a notification
in writing…”, even Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act implies that a
requirement exists for such notification to be served, and in so doing,
brought to the attention of that person, as opposed to merely being posted.

129.

It is important to note that the opportunity to pay a traffic fine in the strict legal
sense to avoid incurring a criminal record as is prescribed by Section 57(6)
of the Criminal Procedure Act, arises out of the issuing and service of a
notification in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act. Once a
summons in terms of Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act has been
issued, this option is no longer available to the alleged offender.

130.

Furthermore, it is submitted that since the issuing of a traffic fine constitutes
an allegation of violation of the law, any document making such an allegation
must be served, and therefore all notifications issued in terms of Section
341 of the Criminal Procedure Act must be properly served in accordance
with the prescripts of Section 87(1) of the National Road Traffic Act in
order to afford the alleged offender the opportunity to avail him or herself of
the advantages which Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act affords him
or her. It is submitted that the biggest advantage to an alleged offender in
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respect of a notification in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure
Act is the option to pay a fine without incurring a criminal record as is
contemplated in Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act.

131.

It is therefore submitted that any and all notifications in terms of Section 341
of the Criminal Procedure Act which have been posted to date, using
anything other than “registered post”, have violated Section 87(1) of the
National Road Traffic Act and are therefore invalid, since the fundamental
requirement of the service thereof has not been met.

Presumption of service by post

132.

It is submitted that the presumption of service as is contemplated in Section
87(2) of the National Road Traffic Act, which prescribes: “Service by
registered post in terms of subsection (1) shall be deemed to have been
effected on the tenth day after the date stamped upon the receipt for
registration issued by the post office which accepted the notice” (my
emphasis) completely ignores the vital importance of effective service and
bringing the existence of the allegation to the attention of the alleged
offender.

133.

As stated in paragraph 129 above, once a summons in terms of Section 54
of the Criminal Procedure Act has been issued, it is too late for an alleged
offender to pay the fine in respect of a notification in terms of Section 341 of
the Criminal Procedure Act, which should have been properly served on him
or her, without incurring a criminal record.
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134.

In practical application, the “track and trace” service offered by the SAPO
acts as a comprehensive record of the delivery status of a domestic
registered letter, and therefore, there exists no need to presume that
service has been effected.

135.

It is therefore submitted that the presumption for service contained in Section
87(2) of the National Road Traffic Act ignores the vital importance of properly
notifying an alleged offender of the fact that an allegation exists against him
or her and is inconsistent with Sections 33 and 35(3) of the Constitution of
the Republic of South Africa, 1996, and is therefore invalid.

The validity period of a notification in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal
Procedure Act

136.

Section 341(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act prescribes:
“If a person receives from any peace officer a notification in writing
alleging that such person has committed, at a place and upon a date and at
a time or during a period specified in the notification, any offence likewise
specified, of any class mentioned in Schedule 3, and setting forth the
amount of the fine which a court trying such person for such offence would
probably impose upon him, such person may within thirty days after the
receipt of the notification deliver or transmit the notification, together with
a sum of money equal to the said amount, to the magistrate of the district
or area wherein the offence is alleged to have been committed, and
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thereupon such person shall not be prosecuted for having committed
such offence” (my emphasis).

137.

However, nowhere in Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act is it
prescribed what must happen if such a person does not take steps to avoid
being prosecuted within 30 days of its receipt, and in so doing, avoid the
possibility of incurring a criminal record. Instead, Section 341 of the Criminal
Procedure Act merely implies that if the alleged offender does not pay the
fine, formal prosecution will follow since it prescribes that “such person shall
not be prosecuted for having committed such offence” if he or she pays
the fine. Also, Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act does not prescribe
that a summons must be issued if an alleged offender fails to take advantage
of the opportunity to avoid formal prosecution.

138.

As a result, a great many traffic fines become “stagnated” when issuing
authorities, instead of following notifications in terms of Section 341 with the
acquisition of summonses in terms of Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure
Act, do nothing further for extended periods of time, if indeed they ever do.

139.

Because no such legislated set timeframes in relation to traffic fines exist in
the Criminal Procedure Act, various provincial Directors of Public Prosecutions
have, in the past, issued directives prescribing the timeframe within which a
summons in terms of Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act must be issued,
and by necessary implication also be served following the service of a Section
341 notification.
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140.

For many years, these directives were provincial instructions and the
timeframes prescribed therein differed from one another. In Gauteng, the
period contemplated was twelve months, in the Western Cape, it was eighteen
months and in KwaZulu-Natal, it was twenty-four months. This was so until
recently, when the Acting Deputy National Director of Public Prosecutions
issued uniform national instructions contained in an internal National
Prosecuting Authority memorandum dated 17 August 2017, a copy of which is
attached hereto as annexure “HD08”.

141.

As can be seen in paragraph 3 of annexure “HD08”, “A summons in terms of
section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 following upon the issuing
of a notice in terms of section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977
must be issued within a period of 18 months of the date of the alleged
offence. Failure to do so will result in the withdrawal of the offence” (my
emphasis). Paragraph 4 thereof goes on to say: “The aforementioned
determination of the 18-month period is to avoid backlogs and to ensure
compliance with the constitutional right of an accused to a speedy trial”.

142.

Despite the contents of annexure “HD08”, as well as the pre-existence of the
aforementioned provincial directives, traffic authorities all over the country
continue to keep notifications issued in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal
Procedure Act live, in their stagnated state, for periods which far exceed the
timeframe contemplated in this instruction.
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143.

As is depicted in the copy of the email attached hereto, marked as annexure
“HD09”, private contractors who supply speeding fine generation equipment
and back office services to municipalities regularly engage in campaigns to
solicit payment of what are effectively stagnated Section 341 notifications,
presumably in the hope of persuading people to pay fines which should have
been withdrawn. The email referenced in annexure “HD09” was received by
Mr Nick Matthews’ wife, who forwarded it to him, and he, in turn forwarded it
to me. I attach hereto, the confirmatory affidavit of Mr Nick Matthews, marked
as annexure “HD10” in confirmation of these facts.

144.

The notifications referenced in that email related to alleged speeding offences
committed in April and June of 2015 and the email in question was dated 24
August 2017 – more than 20 months after the last alleged offence, and 27
months after the first one. Both notification numbers refer to “Summons
generated” under the heading of “Current status”, however whilst this status
was not untrue, it does not represent the full story either, as I will indicate
below:

144.1.

Upon receiving the email referenced above as annexure “HD09”
from Mr Matthews, I emailed Brigadier Revo Spies of the Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Police Department to enquire of him what the actual
status of these notices was. In reply, Brigadier Spies attached the
four documents attached hereto as annexure “HD11” wherein it was
recorded that whilst the summonses had been printed on 5 January
2016 and 18 April 2016 respectively, neither of them were served.
The matters were marked with a status of “Unserved Summons past
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Court Date - Stagnant Summons” on 4 June 2017 and 8 June 2017
respectively on Ekurhuleni’s systems, yet on 24 August 2017 Syntell
(Pty)

Ltd,

which

is

the

owner/operator

of

the

domain

“trafficnotification.co.za” as is depicted in annexure “HD12” saw fit
to send out the aforementioned email, annexure “HD09”.

145.

It is submitted that prior to the issuing of the latest national instructions, a preexisting instruction from the Director of Public Prosecutions at the Gauteng
Division of the National Prosecuting Authority existed, wherein it was
instructed that the timeframe in which a summons in terms of Section 54 of
the Criminal Procedure Act must be issued was twelve months. It is further
respectfully submitted that the purpose of issuing a summons must
necessarily be to have that summons served on the alleged offender so
that he or she may stand trial, and failure to do so should not result in a socalled “stagnated” status, but should result in the withdrawal of that matter as
instructed by the national instructions.

146.

It is submitted that similarly, where a notification in terms of Section 341 of the
Criminal Procedure Act is issued in relation to a speeding offence for which no
admission of guilt fine is prescribed and allowed (commonly referred to as
“NAG notices”), and where the appearance of the accused is required in Court
for inter alia, a hearing in terms of Section 35 of the National Road Traffic Act,
the same instructions should apply, if the right of an alleged offender to have
his or her trial begin and conclude without unreasonable delay as is enshrined
in Section 35(3)(d) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 is
to be protected.
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147.

In light of the fact that the Acting Deputy National Director of Public
Prosecutions has already instructed all prosecutors to withdraw any and all
matters in relation to which a summons in terms of Section 54 of the Criminal
Procedure Act has not been issued and served within eighteen months of
the alleged commission of the offence, yet as is evident from the contents of
paragraphs 142 to 145 above, such instruction has clearly been ignored by
some prosecutors, it is respectfully submitted that the uniform national
instruction referenced as “HD08” should be made an order of this
Honourable Court. Furthermore, it is submitted that such prosecutors should
be ordered to ensure that such matters are marked as finalised or withdrawn
on the computer systems used by traffic law enforcement authorities to
manage their fines, in order to prevent confusion and remove the ability of
private contractors to engage in practices such as soliciting monies in a
manner similar to that which is described in paragraph 143 above.

148.

It is further submitted that this instruction should extend to elections by
alleged offenders to be tried in court in terms of the AARTO Act, as well as
to any offence which is classified as an “offence” in terms of Schedule 3 of
the AARTO Regulations, including “NAG notices” issued in terms of the
Criminal Procedure Act where no summons has been issued and served
within eighteen months of the alleged infringement or offence, and that the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) should be tasked with
ensuring this is reflected on the National Contraventions Register in respect
of AARTO infringements and offences.
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Regulations 25(7)(e) and 59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations

149.

As referenced above in paragraphs 70.1 and 70.2, the discretionary authority
of a registering authority or driving licence testing centre to refuse a vehicle
licence disc or indeed, any NaTIS transaction, arises out of the proclamation
of Regulations 25(7)(e) and 59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations.
For purposes of clarity, I repeat hereunder the contents of those provisions:

149.1.

Regulation 25(7)(e) of the National Road Traffic Regulations,
prescribes:

“The registering authority may refuse to issue a licence disc
in respect of a motor vehicle if a warrant of arrest in respect of
an offence in terms of this Act has been issued in respect of the
owner of such motor vehicle” (my emphasis).

(Subregulation (7) of the said Regulation 25 was inserted into the
National Road Traffic Regulations by Regulation 15 contained in
Government Notice 1341, with effect from 25 September 2003.)

149.2.

Regulation 59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations further
prescribes:

“If a person who has committed an offence in terms of this Act
failed to appear in a Court of Law and as a result of such failure
a warrant of arrest of such person has been issued, applies for
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any transaction, the registering authority or driving licence
testing centre to whom such application is made, may refuse
to effect the transaction applied for or, in the case of an
application for the licensing of a motor vehicle at a registering
authority, the registering authority may refuse to issue a
licence disc to the applicant” (my emphasis).

(This paragraph was inserted into the National Road Traffic
Regulations by Regulation 16 contained in Government Notice 404,
with effect from 4 May 2007.)

150.

It is very important to note that the provisions of both of these Regulations
are discretionary and therefore it is at the sole discretion of the registering
authority or driving licence testing centre concerned as to whether these
provisions are applied or not. In jurisdictions where the authorities choose to
utilise the discretionary provisions of Regulation 25(7)(e) and/or Regulation
59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations, an Administrative Mark is
placed on the NaTIS system to programmatically prevent the issuing of a
licence disc, and in some cases, prevent the processing of any other
transaction on the NaTIS system (depending on the Regulation being
utilised), when a warrant of arrest has been issued in respect of the person
making the request for that transaction. The facts relating to the practical
implementation above are confirmed by Brigadier Revo Spies of the
Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Police Department, whose confirmatory affidavit I
attach hereto marked as annexure “HD13”.
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151.

It is submitted that this discretionary power in turn violates the long title of
the National Road Traffic Act which holds that its objective is “To provide for
road traffic matters which shall apply uniformly throughout the Republic
and for matters connected therewith” (my emphasis) and it furthermore
violates Section 9(1) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996
which prescribes that “everyone is equal before the law and has the right to
equal protection and benefit of the law”. It is submitted that these provisions
are clearly not intended to be applied uniformly to all applicants for the
transactions with the various registering authorities and driving licence
testing centres throughout the Republic, and as a result, they do not apply
uniformly to all such applicants.

152.

It is further submitted that both of these provisions appear to be predicated
on a presumption that a person who stands accused of committing a road
traffic offence is summarily guilty thereof, by virtue of the fact that a warrant
for his or her arrest has been issued, and this is clearly inconsistent with
Section 35(3) of the Constitution.

153.

It is common cause that arrest is considered to be the most extreme method
to ensure the attendance of an accused person in Court. However it is
perfectly understandable why it would be that a warrant of arrest would be
issued against an accused person who has failed to appear in court and in
so doing, would be presumed as being in contempt of court until such time
as the contrary is proven. In this regard, it is submitted that there are
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numerous reasons why a summoned person may have failed to appear in
court. These reasons may range from deliberately ignoring a summons or
written notice to appear in court (contempt), to being physically unable to
appear therein – and every other possible scenario. One scenario could be
the alleged offender not having been properly notified of his or her required
attendance in court.

154.

While a written notification to appear in court issued in terms of Section 56
of the Criminal Procedure Act, is directly served on the actual alleged
offender by a peace officer at the time of the alleged offence, a summons in
terms of Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act is an entirely different
matter, since it is typically made out in the name of the registered owner of
the vehicle and served after the fact. While Section 54(2) of the Criminal
Procedure Act encourages personal service on the actual person cited in
that summons, it does not strictly require it. Instead, it allows for a summons
to be delivered to “a person apparently over the age of 16 years and
apparently residing or employed there” (at the accused person’s residential
or business address). As a result, a summons may be served on a person
other than the person to whom the summons applies, and may or may not
result in it being brought to his or her attention. It is my understanding that
judicial officers may take this into consideration in deciding whether or not
they will issue a warrant of arrest, however it is submitted that it is not unusual
for a warrant of arrest to be issued where the service thereof occurred upon
a person other than the person the summons applies to.
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155.

Notwithstanding the aforegoing, if an alleged offender fails to appear in court
as ordered in such summons or written notice, the judicial officer may issue
a warrant of arrest in terms of Section 55 of the Criminal Procedure Act,
authorising the arrest of such accused person.

156.

I respectfully submit that a warrant of arrest issued by a judicial officer in
terms of Section 55 of the Criminal Procedure Act constitutes an
authorisation to a peace officer to arrest the person cited therein and bring
that person before the court to answer the charge of being in contempt of
court, as well as to answer the original charge that was brought against him
or her, which required that person’s attendance in in court in the first place.

157.

I append hereto an example of a blank warrant of arrest utilised by the
Johannesburg Magistrates’ Court when summoning alleged offenders cited
by the Johannesburg Metropolitan Police Department (hereinafter referred
to as “the JMPD”), marked annexure “HD14”. Upon this document, the
following wording appears:

“This warrant therefore serves to command you that immediately upon
production therefore [sic] your [sic] arrest and bring the said accused or
cause him/her to be arrested and brought before the said court to be dealt
with according to law”.

I am advised that warrants of arrest with similar or identical wording are
issued by other Magistrates’ Courts in relation to road traffic matters.
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158.

Notwithstanding the apparently grammatically incorrect wording contained
therein, the instruction appears to be to command the peace officer to
immediately arrest the person cited therein and bring him or her before the
said court to be dealt with according to law. Whilst I understand that the
purpose of a warrant of arrest is to enable a peace officer to arrest the person
cited therein without having to personally establish the reasonableness of
the arrest, it is submitted that the wording of this document, despite its
unfortunate grammatical failings, can only be interpreted to constitute an
order of the court to immediately arrest the person cited therein and bring
that person before the court.

159.

It is however respectfully submitted that a warrant of arrest is not the
equivalent of a summary conviction, in a person’s absence, with regard to
the original charge brought against that person in respect of whom a warrant
of arrest is issued, nor does it constitute a summary conviction in that
person’s absence, in relation to the contempt of court charge. On the
contrary, a warrant of arrest is what its name suggests it to be, and nothing
more.

160.

In my experience, it is very rare for any road traffic law enforcement authority
in South Africa to dispatch a peace officer to the nominated residential or
business address of a person on the basis of whose particulars a warrant of
arrest has been issued, to arrest him or her and bring that person before the
court in question. Instead, such warrants of arrest are typically filed and
executed at roadblocks established by road traffic law enforcement
authorities with the purpose of detecting motorists who have one or more
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outstanding fines and/or one or more warrants of arrest on record with the
traffic law enforcement authority concerned.

161.

In March 2013, after having been invited by the Chief of the City of Cape
Town’s Traffic Services, Mr Heathcliff Thomas to observe and report back on
the operations of his department, I spent some time observing various
operations conducted by that traffic department. Amongst the operations I
observed was “Operation Reclaim” where a roadblock using automatic
number plate recognition equipment to alert traffic officers to pull persons
with outstanding warrants was used. I attach hereto, marked as annexure
“HD15”, being pages 25 to 36 of the sixth edition of the City of Cape Town’s
Traffic Services newsletter entitled “True Blue”, dated 30 June 2013 in
support of my averments. These pages have been extracted due to the
prolixity of the entire document, much of which is irrelevant to this matter.

162.

In the aforementioned operation, as is the case with numerous other
roadblocks, it was only if a person in respect of whom such a warrant had
been issued should chance upon that roadblock that the existence of the
warrant of arrest would come to their attention. In such an event, they would
either be arrested and/or detained until such time as they paid the admission
of guilt fine for being in contempt of court along with the admission of guilt
fine for the original alleged offence, appeared in court, or be released on a
warning to appear in court issued in terms of Section 72 of the Criminal
Procedure Act.
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163.

It is not however, only persons in respect of whom warrants of arrest exist
who are affected by such roadblocks. I too have had my journey delayed by
many such roadblocks in the past, where I have sat in backed-up traffic for
long periods of time, only to get to the front of the queue and be waved on
without so much as a second glance being directed at me or my vehicle.

164.

It is respectfully submitted that this behaviour is somewhat peculiar,
particularly in light of the fact that Regulation 32A of the National Road Traffic
Regulations prescribes that all persons and entities registered on the NaTIS
have to provide proof of their physical address when applying for
transactions thereon. Therefore, it should not be too difficult to find persons
in respect of whom warrants of arrest have been issued.

165.

Where a person in respect of whom a warrant of arrest has been issued is not
caught up in a roadblock, and an Administrative Mark has been placed on the
NaTIS, such a person is adversely affected by the provisions of Regulation
25(7)(e) and/or Regulation 59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations, as
set out in paragraphs 149.1 and 149.2 above.

166.

It is submitted that the failure on the part of traffic authorities to execute
warrants of arrest as ordered by the court goes some way to explaining how
it is that some traffic authorities publicly claim that they are “owed” huge sums
of money in respect of unpaid traffic fines and warrants of arrest. I append
hereto marked as annexure “HD16” an online article from the Herald
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Newspaper situated in the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipality entitled
“Warning to defiant motorists over fines” in support of my averments.

167.

It is submitted that a traffic fine is not and can never be deemed to constitute
a debt, until such time as an accused person has been convicted of the
alleged offence. It is respectfully submitted that to regard traffic fines as
debts, ahead of a conviction is not only morally and ethically repugnant but
is in breach of the presumption of innocence contained in Section 35(3)(h) of
the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.

168.

It is further submitted that just because a warrant of arrest issued in terms of
Section 55 of the Criminal Procedure Act in respect of a road traffic offence
may be endorsed to the effect that an admission of guilt fine may be paid,
does not mean that the person cited therein has been convicted by the court
in his or her absence, nor does it mean that he or she is compelled in any
way to pay an admission of guilt fine. Therefore, imposing sanctions and
prejudices which extend way beyond the conditions of that warrant of arrest
can only be regarded as being grossly unjust and procedurally unfair.

169.

Furthermore, it is submitted that should the registered owner choose to pay
an admission of guilt fine in respect of a road traffic offence which was
allegedly committed by a person other than him or herself, as would arise
from the issuing of a summons in terms of Section 54, which was preceded
by a notification in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act, the
payment thereof would constitute a surrogate conviction, where the actual
offender is not convicted, whilst the registered owner is. This is particularly
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relevant to me as a proxy for the Bank, as it is to all proxies for juristic entities
and natural persons who are registered owners of motor vehicles driven by
persons other than themselves.

170.

It is respectfully submitted that it is against the aforegoing backdrop that the
provisions of Regulations 25(7)(e) and 59(3) of the National Road Traffic
Regulations should be viewed.

Regulation 25(7)(e) of the National Road Traffic Regulations

171.

The refusal by a registering authority to issue a licence disc in respect of a
motor vehicle in terms of this Regulation, where it is applied for, does not
necessarily mean that the registering authority will also refuse to accept
payment for the prescribed licensing fees applicable to that motor vehicle, nor
does it mean that it will necessarily withhold a licence disc, since the provisions
of this Regulation are discretionary.

172.

There are certain authorities, such as those in the Cities of Cape Town and
Nelson Mandela Bay, amongst others, who do indeed refuse to issue licence
discs where a warrant of arrest exists against the registered owner of a motor
vehicle or proxy therefor. Registering authorities in the City of Ekurhuleni do
not apply this provision, but I cannot be certain where else in South Africa this
does and does not happen, given the fact that there are more than 200
registering authorities in South Africa and there is no consistency in the
manner in which they operate. This is confirmed by the confirmatory affidavit
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of Brigadier Revo Spies whose confirmatory affidavit attached hereto has
previously been referenced as annexure “HD13” herein.

173.

In practice, where such authorities do indeed place an Administrative Mark on
the NaTIS, the registering authority may accept payment for licensing fees
and then issue a receipt which does not include a licence disc. Where this
happens, a form MVLX is issued whereupon the section on the form where a
licence disc would ordinarily be printed, indicates the reason/s why the licence
disc has not been produced, as appears in the section named “Police
Mark/Other” from an example of such “MVLX” form attached hereto as
annexure “HD17”.

174.

The reason/s furnished on the form MVLX may well be that the motor vehicle
requires a roadworthy certificate or police (SAPS) clearance to be produced,
which reasons are perfectly understandable. However this reason may also
be that a warrant of arrest exists against the particulars of the registered
owner, or its proxy. I shall deal with the issue of an enforcement order depicted
in this particular annexure later in this affidavit.

175.

The practical impact of the acceptance of licensing fees whilst simultaneously
refusing a licence disc has the effect of paralysing the person against whom
this administrative action has been applied from complying with Regulation
36(1) of the National Road Traffic Act. Regulation 36(1) prescribes that a
licence disc must be displayed on the lower left side of a transparent
windscreen, or in the case of a motor vehicle without a windscreen, in a
conspicuous place on the left hand-side of that motor vehicle. This is
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impossible to achieve if no licence disc has been issued. The refusal of a
licence disc also exposes that person to further prosecution for failure to
comply with the provisions of Regulation 36(1) of the National Road Traffic
Regulations, should any person then operate the vehicle, which is, to all
intents and purposes, licensed as prescribed, in light of the fact that the
requisite licensing fees have been paid. In so doing, Regulation 25(7)(e) of
the National Road Traffic Regulations seeks to infringe on the rights of that
person to the use and enjoyment of his, her or its asset/s.

176.

Motor vehicle owners are not however compelled to renew their licence discs
at the registering authority, but may instead choose to do so at one of the
branches the SAPO within the jurisdiction of that registering authority. I have
personally witnessed how counter staff at the SAPO behave differently when
people try to renew motor vehicle licences and, instead of accepting payment
therefor and issuing a form MVLX as is typically the case at a registering
authority, they refuse this transaction entirely and turn such applicants away,
telling them that a warrant of arrest exists against their particulars. In so doing,
the registered owner is exposed to arrear licensing fees and penalties thereon
as is prescribed by Regulations 57(1) and 59(1) of the National Road Traffic
Regulations, until such time as the warrant of arrest is uplifted and they pay
the licensing fees, together with the arrear licensing fees and penalties
thereon.
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Regulation 59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations

177.

It is submitted that the wording in Regulation 59(3) of the National Road Traffic
Regulations: “If a person who has committed an offence in terms of this
Act” (my emphasis) carries the implication that an alleged offender is de facto
guilty of the offence prior to any trial taking place, since it makes no use of the
word “alleged”.

178.

It is important to note that this Regulation empowers the registering authority
and/or driving licence testing centre to, at its sole discretion, entirely refuse
to process any transaction except the payment of licensing fees for a motor
vehicle. This is apparent from the proviso which is built into this regulation
which prescribes “or, in the case of an application for the licensing of a
motor vehicle at a registering authority, the registering authority may refuse
to issue a licence disc to the applicant” (my emphasis).

179.

The refusal to process other transactions applied for on the NaTIS is an
entirely different matter to that of refusing to issue a licence disc. Regulation
59(3) of the National Road Traffic Regulations additionally empowers a
licensing authority and/or driving licence testing centre to entirely refuse to
process any other NaTIS transactions. These transactions would, inter alia,
include the registration or change of ownership of a motor vehicle, the issue
of a driving licence card, and/or a professional driving permit, along with a
myriad of other transactions, where a warrant of arrest exists against the name
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(national identity document number) of the person who is applying for that
transaction and includes the proxy for a juristic entity.

180.

It is important to note that the prejudices and sanctions which Regulation 59(3)
of the National Road Traffic Regulations imposes are also discretionary and
therefore, it is up to the authority concerned to decide whether it will apply this
provision or not. Just like is the case with Regulation 25(7)(e), some
authorities do and some don’t, as is confirmed to me by Brigadier Revo
Spies whose confirmatory affidavit attached hereto has been previously
referenced as “HD13”.

181.

Where the transaction applied for is of the nature of any transaction other
than the licensing of that motor vehicle, and that transaction is refused in its
entirety, the person against whom this administrative action is applied is
paralysed from complying with other provisions of the National Road Traffic
Act and its Regulations and is similarly exposed to further prosecution for
failure to comply with those provisions, as I will respectfully illustrate in
paragraph 190 below:

182.

Amongst the transactions which may be refused in their entirety are the
following:

182.1.

The notification of change of ownership (form NCO) which would
arise out of the sale of a motor vehicle to another person which form
must be submitted by the seller. The refusal of this transaction
would in turn prevent the new owner from registering that motor
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vehicle in his/her/its name and would further expose the seller to a
possible criminal charge of fraud being brought against him/her/it
by the buyer.

182.2.

The refusal to issue a driving licence card to a person who holds a
valid driving licence which has not been suspended or cancelled
in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, but which would have the
effect of rendering that driver incapable of carrying his or her driving
licence card with him or her whilst driving. The refusal of this
transaction exposes him or her to further prosecution for violating
Section 12(b) of the National Road Traffic Act and infringing his or
her constitutional right to freedom of movement.

182.3.

The refusal to issue a professional driving permit, which is a permit
professional drivers are compelled to possess and carry with them
whilst driving a motor vehicle for which a professional driving permit
is legally required and which permit has not been suspended or
cancelled in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, and/or the
applicant therefor is not otherwise disqualified from possessing.
This exposes him or her to further prosecution for violating Section
32(1) of the National Road Traffic Act and/or infringes his or her
constitutional right to “freedom of profession or trade” as is
envisaged in Section 22 of the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa, 1996.
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Imposition of sanctions and prejudices in the absence of a trial

183.

When considering the impact of the refusal to issue a licence disc or to
process a transaction as is enabled by Regulations 25(7)(e) and 59(3) of the
National Road Traffic Regulations, it is important to note that the sanctions
and prejudices imposed by these Regulations are applied in the total
disregard of the accused person’s constitutional rights, inter alia to be
presumed innocent of pending charges and to be afforded a fair trial, as is
enshrined in Section 35(3) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
1996.

184.

It is further submitted that even if a peace officer and/or traffic law
enforcement authority chooses to ignore, and fail to comply with, the
command of the court to “on production therefor, arrest” the person who is
cited in/on a warrant of arrest, as has become their habit, this should not
allow any law enforcement authority to, when such person presents him or
herself to a registering authority or driving licence testing centre, simply
cause that person to be denied a transaction on the NaTIS, or refused a
licence disc. This, I respectfully submit, is a legislated and unjust
administrative effort which has the effect to coerce such a person to pay the
applicable admission of guilt fine or fines, even if he or she was not the actual
person who allegedly committed the offence. In this regard, the
administrative branches of government charged with managing the
enforcement of traffic law are able to – and often do – usurp the exclusive
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authority of the judiciary to determine guilt or innocence and determine the
appropriate penalties.

185.

It is therefore submitted that Regulations 59(3) and 25(7)(e) of the National
Road Traffic Regulations are unconstitutional in that they violate the
principles of procedural fairness and the fundamental right to just
administrative action, and therefore should be set aside. It is further
submitted that all authorities who have placed Administrative Marks on the
NaTIS as a result of any reliance on the provisions of Regulations 59(3) and
25(7)(e) of the National Road Traffic Regulations should be instructed by the
Road Traffic Management Corporation (Fifth Respondent) to immediately
remove such Administrative Marks.

The discretionary powers of traffic officers

186.

As stated above, it is common cause that all offences which are prosecuted
in terms of the Criminal Procedure Act constitute criminal offences,
regardless of how minor or serious those offences may be. Similarly, due to
the existence of Sections 89(1), 89(6) and 89(7) of the National Road Traffic
Act, all acts and omissions in terms of the National Road Traffic Act,
regardless of how serious or “minor” they may be, are classified as
constituting criminal offences.

187.

Whilst I am mindful of the fact that judgments have held that the payment of
a traffic fine does not necessarily mean that the person who pays such an
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admission of guilt fine will incur a criminal record, it is submitted that
according to the Criminal Procedure Act, this is only strictly true in respect of
notifications issued in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act.

188.

As referenced in paragraph 136 above, Section 341(1) of the Criminal
Procedure Act prescribes that a person may avoid prosecution if he or she
pays a fine within 30 days of receiving a notification issued in terms of
Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act from a peace officer. This also has
the effect of negating the consequences which would arise out of the
provisions of Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act, namely incurring
a criminal record, should an admission of guilt fine be paid, as referenced in
paragraph 79 above.

189.

As previously stated in paragraph 123 Schedule 3 of the Criminal Procedure
Act caters for the issuing of a notification in terms of Section 341 of the
Criminal Procedure Act by a peace officer, and includes the following offences:

“Any contravention of a by-law or regulation made by or for any council,
board or committee established in terms of any law for the management
of the affairs of any division, city, town, borough, village or other similar
community”
as well as:
“Any offence committed by—
(a) driving a vehicle at a speed exceeding a prescribed limit;
(b) driving a vehicle which does not bear prescribed lights, or any
prescribed means of identification;
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(c) leaving or stopping a vehicle at a place where it may not be left or
stopped, or leaving a vehicle in a condition in which it may not be left;
(d) driving a vehicle at a place where and at a time when it may not be
driven;
(e) driving a vehicle which is defective or any part whereof is not
properly adjusted, or causing any undue noise by means of a motor
vehicle;
(f) owning or driving a vehicle for which no valid licence is held;
(g) driving a motor vehicle without holding a licence to drive it” (my
emphasis).

190.

It is respectfully submitted that nothing whatsoever contained in the National
Road Traffic Act or the Criminal Procedure Act compels a peace officer to
issue a notification in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act, in
relation of any of the offences contemplated in Schedule 3 of the Criminal
Procedure Act. It is however submitted that should a person stand accused
of committing any one or more of the offences contemplated in Schedule 3
of the Criminal Procedure Act, such person should be issued with a
notification in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act.

191.

In practice, peace officers very rarely issue a notification in terms of Section
341 of the Criminal Procedure Act for the offences contemplated in Schedule
3 of the Criminal Procedure Act to drivers who stand accused of such
transgressions. Instead, they issue written notices in terms of Section 56 of
the Criminal Procedure Act, and in so doing, cause matters which would
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allow the alleged transgressor to pay a fine without being formally prosecuted
and incurring a criminal record to be regarded as criminal matters to which
Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act applies.

192.

Whilst I am informed that the internal policy of the SAPS Criminal Records
Centre (“CRC”) is to only record real criminal records which will show up on
the CRC where, inter alia a docket has been registered and the fingerprints
of an individual taken, it is submitted that the recordal of the “essential
particulars” of the payment of an admission of guilt fine in the “criminal
records book for admissions of guilt” also constitutes a criminal record,
regardless of whether such details are forwarded to the CRC or not.
Additionally, the internal policy of the SAPS can change at any time through
SAPS management simply amending it without any consultative process
taking place prior to doing so and therefore, there is nothing to prevent the
SAPS from suddenly and without warning, start recording all admission of
guilt fines paid as previous convictions at the CRC.

193.

It is also important to note Section 22(4) of the AARTO Act which states
that “Despite any other law, an infringer who has been dealt with by
means of administrative procedures in terms of this Chapter, does not
incur previous convictions and may not be prosecuted again on the same
facts” (my emphasis). This adds credence to the fact that the payment of a
traffic fine on the basis of a summons issued in terms of Section 54 or a
written notice issued in terms of Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act
does indeed lead to the creation of a criminal record.
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194.

Unlike the provisions of the AARTO Act where demerit-points incurred are
forgiven over time and may not necessarily lead to the suspension of a
person’s driving licence if such a person does not exceed the threshold, the
imposition of a criminal record, even for an extremely minor offence, has a
sustained,

long-lasting

and

severe

effect,

which

is

frequently

disproportionate to the putative harm suffered by society through the
commission of the offence.

195.

Despite the fact that a person who incurs a criminal record for a minor offence
may apply to have that record expunged after ten years, the fact still remains
that the record remains in place for a minimum of ten years, unless that
person approaches the Court to have the conviction overturned prior to that
time. The knock-on effect is that the person concerned is potentially
prevented from acquiring gainful employment and in some instances, a travel
visa for a very long time.

196.

It is respectfully submitted that if Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act,
insofar as it relates to offences contemplated in Schedule 3 of the Criminal
Procedure Act, is to remain in place and unaltered, peace officers should not
be allowed the discretion to decide whether the person to whom they are
issuing a traffic fine should incur a criminal record or not. This discretion
violates the fundamental right to equality as is enshrined in Section 9(1) of
the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. By allowing a peace
officer the discretion to issue a Section 341 notification which enables the
alleged offender to pay a fine without incurring a criminal record to some
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alleged offenders, or a Section 56 written notice which makes it a
requirement that a criminal record be imposed if an admission of guilt fine is
paid to others, the fundamental right to equality is clearly infringed.

197.

It is therefore submitted that since this discretionary power violates Section
9(1) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, all traffic fines
issued in relation to the offences listed in Schedule 3 of the Criminal
Procedure Act should be issued utilising a notification in terms of Section 341
of the Criminal Procedure Act, alternatively, Section 57(6) of the Criminal
Procedure Act should be amended to exclude the imposition of a criminal
record in relation to traffic fines. In the interim however, it is submitted that
the Road Traffic Management Corporation (Fifth Respondent) should instruct
all traffic law enforcement authorities, including, but not limited to the SAPS,
to comply with the provisions of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act
and refrain from issuing written notices in terms of Section 56 of the Criminal
Procedure Act for the offences which are contemplated in Schedule 3 of the
Criminal Procedure Act.

The AARTO Act
Chronological history of the AARTO Act

198.

The AARTO Act was assented to by Parliament on 1 September 1998 but its
implementation was held in abeyance until almost a decade later when
Government Gazette 31198 of 1 July 2008 proclaimed Sections 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35 of the AARTO
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Act to be in operation in the jurisdiction of the City of Tshwane Metropolitan
Municipality, with effect from 1 July 2008.

199.

Government Gazette 31197 of 1 July 2008 also proclaimed Sections 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35 of the
AARTO Act to be in operation in the jurisdiction of the City of Johannesburg
Metropolitan Municipality, with effect from 1 November 2008.

200.

This limited geographical implementation was in line with Section 36(2) of
the AARTO Act which prescribes: “Different dates may be determined under
subsection (1) in respect of different provisions of this Act and different areas
of the Republic” and launched the so-called “pilot phase/implementation” of
the AARTO Act.

201.

On 1 April 2010, proclamation 14 of 2010 contained in Government Gazette
33084 of 1 April 2010 determined 1 April 2010 to be the date on which
Sections 19A and 19B of the AARTO Act commenced in the Johannesburg
and Tshwane Metropolitan Municipalities.

202.

On 16 April 2010 the commencement of sections 17, 18, 19, 19A, 19B, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35 of the AARTO
Act were proclaimed to commence in the jurisdictions of the City of Cape
Town, eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Nelson Mandala Bay Metropolitan
Municipalities with effect from 1 July 2010 as published in commencement
notice 15 contained in Government Gazette 33114.
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203.

Also on 16 April 2010, the commencement of sections 17, 18, 19, 19A, 19B,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35 of the AARTO
Act were proclaimed to commence in the remainder of the Republic of
South Africa, with effect from 1 November 2010 as published in
commencement notice 16 contained in Government Gazette 33114.

204.

On 29 June 2010, just before proclamation 15 was to take effect,
proclamations 15 and 16 contained in Government Gazette 33114 (see
paragraph 179 above) were withdrawn in their entirety, through Government
Gazette 33341 of 30 June 2010, effectively meaning that the “national rollout”
of the provisions of the AARTO Act was cancelled until further notice. Since
then, the “national rollout” of the provisions of the AARTO Act has repeatedly
been mooted but has not materialised.

205.

The AARTO Regulations, 2008 were first published in Government Notice
No. R.701 in Government Gazette 31183 of 1 July 2008 but was later
revoked and replaced with the AARTO Regulations, 2008 published in
Government Notice No. R.753 as published in Government Gazette 31242
of 16 July 2008.

206.

These regulations have since been amended by Government Notice No.
R.212 as published in Government Gazette 33039 of 19 March 2010 and
corrected by Government Notice No. R.213 as published in Government
Gazette 33039 of 19 March 2010, as well as being amended by Government
Notice No. R.869 as published in Government Gazette 37025 of 14
November 2013. The regulations contained in Government Notice No. R.753
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as published in Government Gazette 31242 of 16 July 2008, as amended,
are those which are currently applicable in terms of the AARTO Act.

207.

On 15 April 2011, draft amendments to the AARTO Regulations where
published for public comment in Government Gazette 34208 and despite
draft finalised amendments existing, none of these amendments have yet
been promulgated. I participated in making submissions in respect of these
draft regulations on behalf of JPSA and submitted fifty A4 pages of comments
and inputs to be considered wherein various issues contemplated in this
affidavit were raised.

208.

On 20 February 2013, proposed amendments to the AARTO Act, in the form
of the AARTO Amendment Bill, 2013 were published in Government Gazette
36173 for public comment and on 20 March 2013, I submitted eighteen A4
pages of comments thereon, on behalf of JPSA, wherein various other issues
contemplated in this affidavit were raised.

209.

On 28 June 2013, the Department of Transport published further
amendments to the AARTO Amendment Bill, 2013 for public comment in
Government Gazette 36613 and in so doing re-opened the “public
consultation phase”. I subsequently submitted fourteen A4 pages of
comments thereon, on behalf of JPSA.

210.

On 30 November 2015, the Administrative Adjudication of Road Traffic
Offences Amendment Bill B38-2015 (“the AARTO Amendment Bill”) was
published on the Government of the RSA website, after the “public
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consultation phases” detailed above had been completed and with the
intention to place that Bill before Parliament to be assented to.

211.

The AARTO Amendment Bill referred to in the foregoing paragraph did not
go before Parliament to be assented to and instead, the Parliamentary
Portfolio Committee for Transport (“the Committee”) began a further
“consultation phase” in relation to this Bill in August 2016. Again, I and JPSA
participated in this process by making a written submission and further,
making verbal submissions before the Committee in early September 2016.
Forty-seven pages of written submissions were submitted in this instance,
dealing in the main with what I and JPSA regarded as being unconstitutional
provisions contained in the current AARTO Act, as well as further issues in
respect of the AARTO Amendment Bill.

212.

On 22 February 2017, I received an email from the Committee’s Ms Valarie
Carelse, to which a copy of a newspaper advertisement was attached as
“FC0437_PSA_English.pdf”, along with the document entitled “AARTO A List
10-02-2017.pdf” and another document entitled “Act 46 of 1998.pdf”, which
was a copy of the English and Afrikaans 1998 version of the AARTO Act,
prior to any of the various amendments which have been promulgated since
then reflected in it. The said email was addressed to me, plus ten other
persons from various other organisations and entities and is attached hereto,
together with its attachments as annexure “HD18”.

213.

On Friday 10 March 2017, I submitted another seventy-nine pages of
submissions

regarding

the

proposed/draft

amendments

which

the
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Committee wished to apply to the AARTO Amendment Bill, again expressing
my and JPSA’s concerns with the constitutionality of the proposed
amendments, as well as our concerns with the apparent deviation from the
principles of procedural fairness (referred to therein as “natural justice”) and
independence which arose out of these proposed amendments.

214.

On Thursday 17 August 2017, the Department of Transport published two
documents on the Government of the RSA website, namely “Administrative
Adjudication of Road Traffic Offences Amendment Bill B38A-2015” and
“Administrative Adjudication of Road Traffic Offences Amendment Bill B38B2015”, being the finalised amendments the Committee had incorporated into
the AARTO Amendment Bill, 2015 – to be presented to Parliament for
enactment. On examining these documents, it was clear to me that few, if
any of the submissions that I and others had made, had been incorporated
in this Bill.

215.

On 5 September 2017 the Administrative Adjudication of Road Traffic
Offences Amendment Bill, 2015 was assented to by the National Assembly
in Parliament and it is my understanding that the Bill is now before the
National Council of Provinces for approval, prior to being forwarded to the
President for it to be signed and to commence.

216.

Nine years after the so-called “pilot” implementation of the AARTO Act
began, the provisions of the AARTO Act still apply only within the two
jurisdictions

of

the

Metropolitan

Municipalities

of

Tshwane

and

Johannesburg, despite its national implementation having been repeatedly
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announced and/or mooted by various officials, including but not limited to the
Minister of Transport (First Respondent).

The “pilot” implementation of the AARTO Act

217.

As stated above, the provisions of the AARTO Act have been in a pilot phase,
or more accurately, an experimental phase in the jurisdictions of the
Metropolitan Municipalities of Tshwane and Johannesburg, since 1 July 2008
and 1 November 2008 respectively.

218.

During this period, most of the promulgated provisions contained in the
AARTO Act have been experimented with to one degree or another, on
motorists driving on the roads infrastructure within the jurisdictions of the
Metropolitan Municipalities of Tshwane and Johannesburg as well as on
registered owners and proxies for juristic entities whose motor vehicles are
driven in these areas.

219.

To date, the only provisions of the AARTO Act which have not been enforced
in one way or another have been the suspension and/or cancellation of
driving licences and/or operator cards through the application of Section 24
of the AARTO Act and Regulation 24 in terms of the same Act, as well as the
issuing and execution of warrants of execution and reporting so-called
“debtors” to credit agencies through the application of Section 21 of the
AARTO Act.
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220.

This is apparently due to the fact that when the AARTO Regulations, 2008
were promulgated, Regulation 24 thereof did not commence and that it would
have been frivolous of the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Fourth Respondent) to issue any warrants in the absence of any action by
the Minister of Transport (First Respondent) to appoint any sheriffs to
execute them.

Regulation 2 of the AARTO Regulations

221.

For the first two years of the experimental implementation of the AARTO
Act, “the Road Traffic Infringement Agency”, which was created by Section 3
of the AARTO Act did not exist as a functional entity, nor was the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency Board (“the Board”) properly constituted since it
did not have even a single Board member, as appears from the “Strategic
overview” of the “Acting Registrar” commencing at page 14 of the annual
report 2010/11 of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent),
attached hereto as annexure “HD19”.

222.

The Minister of Transport (First Respondent) attempted to circumvent the
non-existence of a functional Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) by prescribing in Regulation 2 of the AARTO Regulations as
appeared in Government Gazette 31242 of 16 July 2008 as follows:

“The administrative functions of the Agency that arises as a result of the
infringement notices to be issued and served to the infringers,
representations to be made by the infringers and submitted to the
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representation officers for consideration, courtesy letters, enforcement
orders, warrants, service of notices and other administrative functions
concerning the recording of information, reception and dispatch of mail,
as approved by the Registrar, shall be executed by the Corporation
on behalf of the Agency: Provided that the Corporation shall not
provide any service to the Agency that entails that it shall execute any
discretion or decision on behalf of the Agency” (my emphasis). The
“Corporation” is defined in Regulation 1(b) of the AARTO Regulations as
being “the Road Traffic Management Corporation established in terms of
section 3 of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act, 1999 (Act
No. 20 of 1999)” (my emphasis).

223.

On 14 November 2013, the Minister of Transport (First Respondent)
amended Regulation 2 of the AARTO Regulations in Government Gazette
37025 as follows:

“The administrative functions that arises as a result of the infringement
notices to be issued and served to the infringers, representations to be
made by the infringers and submitted to the representation officers for
consideration, courtesy letters, enforcement orders, warrants, service of
notices and other administrative functions concerning the recording of
information, reception and dispatch of mail, shall be performed by the
Agency” (my emphasis).
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224.

Section 5(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes that “The agency may, subject to
the business plan approved by the board, appoint agents, or contract with
any person, to perform any function vested in it in terms of this Act or any
other law” (my emphasis) and there exists no provision whatsoever in the
AARTO Act which grants the Minister of Transport (the First Respondent)
the authority to delegate the duties of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Third Respondent) to any third party. It is therefore submitted that this
delegation was ultra vires on the part of the Minister of Transport (First
Respondent) and therefore, void. In this regard, it is submitted that the
Minister of Transport (First Respondent) is not the equivalent of the Board,
nor is the Minister of Transport (First Respondent) a member of that Board,
but is merely granted the authority to appoint the members of the board.
This is borne out by Section 6 of the AARTO Act which prescribes who the
members of the Board are and who appoints them.

225.

It is submitted that, as a result of the aforementioned, Regulation 2 of the
AARTO Regulations, as it existed prior to 14 November 2013, was void.

Appointment of the “Acting Registrar”

226.

Simultaneously, no Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent)

had

been

appointed

during

the

early

experimental

implementation of the AARTO Act.

227.

According to pages 14 and 15 of the 2010/11 annual report of the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) previously attached hereto
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as annexure “HD19”, the Minister of Transport (First Respondent) allegedly
appointed Mr Japhta (Japh) Ronnie Chuwe (Fourth Respondent) as the
“Acting Registrar” of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency in March 2010
and the Board was subsequently established in August 2010.

228.

According to the “Acting Registrar’s Report” in that annual report, “One of
the first resolutions taken by the Board was the confirmation of the
appointment of the Registrar and the staff that were transferred from the
Road Traffic Management Corporation to assist the Acting Registrar with the
setting up of the agency” (my emphasis). It has however emerged that the
Registrar was in fact appointed by the Board on 14 October 2011 and with
effect from 1 October 2011. I append hereto marked as annexure “HD20”,
the board resolution “confirming” Mr JR Chuwe’s appointment as the
Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) dated
14 October 2011. This board resolution clearly contradicts the averments of
Mr Chuwe to the effect that “One of the first resolutions taken by the Board
was the confirmation of the appointment of the Registrar” made in the
2010/11 annual report of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent).

229.

Section 8(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“The members of the board referred to in section 6 (1) (a) and (b) must
appoint a person with the qualifications and experience determined
by the Minister by notice in the Government Gazette as the registrar
of the agency” (my emphasis).
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230.

There exists no authority vested in the Minister of Transport (First
Respondent) to appoint the Registrar; whether that appointment is made in
an acting or permanent capacity. It is therefore respectfully submitted that
the appointment of the Acting Registrar in March 2010 by the First
Respondent was ultra vires and therefore, void.

231.

Furthermore, the determination of qualifications and experience of the
Registrar was only published in Government Notice 883 in Government
Gazette 33572 of 22 September 2010, six months after the Minister of
Transport (First Respondent) apparently appointed Mr Chuwe (the Fourth
Respondent) as the “Acting Registrar”, thereby allowing the Minister of
Transport (First Respondent) to craft the qualifications and experience of the
Registrar to suit this pre-existing appointment as appears from a copy of
the aforementioned Government Gazette marked as annexure “HD21”.

232.

Although the appointment of the Registrar was later ratified and/or
regularised by the Board that had subsequently been established, it is
submitted that the absence of a properly appointed Registrar of the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent) during the period 1 July
2008 to 1 October 2011 means that any and all “enforcement orders” issued
during that time were similarly ultra vires and void, since a properly appointed
Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent) is the
only person who is authorised to issue an enforcement order in terms of
Section 20(1) of the AARTO Act, and the issuing of enforcement orders is
not a function of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent).
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This would therefore render all enforcement orders issued before the lawful
appointment of the Registrar as ultra vires on the part of whomever issued
them and therefore, void. Attached hereto marked as annexure “HD22” is
an example of an enforcement order issued on 28 September 2009,
apparently issued by the “AARTO Unit (RTMC)”, which was clearly issued at
a time when no Registrar at all, “acting” or otherwise had been lawfully
appointed, and in the total absence of any authority for the Road Traffic
Management Corporation (Fifth Respondent) to issue any enforcement
orders.

233.

Furthermore, it is respectfully submitted that any and all documents other
than infringement notices issued by the Road Traffic Management
Corporation (Fifth Respondent) and/or the “AARTO Unit (RTMC)” were
similarly ultra vires, and therefore, void.

Problems and abuses associated with the AARTO “pilot implementation”

234.

The “pilot” implementation of the AARTO Act has been fraught with problems,
inconsistencies and unlawful actions, many of which the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent), its Registrar (Fourth Respondent),
the Department of Transport, the Road Traffic Management Corporation
(Fifth Respondent) and/or the Minister of Transport (First Respondent) have
been, or have presented themselves as being, virtually powerless to correct,
and/or have been complacent in addressing and rectifying.
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235.

For example, during the early years of the “pilot” implementation, the JMPD
was allowed to capture infringement notices onto its own computer systems
which was physically separate from the National Contraventions Register.

236.

Whilst it is evident from the annual reports of the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) that the City of Tshwane (Tenth Respondent)
and/or the TMPD did not do similar, the JMPD, under the auspices of the
former administration of the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) took
full advantage of this anomaly and issued millions of infringement notices
starting with the prefix “02-4024” between the time it started issuing
AARTO infringement notices and December 2012. These infringement
notices were never captured onto the National Contraventions Register and
were never reported in any of the annual reports of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent). A simple search for any
infringement notice numbers starting with the prefix “02-4024” on the
aarto.gov.za website reveals that no such infringement notices were ever
recorded on the National Contraventions Register. In evidence thereof, I
append hereto marked as annexure “HD23” a printout from the website of
what was called payfine.co.za at that time (in 2009) relating to the
infringement notice number 02-4024-000580265-6 issued by the JMPD,
under the auspices of the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent), in
relation to an alleged speeding infringement committed using my motor car
on 1 April 2009. The second page of this annexure is a database query which
I conducted against that infringement notice number using the “query my
fines” facility on the aarto.gov.za website provided by the Road Traffic
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Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) wherein it is unequivocally stated
in red that the “Infringement notice number does not exist”. It is submitted
that if it had existed on the National Contraventions Register at any time, it
would have shown up with a status of “cancelled”, as opposed to saying the
“Infringement notice number does not exist”.

237.

In December 2014, the Public Protector (Sixteenth Respondent), in her
report entitled “A Matter of Interpretation”, previously attached hereto as
annexure “HD06”, made a finding of maladministration against the City of
Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and JMPD regarding the AARTO 03
infringement notices they had issued and posted by ordinary letter mail, in
clear violation of Section 30(1) of the AARTO Act and Regulation 3(1)(b) of
the AARTO Regulations from 1 April 2010 to 22 December 2012. This finding
came about as a result of the complaint I lodged on behalf of JPSA and its
members.

238.

The remedial action ordered by the Public Protector (Sixteenth Respondent)
in paragraph 11.2.1 of her report entitled “A Matter of Interpretation”
previously attached hereto as annexure “HD06”,wherein she ordered that
“The RTMC should facilitate the insertion of a section in the Act which
makes it an offence and carries a penalty against issuing authorities in
case of violation of the AARTO Act” (my emphasis) has not been acted
upon. Therefore, it is submitted that the Road Traffic Management
Corporation (Fifth Respondent) has failed to comply with the remedial action
ordered by the Public Protector (Sixteenth Respondent) and as a result,
stands in contempt thereof. It is therefore respectfully submitted that the
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Road Traffic Management Corporation (Fifth Respondent) should be ordered
to comply with the said remedial action ordered by the Public Protector
(Sixteenth Respondent).

239.

Despite the fact that the remedial action ordered by the Public Protector
(Sixteenth Respondent) did not call for it, all outstanding infringement
notices starting with the prefix “02-4024” were subsequently cancelled by the
JMPD in April 2015, after I and JPSA threatened the JMPD with litigation if it
continued to harass members of the public for payment of these unlawful
infringement notices, as it had been doing in roadblocks set up all over the
City of Johannesburg.

240.

It is my understanding that some 9,433,875 unlawfully posted outstanding
AARTO 03 infringement notices as reflected in the email dated 28 April 2015
forwarded to me by Director Gerrie Gerneke appended hereto as annexure
“HD24” were programmatically finalised (cancelled) as a result. However,
neither the report of the Public Protector (Sixteenth Respondent) nor this
action had the effect of causing those who had paid the unlawfully posted
AARTO 03 infringement notices in question to be refunded.

241.

My complaint to the Public Protector (Sixteenth Respondent) dealt in the
main with the unlawful posting of AARTO 03 infringement notices, albeit that
the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and/or the JMPD had also
taken the liberty of tripling the penalty value of fines it issued to both juristic
persons and persons who held foreign driving licences. Nowhere in the
AARTO Act or its Regulations is the tripling of the penalty amount authorised
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in respect of foreign driving licences and/or international driving permits.
Furthermore, whilst Regulation 10(3) of the AARTO Regulations does indeed
authorise the tripling of the penalty in respect of an alleged infringer who is a
juristic person, Regulation 24 had not at that time, nor has it yet been
proclaimed to be in force and therefore, the proviso of “subject to regulation
10(3)” contained in Regulation 24(10) could not be met.

241.1.

I append hereto, marked as annexure “HD25”, an example of one
such infringement notice issued to a juristic entity for an alleged
infringement committed on 7 August 2010. The charge code
4551as is set out in Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations
prescribes a penalty of R750.00 but the penalty reflected on this
infringement notice is R2,250.

241.2.

I also append hereto, marked as annexure “HD26”, an example of
a result of a representation provided to an alleged infringer by the
JMPD, on 17 December 2010, and respectfully draw the attention
of the Honourable Court to the contents of the paragraph which
appears next to the sixth check box. As can be seen, this states:
“An infringer who holds a foreign driving licence or an international
driving permit shall not be entitled to any discount as set out in
Schedule 2 and shall be liable to pay full amount as reflected in
Schedule 3. Amount calculated on the basis of three times the
units indicated” (my emphasis). Whilst the first sentence in this
paragraph is correct in terms of Regulation 11(1)(b) of the AARTO
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Regulations, nowhere in the AARTO Regulations is the tripling of
penalties in respect of holders of foreign driving licences or
international driving permits contemplated, let alone authorised.

242.

Since the release of the aforesaid report of the Public Protector (Sixteenth
Respondent), not one of the infringement notices which the City of
Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and/or the JMPD has issued on the
National Contraventions Register has included the triple penalty value,
and rightly so, given the fact that Regulation 24 of the AARTO Regulations is
not in force as yet and Regulation 10(3) is subject to Regulation 24(10).
Furthermore, since then, it would seem that the JMPD has ceased capturing
documents purporting to be AARTO infringement notices on its own
computer systems which are physically separate and not connected with or
to the National Contraventions Register.

243.

It is also important to note that, during the time when the JMPD was capturing
AARTO infringement notices on its own computer system, which was
physically separate and divorced from the National Contraventions Register,
traffic officers in the employ of the JMPD who had been authorised by the
Director of Public Prosecutions to act as prosecutors in terms of the National
Prosecuting Authority Act, were also acting as “representations officers” in
terms of the AARTO Act and were considering representations under the
direct instruction and supervision of Director Gerrie Gerneke, the Director of
Licensing, Prosecutions and Courts at the JMPD at that time.
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244.

The appointment and functioning of persons in the employ of the JMPD as
representations officers was/is in direct contravention of paragraph 4 of
notice

number

258

of

2010

(Determination

of

qualifications

of

representations officers) contained in Government Gazette 33038 of 19
March 2010 attached hereto as annexure “HD27”.

245.

Since the JMPD started using the National Contraventions Register to
capture all of its AARTO infringement notices, the volume of infringement
notices which the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) had
been capable of reporting on, grew by some 355%, from 1,476,116 in the
2010/11 financial year, when the JMPD was using its own computer systems
to capture most or all infringement notices, to 6,720,193 in the 2015/16
financial year, when the JMPD was using the National Contraventions
Register to do so. This is attributable in the main to the fact that the JMPD
issued some 79.48% of all of the infringement notices in the 2015/16 financial
year, only 6.66% of which were physical (AARTO 01) citations which were
served on the alleged infringer at the time of the alleged infringement. The
remainder were AARTO 03 infringement notices which have to be served on
the registered owner by so-called “registered mail” after the fact.

245.1.

I attach hereto, marked as annexure “HD28”, pages 28 and 29 of
the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s)
2010/11 annual report, reflecting all of the reported infringement
notices issued in that financial year.
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245.2.

I also attach hereto, marked as annexure “HD29”, pages 32 to 45 of
the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s)
2015/16 annual report, reflecting all of the reported infringement
notices issued in that financial year.

246.

As appears in pages 108 to 119 of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s
(Third Respondent’s) 2015/16 annual report, reflecting all of the reported
courtesy letters and enforcement orders issued in that financial year attached
hereto as annexure “HD30”, in the 2015/16 financial year, some 3,016,050
courtesy letters were issued by the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent), resulting from the 6,720,193 infringement notices which were
issued in that financial year. This in turn shows that courtesy letters were
issued in respect of 44.88% of the infringement notices issued in that
financial year.

247.

Since the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) does not
make use of personal service, which is evidenced below, all of the courtesy
letters issued by it were posted and had a R60 courtesy letter fee added to
them, as is prescribed in Schedule 2 of the AARTO Regulations.

248.

The Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) appears to blame
the South African Post Office for the fact that only 3,016,050 courtesy letters
resulted from the issue of 6,720,193 infringement notices, citing the SA Post
Office’s “negligence” to update the National Contraventions Register with the
posting and collection status of “registered/secure mail items”, along with its
failure to deliver documents within the required timeframes, coupled with
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“numerous SAPO strike actions”; saying that in December 2015, “the issuing
of Courtesy Letters to SAPO for posting was terminated”. These allegations
are contained on pages 108 to 112 of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s
(Third Respondent’s) 2015/16 annual report referred to above as annexure
“HD30”.

249.

As appears from the table on page 113 of the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency’s (Third Respondent’s) 2015/16 annual report previously attached
hereto as annexure “HD30”, in that same financial year, 640169
enforcement orders were issued. This demonstrates that 9.52% of all of the
infringement notices issued and 21.23% of all of the courtesy letters issued
progressed to the issuing of enforcement orders. As with courtesy letters, the
Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent) does
not utilise personal service to serve enforcement orders. Instead, he posts
all of them and charges a R60 fee therefor as prescribed in Schedule 2 of
the AARTO Regulations for service by registered mail. Once again, the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) appears to blame the SA
Post Office for this low number, again citing “the continued failure of SAPO
to deliver AARTO documents within the required time frame,” and stating that
“the issuing of Enforcement Orders to SAPO for posting was terminated in
September 2015”.

250.

It is submitted that the fact that some 21.23% of the courtesy letters issued
in the 2015/16 financial year resulted in enforcement orders being issued has
little to do with the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s)
woes with the SA Post Office and has much more to do with the fact that the
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so-called “adjudication procedure” has been selectively applied, since the
monthly patterns which appear in previous and the latest annual reports of
the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) demonstrate
similar inconsistent issuing trends. This is evidenced by the following
annexures attached hereto:

250.1.

“HD31”, which comprises pages 38 to 40 of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s) 2011/12 annual
report.

250.2.

“HD32”, which comprises pages 98 to 101 of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s) 2012/13 annual
report.

250.3.

“HD33”, which comprises pages 169 to 184 of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s) 2013/14 annual
report.

250.4.

“HD34”, which comprises pages 83 to 86 of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s) 2014/15 annual
report.

250.5.

“HD35”, which comprises pages 57 to 69 of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s) 2016/17 annual
report.
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251.

It is submitted that registered mail is not the sole means of service for inter
alia, infringement notices, courtesy letters and enforcement orders, nor can
it ever be regarded as constituting the most effective means of service.
Section 30(1) of the AARTO Act as well as various regulations in the AARTO
Regulations specifically enable issuing authorities, the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and Registrar of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent) to serve such documents in
person and yet, in the nine years of the existence of the AARTO experiment,
thus far, not once has the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) or the Registrar of Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Fourth
Respondent)

so much as experimented with personal service. This is

despite the fact that the prescribed fee therefor (R100.00) considerably
exceeds the prescribed fee for posting such documents (R60.00) as
prescribed in Schedule 2 of the AARTO Regulations. It is therefore submitted
that this serves to demonstrate just how little importance the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and its Registrar (Fourth
Respondent) attach to the actual service of documents in terms of the
AARTO Act.

252.

It is important to note that if the points demerit system were being enforced
currently, the requisite demerit points applicable on all 640,169 enforcement
orders which were issued in the 2015/16 financial year and 287,503
enforcement orders which were issued in the 2016/17 financial year would
have been applied against the driving licences and/or operator cards of all
alleged infringers and in most, if not all instances, this would have happened
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in the complete absence of any trial or admission on the part of the alleged
infringer of their guilt, and in many cases in the complete absence of an
infringement notice and/or a courtesy letter ever having been served on
the alleged infringer.

253.

To date, the so-called “pilot implementation” of the AARTO Act continues
within the jurisdictions of the Metropolitan Municipalities of Johannesburg
(Eighth Respondent) and Tshwane (Tenth Respondent), despite the fact that
it has been reported that both Cities have apparently appealed to, inter alia,
the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee for Transport, to “release them” from
the provisions of the AARTO Act. I append hereto, marked as annexure
“HD36” an article which appeared on News24 entitled “Aarto system is
failing, councillors say” wherein Mr Michael Sun, the MMC for Public Safety
for the Eighth Respondent reportedly said “I urge members (of Parliament)
to assist us. Can we be decommissioned from this pilot project?”

254.

Notwithstanding the fact that the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent)
and City of Tshwane (Tenth Respondent) may have significantly different
reasons to mine to want to see the provisions of the AARTO Act removed
from their jurisdictions, it is submitted that it is apparent that the two largest
current players in the AARTO scheme wish to have it terminated in their
jurisdictions. It is respectfully submitted that their wishes cannot simply be
ignored and/or brushed aside, as is apparently the case at the moment, given
the fact that the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and City of
Tshwane (Tenth Respondent) are the local authorities mandated with
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enforcing road traffic laws within their jurisdictions and are still compelled to
act in terms of the AARTO Act when enforcing these road traffic laws.

The independence of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency, its Registrar and its
representations officers

255.

It is submitted that the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent)
in itself cannot be regarded as an independent entity, capable of exercising
its duties without fear, favour or prejudice and acting in an equivalent fashion
to the National Prosecuting Authority (“NPA”) and, if an alleged infringer does
not elect to be tried in Court, as a quasi-judicial body for traffic fines, since it
acts as a player, referee and a punisher, and is funded almost solely by traffic
fines and the additional fees it raises on various documents associated with
those traffic fines.

256.

Similarly, no person who is employed by the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) can be viewed as being independent and
exercising their powers without fear, favour or prejudice, given the fact that
their salaries and bonuses are wholly and solely reliant on assuring the Third
Respondent’s financial success and sustainability, which in turn is almost
totally dependent on revenue collection from traffic fines.

257.

In practice, the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) takes
on the role of a debt collector, since it is afforded wide-ranging powers in
terms of the AARTO Act to enforce the payment of traffic fines and assure
its own financial success, thereby firmly establishing itself as a player in the
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traffic fine arena, whilst the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) presents itself as a referee.

258.

As referenced previously, the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) was created as a juristic entity by the enactment of the AARTO
Act, in particular Section 3(1) of the AARTO Act. Section 3(2)(b) of the
AARTO Act authorises the Minister of Transport to assign any function
vested in an issuing authority in terms of this Act to the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent), thereby positioning the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) as a policeman, prosecutor
and judge. It is submitted that should such an assignment take place the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) would possess an
even more serious conflict of interest than it already has and therefore, this
provision falls to be set aside.

259.

Section 4 of the AARTO Act sets out the objects and functions of the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency. Amongst the functions of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and/or its Registrar (Fourth
Respondent) is the function of administering the so-called “adjudication
procedure”. This involves issuing courtesy letters, enforcement orders and
warrants of execution, receiving representations from alleged infringers for
consideration by representations officers it employs, directs and instructs. It
also involves receiving applications for the revocation of enforcement orders,
which applications must be made to the satisfaction of the Registrar (Fourth
Respondent), who is the very person who issues such enforcement orders
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in the first place. The functions of considering representations and
applications for the revocation of enforcement orders establishes the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and the Registrar (Fourth
Respondent) as “referees”.

260.

Section 13(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes that:

“The agency is financed from—
(a)

fees paid to the agency in terms of this Act;

(b) deductions

from

penalties

collected

by

the

agency

as

contemplated in section 32;
(c)

money appropriated by Parliament for that purpose;

(d)

donations received, which must be declared in the annual report
contemplated in section 7(2);

(e)

261.

money received from any other source” (my emphasis).

In reality, the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) is funded
in the main by monies it derives from its share of the penalties (50% of the
full penalty as is contemplated in paragraph (b) Section 13(1) of the AARTO
Act above) which arise out of traffic fines issued by issuing authorities which
are not paid within 32 days of the service of infringement notices, as well
as by the fees it raises on such documents as courtesy letters, enforcement
orders and unsuccessful representations as is contemplated in paragraph
(a) of Section 13(1) of the AARTO Act above, as I point out below.

262.

According to page 206 of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third
Respondent’s) 2015/16 annual report attached hereto, marked as annexure
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“HD37”, the revenue derived by the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) from its share of the penalties and the fees it raised in that
financial year was R242,243,813. This in turn represented 95.47% of the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s) revenues. Of this,
R183,380,886 arose from its share of the penalty amounts on infringement
notices which were paid after 32 days from the service of those infringement
notices, whilst the remaining R58,862,927 arose from the additional fees it
raised thereon.

263.

The remaining R11,497,000 (4.53%) of its total revenue of R253,740,813
came from “money appropriated by Parliament for that purpose” as per
paragraph (c) of Section 13(1) of the AARTO Act, in funding the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent).

264.

Based on the above financial information, it is submitted that if the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) were to be solely dependent
upon monies appropriated from Parliament (fiscal funding) to sustain itself
as a “referee”, or as the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) prefers to refer to itself, an “independent arbiter between
motorists and issuing authorities”, it would not even have been able to pay
one sixth of its combined Board and sub-committee remuneration, and
employee costs of R66,979,838 as is reflected on page 186 of its 2015/16
annual report annexed hereto as “HD38”.

265.

It is further submitted that this situation worsened significantly in the 2016/17
financial year, when a mere R10,092,000 was allocated to it by Parliament
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while it derived R140,906,187 of its total revenues of R150,998,187 from
traffic fines and the fees it raised on them, whilst simultaneously incurring
significantly increased employment costs of R76,703,476 as appears on
page 144 of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s)
2016/17 annual report attached hereto as “HD39”.

266.

It is therefore submitted that the Third Respondent can never be considered
to be an independent adjudication body since it is heavily reliant upon two
things to sustain itself, namely –

266.1.

that traffic fines are not and/or will not be paid within 32 days of their
service; and

266.2.

that the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) will
be in a position to raise fees in relation to inter alia, courtesy letters,
enforcement

orders,

partial

payments

and

unsuccessful

representations as a result of the non-payment within 32 days of
their service.

267.

As reflected in paragraph 261 above, if it were to be that every accused
person were to simply pay any AARTO infringement notice issued to them
within 32 days of its service, the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent), who is entitled only to that portion of the penalty which remains
after the discount has been deducted from it, in accordance with Section
13(1)(b) of the AARTO Act, would be entitled to precisely no revenue from
such infringements and would not be able to raise any fees thereon.
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268.

Representations submitted to the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) are considered by so-called “representations officers” who are
appointed in terms of Section 10 of the AARTO Act, which persons are direct
employees of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and
report directly to the management of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Third Respondent).

269.

It is submitted that since accused persons may make representations on
traffic fines issued in terms of the Criminal Procedure Act to prosecutors
employed by or delegated the authority to act as prosecutors by the National
Prosecuting Authority, representations officers in terms of the AARTO Act
perform a similar function to prosecutors appointed and functioning in terms
of the National Prosecuting Authority Act, No. 32 of 1998, in considering
written representations. It is important to note however that the AARTO Act
limits the severity of the infringements in respect of which representations
officers are authorised to consider since Sections 17(1)(f)(i) and 19(2)(b)(i)
of the AARTO Act, only allow representations to be made in respect of a
“minor infringement”. It is submitted that the legislator must have had a
reason for including such a limitation, however, one of the other major
differences between a prosecutor and a representations officer lies in the
independence of the entity which employs and/or instructs that person.
Whereas the National Prosecuting Authority receives no financial reward
or suffers no prejudice should a prosecutor either uphold or reject a
representation, the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent)
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and by extension, its employees are heavily reliant upon the financial
implications which are associated with traffic fines, as well as the fees which
may be raised on inter alia, unsuccessful representations. This, in turn
constitutes a significant conflict of interest on the part of representations
officers and the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) itself.

270.

As has been clearly established in the review judgment in the matter of Fines
4 U (Pty) Ltd and Brett Hudson (Pty) Ltd t/a Audi Johannesburg versus
Sherman Amos (the Deputy Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency) and others (Pretoria High Court Case number 30586/2014)
previously referenced in paragraph 36 herein and attached hereto as
annexure “HD03”, representations officers in the employ of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency are not impartial, are inclined to act upon instruction
from their superiors, as well as in accordance with policies drafted by the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and do not exercise
proper (or any) prosecutorial discretion and/or apply their minds when
reviewing representations they are purported to “consider”.

271.

In his speech delivered on 23 June 2017 entitled “Statement by the Minister
of Transport regarding the performance of the Department entities and
SOEs” annexed hereto as “HD40”, the then Transport Minister, Joe
Maswanganyi reported that the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third
Respondent’s) revenue had improved by 83.1% in the year under review
(2015/16). It is submitted that this further demonstrates the fact that the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) is indeed regarded by the
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member of the Cabinet under whom the AARTO Act falls, as a commercial
enterprise which has shifted from its goal of improving road safety to a goal
of enhancing profitability.

272.

Even if the fact that the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent)
acts as both a player and referee which is reliant almost solely on the
revenues it acquires from traffic fines and the fees it raises thereon by design
of the AARTO legislation were to be completely ignored, it is respectfully
pointed out that the Minister of Transport (First Respondent) quite clearly, in
his own words, categorises and reports on the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) as being a “State Owned Enterprise” as is
demonstrated in paragraph 271 above. State Owned Enterprises are
expected to be self-funding, and indeed to deliver a return to the State via
profits. This status of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) as a de facto commercial venture brings it into conflict with the
AARTO Act’s mandate to deter road users from committing infringements.
Indeed, if all road users were to cease committing infringements, the very
reason for the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s)
existence would vanish and it would become insolvent. The State has a
vested interest in the profitability of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Third Respondent). This vested interest is diametrically opposed to the
State's duty to uphold the administration of justice and improve road safety.

273.

Notwithstanding the fact that it is apparent that the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) and its Registrar (Fourth Respondent) have
upheld many representations and/or applications for the revocation of
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enforcement orders, it is submitted that the fact still remains that whilst the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) derives any, let alone
the vast majority, of its revenues from traffic fines and the additional fees it
adds to those penalties, the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) holds a direct conflict of interest and can never be
considered to be an unbiased and independent arbiter between alleged
infringers and issuing authorities. Furthermore, it is submitted that the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) most certainly cannot be
placed on an equal footing with the Courts and/or the National Prosecuting
Authority.

274.

It is therefore submitted that Sections 4(2) and 4(3), as well as Section 13(1)
of the AARTO Act serve to create a significant bias and/or conflict of interests
on the part of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and
actively prevent it from acting as an “independent arbiter”, as it likes to call
itself.

275.

As a result thereof, it is submitted that the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Third Respondent) is an unconstitutional entity which is inconsistent with
Section 33 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. As such,
the powers vested in it and its Registrar (Fourth Respondent) to act as a
player, referee and quasi-judicial body empowered by Sections 3(2)(b),
4(2)(b), 4(2)((d), 4(2)(e), 4(2)(f), 4(3)(b), 4(3)(c), 13(1)(a), 13(1)(b), 17(1)(f)(i),
18(1), 18(4)(a), 18(4)(b), 18(5)(a), 18(5)(b), 18(5)(c)(i), 18(5)(c)(ii), 19(2)(b),
19(2)(c), 20 and 21 of the AARTO Act fall to be set aside.
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Chapter III of the AARTO Act – the so-called “adjudication procedure”

276.

It is submitted that the word “adjudication” as it is used in the context of the
AARTO Act is completely inappropriate since the AARTO Act does not
concern itself with whether an alleged infringer is guilty of a road traffic
offence or not.

277.

Instead, the entire AARTO Act and its so-called “adjudication procedure”
appears to arise from the principle that all persons who are accused of what
it terms and categorises as road traffic “infringements” are guilty thereof –
until such accused persons take action to prove themselves innocent,
failing which their silence will be deemed to be tacit acknowledgement and/or
admission of guilt.

278.

This tacit presumption is apparent throughout the provisions of the so-called
“adjudication procedure” prescribed in Chapter III of the AARTO Act, which
reverses the burden of proof, placing it firmly on the alleged infringer. This
additionally imposes administrative duties upon the alleged infringer, who is
and remains an accused person, which, if such administrative duties are not
exercised by that alleged infringer within fixed and prescribed timeframes,
will lead to summary conviction in his, her or its absence. Accompanying
this conviction in their absence is the imposition of financial penalties and the
possibly life-altering prejudices upon that person or entity, arising from, inter
alia, withholding of NaTIS transactions, the suspension or cancellation of his
or her driving licence or operator card, etc.; all in the total absence of any
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trial whatsoever, let alone a trial before an ordinary, and more importantly,
independent court.

279.

As if this were not serious enough, the so-called “adjudication procedure”
seeks to hold persons who did not even commit the alleged infringement,
responsible therefor and to impose sanctions and prejudices upon that third
party (proxies) in relation to infringements which may have been committed
by other persons, over whom they can only be reasonably expected to
exercise extremely limited control, thereby imposing a surrogate conviction
which is inconsistent with established notions of criminal justice.

280.

Furthermore, it is submitted that since Section 89 of the National Road Traffic
Act, Section 90 of the National Land Transport Act, and Section 40 of the
Cross-Border Land Transport Act all prescribe matters concerning the
contravention or failure to comply with the provisions thereof as constituting
offences for which a convicted person can face a fine or imprisonment, all
offences created by that legislation are de facto criminal offences and
therefore fall within the sole judicial authority of the Courts, as is
enshrined in Section 165 of the Constitution .

281.

As articulated above, the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) does not constitute a Court of any description and is in fact,
exactly what the Minister of Transport (First Respondent) categorises it to
be: A State Owned Enterprise. It therefore cannot function as a Court by
imposing convictions, sentences and/or sanctions upon alleged infringers in
an independent manner.
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282.

Notwithstanding the fact that the adjudication procedure as is prescribed in
Chapter III of the AARTO Act does permit an alleged infringer the option to
elect to be tried in Court within a strictly limited timeframe, it does not at any
juncture protect the alleged infringer from being summarily convicted in his,
her, or its absence and having sanctions imposed upon him, her or it if he,
she or it does not actively take steps to prevent this from happening.

283.

It is submitted that on this basis alone, the entire adjudication procedure as
it relates to the adjudication matters set out in Chapter III of the AARTO Act
which I deal with in more detail from paragraph 284 below onwards, is
inconsistent with the Constitution and falls to be set aside in its entirety.

Section 17 of the AARTO Act – “infringement notice”

284.

It is submitted that the issuing of an infringement notice constitutes – and can
only be interpreted to constitute – an allegation that the person or entity cited
or charged therein has violated one or more of the prescripts of road traffic
law – in other words, committed an offence as is contemplated in the offences
and penalties (or similar wording) section of the legislation.

285.

Although the provisions of the adjudication procedure appear to seek to
transform an infringement notice into what would appear to be little more than
an invoice, it is further submitted that the issuing of an infringement notice
constitutes the initiation of legal proceedings and is therefore a vital first step
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in the entire legal proceedings in respect of the prosecution of road traffic
infringements.

286.

Section 17(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes that:
“If a person is alleged to have committed an infringement, an authorised
officer or a person duly authorised by an issuing authority, must instead of
a notice contemplated in section 56 or 341 of the Criminal Procedure
Act, 1977 (Act No. 51 of 1977), and subject to section 23, serve or cause
to be served on that person an infringement notice, which must—
(a)

specify the name and residential and postal address of the infringer, if
known, at the time when the infringement was committed;

(b)

state the prescribed particulars of the infringement;

(c)

specify the amount of the prescribed penalty payable in respect of that
infringement, the issuing the authority to which the penalty is payable
and the place where the penalty may be paid;

(d)

specify the prescribed discount which may be obtained if the penalty
is paid not later than 32 days after the date of service of the
infringement notice;

(e)

inform the infringer that the demerit points position may be
ascertained from the national contraventions register at the office of
any issuing authority, registering authority or driving licence testing
centre;

(f)inform the infringer that, not later than 32 days after the date of
service of the infringement notice, the infringer may
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(i)

pay the penalty, as reduced by the discount contemplated in
paragraph (d), or make representations to the agency, in the case
of a minor infringement;

(ii)

pay the penalty, as so reduced, in the case of a major
infringement;

(iii) make arrangements with the agency to pay the penalty in
instalments in the prescribed manner;
(iv)elect in the prescribed manner to be tried in court on a charge of
having committed the alleged offence; or
(v)

provide information, in the prescribed manner, to the satisfaction
of the issuing authority that he or she was not the driver of the
motor vehicle at the time of the alleged infringement, coupled
with the name, acceptable identification and residential and
postal address of the alleged driver or person in control of the
vehicle,

failing which the matter will be referred to the agency and a courtesy
letter will be issued in terms of section 19, whereafter the infringer
becomes liable to pay both the penalty and the prescribed fee of the
courtesy letter” (my emphasis).

287.

Infringement notices issued in terms of the AARTO Act are issued on one of
the following prescribed forms:
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287.1.

An AARTO 01 handwritten infringement notice or an AARTO 02
computer generated version of the AARTO 01 infringement notice,
the templates for which are attached hereto marked as annexure
“HD41” and which may be issued to and served on the actual
alleged infringer at the site of the alleged infringement, at the time
of the alleged infringement and in accordance with Regulation
3(1)(a) of the AARTO Regulations; or

287.2.

An AARTO 03 infringement notice, the template for which is attached
hereto marked as annexure “HD42”, which is issued to and served
on the registered owner of the motor vehicle and which is required
to be issued and served upon that person in person or by registered
mail within 40 days of the alleged contravention in accordance with
Regulation 3(1)(b) of the AARTO Regulations. Personal service of
an AARTO 03 infringement notice is not contemplated.

288.

It is also important to note that an AARTO 03 infringement notice is not the
equivalent of a notification in terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure
Act since paying the penalty recorded thereon within 32 days does not mean
that demerit-points will not be applied against the driving licence or operator
card of the alleged infringer. In fact, it means the exact opposite and
therefore, an AARTO 03 infringement notice could be better likened to a
summons in terms of Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act, except that
it does not call for the appearance of the accused in Court.
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289.

In recent years, issuing authorities have taken to issuing and posting a form
called an “AARTO 33 notice of summons to be issued” which is not a
prescribed form contained in Schedule 1 of the currently promulgated
AARTO Regulations. This form, an example of which I attach hereto marked
as annexure “HD43” claims to be “issued in terms of Section 54 of the
Criminal Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977” but does not constitute a summons
and therefore is not issued in terms of Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure
Act, as is claimed thereon. This document is posted using ordinary letter mail
as is apparent by the “permit mail” franking mark at the top right of the
addressing side of the folded notice.

290.

As stated previously and quoted above, the so-called “elective options”
available to an alleged infringer within 32 days of the service of an AARTO
01, AARTO 02 or AARTO 03 infringement notice are as follows:

290.1.

Pay the penalty, at the 50% discounted penalty amount as
prescribed in Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations in the case of
both, “minor” and “major” infringements; or

290.2.

Make written representation/s to the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) “in the case of a minor infringement”
as to why he, she or it should not be held liable for the alleged
infringement; or
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290.3.

Apply to pay the full penalty amount in instalments, thereby
forfeiting the discount; or

290.4.

Elect to be tried in court; or

290.5.

In the case of an AARTO 03 infringement notice only, issued to the
registered owner of the vehicle in which the infringement was
allegedly committed, nominate the driver.

291.

It is important to note that the so-called “elective options” contemplated in an
infringement notice are only available within 32 days of the service of an
infringement notice and the specific forms which are prescribed for purposes
of exercising these so-called “elective options” are the following:

291.1.

An AARTO 08 form to be used to make written representation/s to
the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) attached
hereto as annexure “HD44”;

291.2.

An AARTO 04 form to apply to pay the full (non-discounted) penalty
in instalments attached hereto as annexure “HD45”;

291.3.

An AARTO 10 form to elect to be tried in court attached hereto as
annexure “HD46”; or

291.4.

An AARTO 07 form to be used to nominate the driver or person in
control of the vehicle attached hereto as annexure “HD47”.
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292.

The AARTO 07 and AARTO 08 forms also serve as affidavits, since they
must be signed before a commissioner of oaths.

293.

It is also important to note that the so-called “elective options” applicable in
respect of these infringement notices as are detailed above are
contemplated in paragraph (f) of Section 17(1) of the AARTO Act and are
identical on all infringement notices in all but one respect, in that the option
to nominate the driver as is contemplated in paragraph (v) is, quite
understandably, only available on AARTO 03 infringement notices issued to
the registered owner of a motor vehicle, after the fact and in the absence of
the driver.

294.

It is however vital to note that the option to nominate the driver if the person
(or entity) cited in an AARTO 03 infringement notice was not the actual driver
who allegedly committed the infringement, is only available to the registered
owner or proxy thereof within 32 days of the service of an AARTO 03
infringement notice. I shall address this further, in paragraph 352 later in my
affidavit.

295.

In respect of the “option” to make written representations “in the case of a
minor infringement”, it is important to note that Schedule 3 of the AARTO
Regulations does not categorise infringements as “minor infringements” or
“major infringements”. Instead, Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations
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categorises them only as “infringements” whilst the serious criminal offences
are classified as “offences”.

296.

It is submitted that the failure of the Minister of Transport (First Respondent),
“acting with the concurrence of the Minister of Justice (Second Respondent)
and the MEC of each province” to sub-categorise infringements as “minor
infringements” and/or “major infringements” can either be interpreted to
mean that representations may be made in respect of all offences which are
categorised as “infringements” or may not be made in respect of any of them,
by virtue of the fact that it is prescribed that representations may only be
made “in the case of a minor infringement”.

297.

Furthermore, despite the provisions of the National Credit Act, No. 34 of 2005
(hereinafter referred to as “the National Credit Act”) the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) is apparently allowed to extend
credit to pay penalties in instalments at will and without complying with
Section 81(2) of the National Credit Act. This in turn translates to constituting
a credit agreement between the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) and the infringer. Whilst Section 4 of the National Credit Act
exempts organs of state from complying with the provisions of the National
Credit Act, it is respectfully submitted that entering into credit arrangements
where a warrant of execution may be issued if, for any reason, a single
instalment is not met can only be viewed as constituting reckless credit
granting, as is contemplated in Section 80 of the National Credit Act.

298.

Section 17(2) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
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“If an infringer fails to comply with an infringement notice within the period
contemplated in subsection (1)(f), the issuing authority must give notice of
failure, in the prescribed manner, to the agency for further action in terms
of section 19”.

299.

Whilst I can understand that the AARTO Act was drafted a long time before
its practical implementation had been properly and/or practically tested,
respectfully submit that it is noteworthy that this particular provision has not
been amended to suit the actual practical implementation and is still not
being contemplated for amendment, or even complete deletion, given the
fact that in the practical implementation of the AARTO Act, the issuing
authority is not the party to whom most of the so-called “elective options” are
addressed, neither is it the sole point of payment for infringement notices
issued in terms of the Act.

300.

In fact, the issuing authority represents but one of the more than 2,660 points
of payment that the Third Respondent asserts to have established for the
payment of AARTO penalties and fees, which pay points fall completely
outside the confines of the issuing authority. Furthermore, all of the
prescribed documents upon which alleged infringers may exercise their socalled “elective options” instruct that alleged infringer to submit the requisite
prescribed form to the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent)
and nowhere else. This is evidenced on all of the prescribed forms previously
attached hereto as annexures “HD44”, “HD45”, “HD46” and “HD47”.
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301.

It is therefore submitted that in practice, since the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) is in full control of the National Contraventions
Register, as well as constituting the sole point of contact between an alleged
infringer and the so-called “adjudication procedure”, it is in a far better
position to know what the existing status of an infringement notice is and
therefore does not need to be notified of an alleged infringer’s so-called
“failure to comply with an infringement notice” by the issuing authority.

302.

In addition, nowhere in the AARTO Act or its Regulations is it mandatory for
any issuing authority to capture all, or even any of the infringement notices it
issues on the National Contraventions Register. It is submitted that this
lacuna was largely responsible for the fact that the JMPD used its own inhouse computer systems to issue almost fifteen million “AARTO
infringement notices” which never made their way onto the National
Contraventions Register, and therefore, into the adjudication procedure
contemplated in Chapter III of the AARTO Act, since the JMPD started
issuing AARTO infringement notices in 2009 to 23 December 2012. It also
caused infringement notices starting with the prefix “02-4024” issued by the
City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and/or the JMPD to only be
payable to the JMPD, regardless of whether the discount applied or not,
since the banking details of the JMPD appeared on those infringement
notices. Furthermore, since the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) has never reported on the monies which were collected by the
JMPD in respect of these infringement notices, the public does not know
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whether or not the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third Respondent’s)
share of this income was ever paid over to it.

303.

Given the fact that 14,984,100 infringement notices had apparently been
issued by the JMPD in this manner, while 9,433,875 infringement notices
were “unfinalised”, as appears in the email forwarded to me by Director
Gerrie Gerneke of the JMPD on 28 March 2015, previously attached hereto
as annexure “HD24”, this would suggest that some 5,550,225 infringement
notices were “finalised” in one way or another. One of the ways in which they
would have been finalised would have been by the JMPD receiving payment
therefor. At the lowest average penalty as is suggested in the email in which
these figures are tabled, the finalised infringement notices could represent
some R1,592,914,575 of prima facie unlawfully acquired income for a
single issuing authority and this would in turn represent a tempting motivation
for others to engage in similar or the same practices that the City of
Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and JMPD engaged in. It must also not
be forgotten that during this period, the JMPD tripled the penalty payable by
juristic entities as referred to above in paragraphs 248 and 249, so the
monies received could have been significantly higher.

304.

No amendments regarding the compulsory capturing and issuing of
infringement notices in terms of the AARTO Act onto the National
Contraventions Register have been proposed by the Department of
Transport, let alone enacted since the AARTO Act and its Regulations were
promulgated. Therefore, the risk exists of other issuing authorities engaging
in similar conduct, if or when the AARTO Act is implemented on a national
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basis, and there is absolutely nothing to stop them from following the
example set by the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and the JMPD
in the early implementation of the AARTO Act.

305.

But it is not only the capturing of electronic infringement notices onto inhouse computer systems that are physically separate to the National
Contraventions Register which underlies the adjudication procedure that
represents a problem. There exists no provision whatsoever which
prescribes the timeframe within which a handwritten AARTO 01 infringement
notice must be captured onto the National Contraventions Register.

306.

An AARTO 01 infringement notice is deemed to be served immediately
when a traffic officer issues it and hands it to the alleged infringer. The
adjudication procedure then commences immediately and the alleged
infringer is expected to exercise one of his or her so-called “elective options”
within 32 days thereafter.

307.

In some instances, if a person queries the AARTO 01 infringement notice
number using the facility provided therefor at www.aarto.gov.za at any time
soon after its issue, the result thereof is “Valid infringement notice. Must be
payable at a registering authority, driving licence testing station or
issuing authority” (my emphasis) as is depicted in annexure “HD48”
attached hereto which is a printout of a query on a valid AARTO 01
infringement notice number. It would therefore appear that the National
Contraventions Register and/or NaTIS is engaging in guesswork since it
asserts that the fine “Must be payable…” where this is not actually the case,
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as I shall demonstrate herein, immediately below. It also has the effect of
preventing the alleged infringer from submitting an online representation or
election to be tried in court on the aarto.gov.za website, since that
functionality is reliant on the existence of the infringement notice on the
National Contraventions Register.

308.

Even if such a person goes to the registering authority, driving licence testing
centre or issuing authority to pay such an uncaptured infringement notice,
assuming that the issuing authority has not captured it onto its own in-house
computer system as has been done by the JMPD in the past, payment
cannot and will not be accepted since the receipting therefor is a NaTIS
transaction and there exists no record on the National Contraventions
Register with that particular infringement notice number.

309.

If that person happens to go to one of the other, more than 2,660 payment
points established by the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) to pay it, he or she will also be turned away and if that person
wishes to exercise any of his or her other so-called “elective options”, such
documents will not be processed and cannot be submitted online, due to the
fact that the infringement notice number does not exist on the National
Contraventions Register.

310.

Apart from the severe inconvenience caused to the alleged infringer, none of
this would be too serious if the AARTO Act catered for a prescribed timeframe
within which an AARTO 01 infringement notice must be captured on the
National Contraventions Register and the effective date of service was
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adjusted accordingly – and the alleged infringer notified thereof, but the
AARTO Act does not. Instead, what happens in reality is that when an
AARTO 01 infringement notice is captured, its date of service is entered onto
the National Contraventions Register as the date on which the infringement
notice was issued and the adjudication procedure commences from that
date, not the date on which it was captured. This in turn leads to the issuing
of a courtesy letter shortly after the infringement notice is captured and
becomes an active infringement notice on the National Contraventions
Register. Thirty-two days later, an enforcement order results. All of this
happens long after the alleged infringer may have given up trying to pay the
infringement notice, due to the problems described in paragraphs 299 to 309
above.

311.

The process described above is precisely what happened to Mr Gert Basson,
whose confirmatory affidavit I append hereto marked as annexure “HD49”.
The full facts of this incident are as follows:

311.1.

On 12 October 2016, Mr Basson was stopped by a traffic officer from
the Gauteng Department of Community Safety and issued with an
AARTO 01 infringement notice with the number 0100110161676528
(hyphens removed) which is attached hereto as annexure “HD50”.
The monetary penalty thereon was R750, of which R375 could be
paid within 32 days from the service of that infringement notice.

311.2.

Not wishing to contest the charge, Mr Basson tried to pay this
infringement notice (at the discounted penalty amount) at the SAPO,
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which is listed on the reverse of the infringement notice as one of the
payment points where payment would be accepted. He was turned
away since the infringement notice number did not exist on the
National Contraventions Register linked to the NaTIS.

311.3.

On a few occasions thereafter, and within the prescribed 32 day
period, Mr Basson made similar attempts to pay, both at the SAPO
and First National Bank. He was similarly turned away as a result of
the infringement notice number not existing on the NaTIS-powered
National Contraventions Register.

311.4.

Eventually, he gave up trying to pay the penalty at the 50% discount
and assumed that the infringement had simply been forgotten or lost
by the authorities.

311.5.

Unbeknown to Mr Basson however, this infringement notice was
subsequently captured onto the National Contraventions Register
on 13 March 2017, five months after it had been issued and
served. The date of the capture of this infringement notice was
revealed to me in an email I append hereto as annexure “HD51”
from Mr Hentie Joubert, who is a senior manager at the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent), on 25 July 2017. In the
interim however, Mr Basson had completed an AARTO 14
application for the revocation of an enforcement order and handed it
in at the Third Respondent’s offices on 17 July 2017 and been issued
a receipt therefor, attached hereto as annexure “HD52”.
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311.6.

By means of querying the status of this infringement notice, it can be
deduced from the “SAPO document detail” section of the printout I
append hereto as annexure “HD53” that the courtesy letter was
issued (“printed”) two days after the infringement notice was
captured on the National Contraventions Register, on 15 March 2017
and posted seven days later on 22 March 2017. As is evidenced by
that printout, this document was not served on Mr Basson, except
by the presumption contained in Section 30(2) of the AARTO Act,
and 33 days after the courtesy letter was posted, an enforcement
order was issued, on 16 May 2017.

311.7.

The enforcement order was also not served on Mr Basson, except
by presumption, and as a result, in reality he only became aware of
its existence when he tried to renew his driving licence card at the
Krugersdorp driving licence testing centre in Roodepoort in June
2017, and was refused that transaction on the strength of the
existence of this enforcement order.

311.8.

On 25 July 2017, Mr Basson contacted me, which is what led to me
sending Mr Joubert the email querying the date of capture of this
infringement notice. Clearly Mr Joubert, in response to my query,
made telephonic contact with Mr Basson the following morning and
later followed up his phone call with an email to Mr Basson, indicating
that the enforcement order had been revoked, supposedly on the
basis of the AARTO 14 application for revocation form Mr Basson
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delivered to the Fourth Respondent on 17 July 2017. I append hereto
a copy of that email, as well as its attachments marked as annexure
“HD54”.

311.9.

Notably, the result of the application for revocation of the
enforcement order was actually delivered to Mr Basson by the SAPO
on 23 August 2017, just over a month after it was printed and posted,
but neither the courtesy letter nor enforcement order were delivered
to, and/or served on him as is evidenced in the annexure “HD53,
previously referenced.

312.

From what is outlined above, it should be glaringly apparent that the practical
issues in respect of the issue of AARTO 01 infringement notices do not cater
for the inefficiencies and/or deliberate delays caused by issuing authorities
in capturing them, yet the so-called “adjudication procedure” cannot be
bothered with this and simply proceeds, unjustly and administratively
prejudicing accused persons in its wake, in what appears to be an
automated manner. It is further submitted that if the so-called “adjudication
procedure” prescribed in Chapter III of the AARTO Act is going to remain,
due care should be taken to ensure that all AARTO 01 infringement notices
are captured onto the National Contraventions Register within a timeframe
which is practical for the alleged infringer to take advantage of the 32-day
discount period and not be prejudiced by the failure on the part of an issuing
authority to capture such infringement notice/s timeously. It is therefore
submitted that regulations dealing with the capture of AARTO 01
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infringement notices should be enacted in order to mitigate the factors
described above.

The peremptory use of the AARTO Act as a prosecution instrument

313.

It is important to note that the main part of Section 17(1) of the AARTO Act
prescribes that “If a person is alleged to have committed an infringement, an
authorised officer or a person duly authorised by an issuing authority, must
instead of a notice contemplated in section 56 or 341 of the Criminal
Procedure Act, 1977 (Act No. 51 of 1977), and subject to section 23, serve
or cause to be served on that person an infringement notice…” (my
emphasis).

314.

It is vitally important to note that, despite the provisions of Section 40(1)(a)
of the Criminal Procedure Act, which empowers a peace officer to, without a
warrant, arrest any person who commits or attempts to commit any offence
in his or her presence, the AARTO Act has the effect of decriminalising road
traffic offences which are categorised as “infringements” in terms of
Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations. Section 22(4) of the AARTO Act goes
further to prescribe: “Despite any other law, an infringer who has been dealt
with by means of administrative procedures in terms of this Chapter, does
not incur previous convictions and may not be prosecuted again on the
same facts” (my emphasis).
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315.

It is respectfully submitted that the provisions of Section 17 of the AARTO
Act have the effect of proscribing the arrest of any infringer who has not
committed an offence as is categorised as an “offence” in terms of Schedule
3 of the AARTO Regulations, since infringements are not categorised as
offences, despite what Section 89 of the National Road Traffic Act may hold.
It is furthermore respectfully submitted that the legislator could not have
intended to leave it to the discretion of a peace officer whether an infringer is
dealt with administratively, in terms of the provisions of the AARTO Act, or to
be prosecuted in terms of the Criminal Procedure Act. To find otherwise
would, in my respectful opinion, amount to unjust administrative action and
in conflict with the equality provision in Section 9(1) of the Constitution.

316.

Section 23 of the AARTO Act however prescribes: “If a person is alleged to
have committed an offence and an infringement arising out of the same
set of facts, such person must, despite the provisions of this Act, be dealt
with in terms of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 (Act No. 51 of 1977)” (my
emphasis). It is respectfully submitted that it is only in the circumstances
where a person is alleged to have committed both an infringement and an
offence, that arrest without a warrant as is contemplated in Section 40(1) of
the Criminal Procedure Act would be authorised. Obviously, arrest in relation
to an offence which is categorised as an “offence” in Schedule 3 of the
AARTO Regulations would be authorised, regardless of whether an
infringement has also been allegedly committed or not.

317.

It is submitted that since the provisions of the AARTO Act currently apply in
the jurisdictions of the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and the
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City of Tshwane (Tenth Respondent), all traffic fines issued in those
jurisdictions must comply with Section 17(1) of the AARTO Act, regardless
of which issuing authority issues that fine. However, this is not what has
happened in practice and in fact, both the City of Johannesburg (Eighth
Respondent) and City of Tshwane (Tenth Respondent) have, in certain
circumstances continued to utilise the Criminal Procedure Act to issue certain
traffic fines as in the two examples attached hereto as annexure “HD55”,
whilst the SAPS has also continued to issue written notices in terms of
Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act in order to issue traffic fines within
the confines of the jurisdictions of the City of Johannesburg (Eighth
Respondent) and City of Tshwane (Tenth Respondent). This situation has
prevailed from the outset of the commencement of the AARTO Act in the
Cities of Tshwane and Johannesburg (Eighth and Tenth Respondents) for
going on ten years. Furthermore, the SAPS has not made use of Schedule
3 of the AARTO Regulations when recording the penalty applicable to
admission of guilt fines which may be paid upon notices it issues.

318.

Appended hereto as annexure “HD56” is a photograph of a SAPS J534
“written notice to appear in Court in terms of Section 56 of the Criminal
Procedure Act” issued by SAPS Lyttelton in relation to an infringement
allegedly committed on the N1 freeway between Botha Avenue and John
Vorster Road in Centurion. The alleged offence appears in Schedule 3 of the
AARTO Regulations under charge code 5136: “Wilfully or unnecessarily
prevented, hindered or interrupted the free and proper passage of traffic on
a public road with a vehicle” referencing Regulation 319(1) of the National
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Road Traffic Regulations which classifies it as an infringement and which
carries a penalty of R750 and two demerit-points. A 50% “discount” on the
penalty is also applicable within 32 days, in terms of the provisions of AARTO
Act. SAPS apparently chooses to ignore the peremptory provisions of
Section 17(1) of the AARTO Act which makes it a requirement that an AARTO
infringement notice is issued and instead, issues written notices in terms of
Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act, in this particular case, prescribing
an admission of guilt fine of R1,000, and which notice additionally informs
the alleged offender that he or she may incur a criminal record.

319.

The wording of the section of the SAPS J534 “written notice in terms of
Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act”, under the section entitled
“ADMISSION OF GUILT UNDER SECTION 57 OF ACT NO 51 OF 1977” is
extremely prejudicial and, it is submitted, contravenes not only the provisions
of Section 35(3) of the Constitution but also seeks to unreasonably persuade
people into admitting guilt in writing. This wording reads as follows:

“I hereby acknowledge that I am guilty of the offence(s) set out in this
notice and that, by paying the admission of guilt, I will be deemed to have
been convicted in Court of the offence(s) (without having appeared in
Court, having had the benefit of facing my accuser, having had legal
representation or having exercised my right to call a witness in open
Court) and that the conviction may be recorded as a previous conviction
against my name and may appear on my criminal record” (my emphasis).
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320.

It is submitted that if an alleged offender were to be required to sign this
acknowledgement once he or she had been afforded the opportunity to
consider the charge(s) laid out in such a written notice, and if they so choose,
to take legal advice thereon before doing so, there would be no problem with
this wording. However, the fact is that in practice it is apparent that SAPS
officials present such notices to alleged offenders at the time of the issue of
a SAPS J534 form and simply tell them to “sign here”, to the prejudice of any
person who wishes to defend such a matter. This behaviour is confirmed by
the confirmatory affidavit of Mr Robert Schoeman whose confirmatory
affidavit, along with a copy of the SAPS J534 form he was issued with, is
attached hereto as annexure “HD57”.

321.

It is submitted that the wording of this portion of the J534 form, coupled with
the behaviour described above, blatantly seeks to unreasonably persuade
an accused person to admit guilt up front, in writing, and in direct violation of
Section 35 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. It then
goes further to misinform the accused person that “the conviction may be
recorded as a previous conviction against my name and may appear on my
criminal record”. Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act does not
prescribe that the clerk of the Court “may” record the essential details
relating to an admission of guilt fine paid on a written notice in terms of
Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act in the criminal records book for
admissions of guilt. It prescribes that the clerk of the Court shall do so.
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322.

It is therefore submitted that the SAPS should cease using the current SAPS
J534 form, not only in relation to road traffic offences, but in relation to any
and all offences for which it issues

323.

It is further submitted that any and all traffic fines issued in relation to road
traffic law contraventions categorised as “infringements” in Schedule 3 of the
AARTO Regulations, within the confines of the jurisdictions of the City of
Johannesburg

(Eighth

Respondent)

and

City

of

Tshwane

(Tenth

Respondent) and which have utilised the Criminal Procedure Act, instead of
the AARTO Act have been issued unlawfully and are therefore void.

324.

Furthermore, it is submitted that any arrests which have occurred within the
confines of the jurisdictions of the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent)
and the City of Tshwane (Tenth Respondent), solely in relation to road traffic
violations categorised as “infringements” in terms of Schedule 3 of the
AARTO Regulations, and where the simultaneous commission of an offence
categorised as an “offence” in terms of Schedule 3 of the AARTO
Regulations was not committed, have constituted unlawful arrests.

325.

It is further submitted that the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) is, or should have been, acutely aware of this fact and of the
fact that the SAPS has failed to comply with Section 17(1) of the AARTO
Act, given the fact that in not one of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s
(Third Respondent’s) annual reports issued since the 2010/11 financial year
has the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) ever reported
about any AARTO infringement notices issued by the SAPS, yet the Road
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Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) has allowed and continues
to allow these unlawful practices to continue.

326.

It is therefore submitted that, at the very least, the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) has been grossly negligent and/or delinquent in
its duties to ensure the successful implementation of the AARTO Act, and
has been complicit in the active violation of the provisions of the AARTO Act
and in the unlawful arrests effected by the SAPS in such cases.

327.

It is further submitted that any and all traffic fines issued in terms of Section
341 or Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act since 1 July 2008 in the
jurisdiction of the City of Tshwane (Tenth Respondent) and 1 November 2008
in the jurisdiction of the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) were
unlawfully issued, and are therefore void.

328.

Furthermore, the consequences which may have arisen from the payment of
any admission of guilt fines in relation to violations classified as infringements
which arose from the unlawful issue of notices in terms of the Criminal
Procedure Act should be reviewed and set aside, as should any criminal
convictions which arose as a result thereof.

Section 18 of the AARTO Act – “Representations”

329.

Section 18 of the AARTO Act caters for representations to be made to the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and prescribes the
manner in which such written representations may be made.
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330.

As mentioned previously such written representations must be made using
the prescribed AARTO 08 representation form, which also serves as an
affidavit since it must be signed before a commissioner of oaths. This form,
like all of the prescribed forms in the AARTO Act, is available only in English,
and must be submitted directly to the Road Traffic Infringement Agency.

331.

Whilst I have no problems in expressing myself in English, whether it be
verbally or in writing, since English is my mother tongue, it is submitted that
I am not the only person who is expected to use these forms and English is
not even the predominant mother tongue in South Africa. According to the
official 2011 South African census, isiZulu is the mother tongue of 22.7% of
South Africa's population, followed by isiXhosa at 16%, Afrikaans at 13.5%,
English at 9.6%, Setswana at 8% and Sesotho at 7.6%. The remaining
official languages are spoken at home by less than 5% of the population
each.

332.

Section 35(3)(k) of the Constitution prescribes that any person has the right
to be tried in the language that the accused person understands and it is
submitted that this must necessarily extend to written representations that
such accused persons are expected to make, with or without the assistance
of a legal representative, in terms of the AARTO Act.

333.

Whilst I am aware of the fact that English is apparently, since recently,
considered to be the sole language of record in Courts, given that a written
representation constitutes a pre-court or out-of-court process, it is submitted
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that persons who make such written representations should not be
constrained to doing so in English.

334.

Such written representations are then considered by representations officers
who are contemplated in Section 10 of the AARTO Act, which persons not
only cannot be regarded as being independent, given the fact that they are
wholly and solely reliant on the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) to employ them and pay them their salaries but are furthermore
prone to being given instruction to make certain findings. This fact has been
acutely demonstrated in the reportable review judgment in the matter
between Fines 4 U (Pty) Ltd and Brett Hudson (Pty) Ltd t/a Audi
Johannesburg versus Sherman Amos (the Deputy Registrar of the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency) and others (Pretoria High Court
Case number 30586/2014) to which I referred above.

335.

Section 18(4)(b) of the AARTO Act prescribes that “Any representations
contemplated in paragraph (a) must be submitted to the issuing authority
concerned, who must reply thereto within the prescribed time” (my
emphasis), yet the actual prescribed AARTO 08 form states that the form
must be submitted to the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent). Furthermore, Regulation 4 of the AARTO Regulations stands
in direct conflict with this provision insofar as it prescribes that such
representations “…must be submitted to the agency on a form similar to
form AARTO 08 as shown in Schedule 1” (my emphasis).
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336.

I am aware of the fact that the AARTO Amendment Bill, 2015 seeks to
remedy this conflict, however the fact still remains that the conflict remains
in force until such time as the Bill is passed into law and amends the AARTO
Act.

337.

Section 18(7) of the AARTO Act prescribes that:
“If the representations are rejected, the representations officer may
advise the infringer to elect in the prescribed manner to be tried in
court, and must serve or cause to be served on the infringer a prescribed
written notification informing him or her—
(a)

of the reasons for the decision, and provide the issuing authority
concerned with a copy thereof;

(b)

if the infringer does not elect to be tried in court(i)

that the penalty, the prescribed representations fee and the
prescribed fee of the courtesy letter, if any, are payable to the
agency or that the arrangements are made with the agency
in the prescribed manner to pay in instalments, not later than
32 days after the date of service of the notification; and

(ii)

that failure to pay the penalty and fees or to make
arrangements to pay in instalments will result in an
enforcement order being served on the infringer and that
the infringer will become liable to pay the penalty and fees and
the prescribed fee of the enforcement order; and

(c)

if the infringer elects to be tried in court, which may only be done
on the advice of the representations officer, that the provisions
of section 22 apply;” (my emphasis)
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338.

It is submitted that the lack of the word “full” in the prescript for the
representations officer to furnish the reasons for the decision, represents a
clear violation of Section 5 of the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act No.
3 of 2000 (“PAJA”). Since every person who has not been furnished with full
reasons for the administrative decision taken by the representations officer
would not have ninety days to make application for such reasons to be
provided before an enforcement order is issued, this right, conferred by the
PAJA, is therefore completely ignored and violated. In this regard, I
respectfully refer this Honourable Court to the prescript which is contained in
Section 18(7)(b)(ii) of the AAARTO Act, which categorically states that an
enforcement order will be issued if the alleged infringer does not pay, or
elect to be tried in court within 32 days of the service of the AARTO 09 result
of representation. It is submitted that this threat is designed to coerce the
alleged infringer into paying, rather than putting up any further resistance.

339.

Furthermore, it is submitted that conferring a discretionary power upon a
representations officer to advise a person whose written representation is
rejected by him or her to elect to be tried in Court and then going further to
attach a precondition to electing to be tried in Court upon an accused person
whereby he or she may only do so upon that advice is both unconstitutional
and nonsensical, not to mention designed to put an alleged infringer in a
position where his or her right to a fair trial is summarily taken away and he
or she is left with no option but to pay the penalty and fees, should the
representations officer fail to advise him or her to elect to be tried in court.
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340.

It must further be noted that, in paragraph “c” under “Part E” of the AARTO
08 form, the following affirmation or oath by the alleged infringer appears:

“I further declare that I understand that this Representation may be
rejected, upon which I will be liable to pay the penalty and all outstanding
fees that may be applicable.”

341.

It is submitted that the aforesaid acknowledgement by the alleged infringer
is similarly unconstitutional and is clearly designed to act as a deterrent to
alleged infringers from making representations to the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent).

342.

The AARTO Amendment Bill, 2015 to my understanding seeks to amend
much of what is prescribed in Section 18(7) of the AARTO Act, including but
not limited to entirely removing the right of an alleged infringer to be
afforded his or her constitutional right to a fair trial. However, until such
time as the Bill is passed into law, the current provisions of the AARTO Act
prevail and are therefore applicable.

343.

An unsuccessful representation fee of R200 is prescribed in terms of
Schedule 2 of the AARTO Regulations in relation to unsuccessful
representations made outside of the validity period of an infringement notice.
This appears to suggest that an infringement notice is no longer valid after a
period of 32 days from its service or presumed service has lapsed, and in
those circumstances, allows the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
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Respondent) to charge this fee in respect of representations made later than
the said 32 days.

344.

Notwithstanding the so-called “validity period” of an infringement notice, the
fact still remains that at least some unsuccessful representations result in the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) applying an
unsuccessful representation fee of R200 to some of the written
representations which its representations officers reject.

345.

I cannot find a single instance where the National Prosecuting Authority has
levied a fee for rejecting a written representation, nor can I find any reference
in the National Prosecuting Authority Act, No. 32 of 1998 where such fees
are prescribed or authorised in relation to representations made to
prosecutors. It is submitted that perhaps this is because the National
Prosecuting Authority is actually an independent body, is not funded by
fines, and is not a State Owned Enterprise as the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) has been aptly described as being by the
Minister of Transport (First Respondent).

346.

It is submitted that prescribing that a fee may be charged in relation to
unsuccessful written representations in order to discourage alleged infringers
from exercising their prescribed right to make such written representations,
and to then punish them if they unsuccessfully do so, can only be viewed as
yet another revenue-driven, coercive measure which the AARTO Act seeks
to use to “encourage” the payment of traffic fines, regardless of whether an
alleged infringer is guilty or not.
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347.

It is therefore submitted that Sections 18(1), 18(4)(a), 18(4)(b), 18(5)(a),
18(5)(b), 18(5)(c)(i), 18(5)(c)(ii) and 18(7) of the AARTO Act are
unconstitutional, and therefore, invalid.

Section 19 of the AARTO Act – “Courtesy letter”

348.

Should none of the so-called “elective options” on offer to the alleged
infringer be exercised within 32 days from the service of an infringement
notice, and should the issuing authority inform the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) thereof, then the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) must issue a courtesy letter utilising the
prescribed AARTO 12 form designed for that purpose, in compliance with
Section 19 of the AARTO Act.

349.

It is important to note that in practice and as has been demonstrated
previously, courtesy letters are not always issued, despite the fact that the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) should undoubtedly
be in the best position to determine whether or not an infringement notice
has been complied with, regardless of whether it has been informed by the
issuing authority of any non-compliance or not.

350.

When a courtesy letter is issued by the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Third Respondent), the effect of that courtesy letter is that the alleged
infringer forfeits the discount and an additional fee of R60 is added to the
total amount payable by the alleged infringer, if that courtesy letter is posted,
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or R100 is added to the total amount payable if that courtesy letter is served
in person, as prescribed by Schedule 2 of the AARTO Regulations.

351.

Section 19(2) of the AARTO Act provides:

“A courtesy letter must—
(a)

inform the infringer that he or she has failed to comply with the
infringement notice;

(b)

give notice that the infringer must, not later than 32 days after the
date of service of the courtesy letter
(i)

make representations in respect of a minor infringement;

(ii)

pay the penalty and the prescribed fee of the courtesy letter to
the agency; or

(iii) notify the agency in the prescribed manner that he or she
elects to be tried in court; and
(c) state that a failure to comply with the requirements of the courtesy
letter within the time permitted, will result in the registrar issuing an
enforcement order in terms of section 20” (my emphasis)

352.

It is important to note that Section 19(2) of the AARTO Act does not refer to
the right of the registered owner to nominate the driver or person in
control of a motor vehicle registered in their name, if the registered owner
was not the driver of that vehicle at the time of the alleged infringement. It
also does not refer to the option for the alleged infringer to apply to pay the
penalty in instalments. These facts are apparent in the specific elective
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options which are contemplated in subparagraphs (i) to (iii) in paragraph (b)
of Section 19(2) of the AARTO Act.

353.

It has been my experience in acting as proxy for the Bank that the majority
of AARTO 03 infringement notices are either delivered to the Bank (served
on me) significantly after the first 32 days from the presumed service has
already lapsed, or not served on me at all. The same is true of other
documents issued in terms of the AARTO Act, and indeed, in notifications
terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act, which are posted.

354.

It has also been my experience that, where an AARTO 03 infringement notice
in the name of the Bank is actually served on me, I cannot submit the AARTO
07 “nomination of driver or person in control” form online at the aarto.gov.za
website since that functionality is no longer usable if the 32 days from the
presumed service of that infringement notice has lapsed. As proxy for the
Bank, this is my preferred method of nominating the driver since the form’s
submission by me would immediately be recorded on the National
Contraventions Register.

355.

It is submitted that the apparent removal of the right of a registered owner or
proxy for a juristic entity to nominate the actual driver who allegedly
committed the infringement in question, is tantamount to holding a person
other than the person who actually committed the infringement, responsible
for the actions of a person over whom he or she could exercise no more than
extremely limited control. This provision of surrogate conviction violates
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the principles of procedural fairness and the right to just administrative
action.

356.

It is further submitted that this patently unjust practice serves to completely
negate and make a mockery of the intended purpose of any driving licence
points demerit system, namely holding delinquent drivers to account for his
or her own actions. This is of course assuming that the actual driver who is
alleged to have committed an infringement does not wish to exercise his or
her constitutional right to a fair trial. In not providing for the nomination of the
actual driver, Section 19(2) of the AARTO Act also has the effect of not
allowing the actual driver to exercise his or her constitutional right to a fair
trial, which option would be available to him or her if the infringement notice
had been redirected to him or her after him or her being identified as the
actual driver.

357.

It is also important to note that “the requirements of the courtesy letter” set
out in Section 19(2) of the AARTO Act are that the alleged infringer makes
written representation/s to the Road Traffic Infringement Agency “in the case
of a minor infringement”, pays the penalty together with the applicable
courtesy letter fee, or elects to be tried in Court – within 32 days of the service
of that courtesy letter, failing which the Registrar must issue an enforcement
order.

358.

It is therefore submitted that Section 19(2)(b) of the AARTO Act, which
removes the right of the registered owner to nominate the actual driver and
Section 19(2)(c) of the AARTO Act which prescribes that the Registrar must
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issue an enforcement order, an issue on which I shall elucidate later in my
affidavit, are unconstitutional and therefore, invalid.

Section 19B of the AARTO Act – “Payments”

359.

Section 19B(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“If an infringer makes an insufficient payment to the agency in terms of
this Act in respect of a fine or the cheque used for payment is dishonoured,
a notice as prescribed must be served on the infringer, informing him or
her – … (b) that failure to comply with the notice contemplated in
paragraph (a) will lead to a warrant being issued against him or her in
terms of section 21” (my emphasis).

360.

Section 19B(2)(c) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“If an infringer who has made arrangements to pay a fine or monies, if any,
in instalments, fails to pay the instalments or makes an insufficient
payment on an instalment or the cheque used for payment of that
instalment is dishonoured, a notice as prescribed must be served on the
infringer, informing him or her – … (c) that failure to comply with the notice
will lead to a warrant in respect of the full amount owed being issued
against him or her in terms of section 21” (my emphasis).
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361.

It is submitted that Section 21 of the AARTO Act is entirely unconstitutional,
procedurally unfair, and administratively unjust and consequently, both of
these provisions and Section 21 of the AARTO Act itself are unlawful and fall
to be set aside. I further deal with Section 21 of the AARTO Act later in this
affidavit in paragraphs 380 to 386.

Section 20 of the AARTO Act – “Enforcement order”

362.

Undoubtedly the most draconian and unjust step in the so-called
“adjudication procedure” of the AARTO Act which has been actively
applied thus far under the current experimental implementation, is the
enforcement order. An enforcement order is, except in the instance where an
alleged infringer has elected to be tried in Court and subsequently convicted,
the equivalent of a summary conviction in violation of an accused
person’s constitutional right to a fair trial.

363.

An enforcement order, which is issued on the prescribed AARTO 13 form
previously attached hereto as annexure “HD22”, has the effect of applying
the demerit-points which may be applicable in respect of the alleged
infringement, against the driving licence of an accused person, whether that
person is guilty thereof or not and whether he or she is the actual person who
may have committed that infringement or not. It also has the effect of
prohibiting such a person from acquiring a licence disc for any motor vehicle
registered in his or her name or in the name of a juristic entity for which he
or she is a proxy, prohibiting the issuing of a driving licence [card] and, where
applicable, the issuing of a professional driving permit.
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364.

Demerit-points are also applied to the operator card of the registered
operator of a vehicle, where the vehicle in question is required to display an
operator card, when an enforcement order is issued. Such enforcement
order similarly prohibits the operator or the proxy for an operator from
acquiring a licence disc for any motor vehicle registered in his or her name
or in the name of a juristic entity for which he or she is a proxy, and
additionally prohibits the issuing of a driving licence [card] and, where
applicable, the issuing of a professional driving permit.

365.

Section 20(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“If an infringer fails to comply with the requirements of a notification
contemplated in section 18(7) or a courtesy letter contemplated in section
19(2) (b) or has failed to appear in court as contemplated in section
22(3)(a), as the case may be, the registrar must, subject to subsection
(2) —
(a)

issue an enforcement order, serve it on the infringer and update
the national contraventions register accordingly;

(b)

record the demerit points incurred by the infringer in the
national contraventions register;

(c)

notify the infringer by registered mail in the prescribed manner that
the demerit points have been recorded against his or her name
in the national contraventions register in respect of the infringement
in question; and
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(d)

provide the infringer with a printout of the demerit points incurred by
him or her to date, together with an indication of the number of points
left before his or her driving licence, professional driving permit or
operator card is suspended in terms of section 25 or cancelled in
terms of section 27” (my emphasis).

366.

It is submitted that there are several serious constitutional shortcomings in
the provisions of Section 20(1) of the AARTO Act, not least of which is that
at no juncture is the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Fourth Respondent) required to satisfy him or herself that the alleged
infringer is in fact guilty of the alleged infringement.

366.1.

Firstly, as stated in paragraph 153 above, there are numerous reasons
why a summoned person may have failed to appear in court and
therefore, issuing an enforcement order, which is the equivalent of a
summary conviction, takes no regard of this fact.

366.2.

Secondly, it is submitted that this provision, when read with Section
22(3)(a) of the AARTO Act ,seeks to usurp the judicial authority of the
courts by actively preventing a judicial officer from issuing a warrant
of arrest in terms of Section 55 of the Criminal Procedure Act. It is
respectfully submitted that the offence of being in contempt of court
falls within the exclusive reserve of the courts, and therefore, any
person who is in contempt of court should be required to explain to
the court why he or she failed to appear in court.
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Thirdly, it is submitted that the demerit points contemplated in the

366.3.

AARTO Act constitute a non-monetary penalty which is imposed on
convicted persons and therefore form part of the sentence which is
imposed on a convicted person and therefore, the recordal of demerit
points on the National Contraventions Register is the equivalent of a
conviction and an enforcement order is the equivalent of a summary
conviction, in the absence of a trial.

367.

It is therefore submitted that Section 20(1) of the AARTO Act is inconsistent
with Sections 33, 35(3) and 165 of the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa, and is therefore invalid.

368.

Section 20(2) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
“No enforcement order is issued, unless the registrar is satisfied that—
(a)

a notification contemplated in section 18(7) or a courtesy
letter, as the case may be, has been served on the infringer in
question;

(b)

a period of at least 32 days has passed since the date of service
of the said notification or courtesy letter, as the case may be;

(c)

the applicable penalty and fees have not been paid;

(d)

there are no pending representations in the case of a minor
infringement;

(e)

the infringer has not elected to be tried in court, or has elected to
be tried in court as has failed to appear; and

(f)

the infringer was at the time of the alleged infringement either the
owner or operator of the motor vehicle or the driver of it” (my
emphasis).
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368.1. As stated in paragraph 366 above, there exists no requirement
whatsoever for the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Fourth Respondent) to satisfy him or herself that the alleged infringer
is, in fact guilty of the alleged infringement. Furthermore, nowhere in
the AARTO Act is the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) or the issuing authority required to summon a person to
appear in court on the charge he or she stands accused of unless that
person elects to exercise his or her constitutional right to a fair trial.
Additionally, there exists no requirement whatsoever anywhere in the
AARTO Act for an issuing authority to prove its allegation of the
contravention of road traffic law, unless the alleged infringer elects to
exercise his or her constitutional right to a fair trial.

368.2. It is submitted that a representation in terms of Section 18 of the
AARTO Act is not the equivalent of a trial and therefore, it is irrelevant
whether a notification of a rejected representation in terms of Section
18(7) of the AARTO Act has been served on an alleged infringer or
not. Furthermore, it must not be forgotten that such notification in
terms of Section 18(7) of the AARTO Act comes with an in-built proviso
which effectively prohibits an alleged infringer whose representation
has been unsuccessful from electing to be tried in court unless being
advised of his or her right to do so by a representations officer, as has
been discussed in paragraphs 337 to 339 above.
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368.3. It is submitted that, instead of requiring an allegation of the
contravention of road traffic law to be proven, as would be the case
with an allegation of the commission of any other offence in any
other law, Section 20(2) of the AARTO Act merely concerns itself with
whether certain preceding administrative procedures detailed in the
so-called “adjudication procedure” have or have not been fulfilled. If
these procedures have been followed, then the Registrar of the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency must issue an enforcement order and in
so doing, convict the accused person of the infringement he, she or
it stands accused of having committed.

368.4. Furthermore, since Section 19(2)(b) of the AARTO Act makes no
mention of the elective option to nominate the actual driver who may
have committed the infringement, which in turn has the effect of
prohibiting such nomination, a surrogate conviction is imposed upon
the registered owner, or the proxy for a juristic entity in whose name a
vehicle is registered, when an enforcement order is issued.

368.5. It is therefore submitted that Section 20(2) of the AARTO Act does not
act as a safeguard against the arbitrary issuing of an enforcement
order, but in fact gives effect to it and furthermore infringes on the
rights of any accused person to a fair trial and procedurally fair and
just administrative action.

369.

Section 20(3) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
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“An enforcement order must—
(a)

state that the infringer on whom it is served may, not later than 32
days after the date of service of the order, pay the penalty,
representations fee and the fees of the courtesy letter, if any, and
the prescribed fee of the enforcement order to the agency at the
specified place and in the specified manner, and that the
prescribed demerit points will be recorded in the national
contraventions register; and

(b)

state that a failure to comply with the requirements of the
enforcement order within the period contemplated in paragraph (a)
will result in a warrant being issued to recover the applicable
penalty and fees" (my emphasis).

369.1.

It must be noted that Section 20(3) of the AARTO Act makes no
effort whatsoever to prescribe that the alleged (now convicted)
infringer must be informed that he, she or it has the right to appeal
the issuing of that enforcement order or take it on review. On the
contrary, Section 20(3)(a) of the AARTO Act merely seeks to inform
the alleged infringer that he, she or it may pay the penalty,
together with the relevant fees raised on the infringement, within 32
days after the service of the enforcement order. This is further
reflected in the prescribed AARTO 13 form previously attached as
annexure “HD22” where it states: “The Demerit Points above
were

recorded

against

your

name

in

the

National

Contravention Register. You are ordered to pay the total
amount due to the Agency within 32 days from the date of this
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Enforcement Order” (emphasis as it appears in the enforcement
order).

369.2.

Section 20(3)(b) of the AARTO Act then goes on to level the threat
that if the penalty, together with the relevant fees raised on the
infringement is not paid within that 32-day period, then a warrant of
execution will be issued to recover the applicable penalty and fees.

369.3.

A warrant of execution is contemplated in Section 21 of the AARTO
Act and provides the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Fourth Respondent) with the discretion to issue such
warrant. I deal with this issue in paragraphs 389 to 389.4 below.

369.4.

It is therefore submitted that Section 20(3) of the AARTO Act
violates Section 35(3)(o) and Section 33 of the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996 and is therefore invalid.

370.

Section 20(4) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“If an infringer pays the penalty and fees as contemplated in subsection (3)
(a), the agency must record compliance with the enforcement order and
update the national contraventions register in the prescribed manner”.

370.1.

This merely serves to record the payment of the enforcement order
on the National Contraventions Register, since the demerit points
applicable in relation to the alleged infringement are recorded on the
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National Contraventions Register at the time of issuing the
enforcement order.

371.

Section 20(5) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
“Subject to subsection (6), no—
(a)

driving licence;

(b)

professional driving permit; or

(c)

licence disc,

may be issued to an infringer or in respect of a motor vehicle registered
in the name of an infringer, if an enforcement order has been issued in
respect of such infringer, until such enforcement order has been
complied with or has been revoked” (my emphasis).

371.1. It is submitted that Section 20(5) of the AARTO Act does not
proscribe the issuing of a driving licence card as was previously
referred to in paragraph 59 above, but merely proscribes the issuing
of a driving licence previously referred to in paragraph 58 above. In
the practical implementation of the AARTO Act however, it is the
issuing

and

renewal

of

driving

licence

cards

which

is

programmatically blocked on the NaTIS. It is therefore submitted that
the current practical implementation of Section 20(5) of the AARTO
Act is unlawful, insofar as it relates to driving licence cards.

371.2.

It is important to note that the prohibition of the issuing of a driving
licence, professional driving permit, and/or vehicle licence disc
empowered by Section 20(5) of the AARTO Act is in no way
dependent upon the suspension or cancellation of a driving licence,
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professional driving permit or operator card, nor is it dependent upon
any demerit points whatsoever existing against the accused person
to whom an enforcement order applies.

371.3.

On the contrary, this sanction is automatically imposed upon an
accused person, regardless of whether he, she or it has incurred any
demerit-points whatsoever or not, regardless of whether any
suspension or cancellation thereof has occurred in terms of the
National Road Traffic Act or the AARTO Act or not, and with the clear
intention of coercing the person against whom an enforcement
order has been issued to comply with it. It is again respectfully
pointed out that such compliance is only regarded to have been
achieved if the full monetary amount for the penalty, together with all
fees raised thereon is paid.

371.4.

In this manner, an accused person, who has now been summarily
proclaimed as having been convicted in his or her absence in
terms of Section 20 of the AARTO Act is denied the right and/or
ability to –

371.4.1.

comply with the provisions of Section 12(b) of the National
Road Traffic Act which requires him or her to carry his or
her driving licence card with him or her whilst, despite being
properly licensed to drive and not otherwise having had his
or her driving licence suspended or cancelled, thus limiting
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his or her right to freedom of movement as is enshrined in
Section 21(1) of the Constitution; and/or

371.4.2.

comply with the provisions of Section 32 of the National
Road Traffic Act which requires him or her to hold and carry
a professional driving permit, despite not being otherwise
disqualified from holding one, thus prohibiting him or her
from the right to choose his or her trade, occupation or
profession freely as is enshrined in Section 22 of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, and
thereby exposing him or her to further prosecution for
operating a motor vehicle for which a professional driving
permit is required whilst not being in possession of one;
and/or

371.4.3.

comply with the provisions of Regulation 18 of the National
Road Traffic Regulations by displaying a licence disc for
which he or she has paid the requisite motor vehicle
licensing fees and in terms of which no other prescribed
reason or roadworthiness condition would ordinarily have
prevented the issuing of a licence disc, thereby depriving
him or her of his or her right to freedom of movement as is
enshrined in Section 21(1) of the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996, and thereby exposing him
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or her to further prosecution for operating a motor vehicle
whilst not displaying a valid licence disc.

371.5.

It is submitted that the aforegoing provisions will cause the creation
of road traffic offences and in so doing have the effect of compelling
a person who has still not been proven to have committed any
infringement whatsoever to capitulate and pay the penalty
stipulated in the infringement notice, together with any other fees
levied in terms of Schedule 2 of the AARTO Regulations in relation
to further documents issued in terms of the AARTO Act.

371.6.

It is therefore submitted that Section 20(5) of the AARTO Act
severely infringes the rights of an alleged infringer to a fair trial, to
just and procedurally fair administrative action, to freedom of
movement, to the enjoyment of his or her assets and to freedom of
trade or profession, and is therefore invalid.

372.

Section 20(6) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“The provisions of subsection (5) do not apply in respect of an infringer who
provides proof in the prescribed manner that he or she has in the meantime
paid the penalty and fees specified in the enforcement order” (my
emphasis).
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372.1. It is submitted that the provisions of Section 20(6) of the AARTO Act
merely serve to uplift the prohibition of the issuing of a licence disc,
driving licence, and/or professional driving permit once the
enforcement order has been paid. It is submitted that the effect of
this provision is merely to further compel a person against whom an
enforcement order has been issued to pay in order to speedily bring
to a halt the prejudices which have been imposed on him or her, and
to be issued with a licence disc, driving licence, and/or professional
driving permit which he or she needs in order to carry on driving or
operating a motor vehicle. It is submitted that this is administratively
unjust, and unconstitutional.

373.

Section 20(7) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“An infringer on whom an enforcement order has been served may comply
with it by paying the applicable penalty and fees to the local registering
authority or driving licence testing centre” (my emphasis).

373.1.

It is respectfully pointed out that the local registering authority or
driving licence testing centre are not the sole points of payment
which accept payment in respect of enforcement orders and such
payments may actually be made at any of the well over 2,600
payment facilities/points the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) has established.
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373.2.

It is respectfully submitted that if the only way in which an infringer
on whom an enforcement order has been served may comply with
an enforcement order is by paying the applicable penalty and fees
to the local registering authority or driving licence testing centre,
then making payment anywhere else would be deemed to be noncompliance.

373.3.

It is therefore submitted that Section 20(7) of the AARTO Act is in
conflict with the actual manner in which alleged infringers may pay
enforcement orders, and is therefore procedurally unfair.

374.

Section 20(8) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“A local registering authority or driving licence testing centre must update the
national contraventions register and notify the agency in the prescribed
manner if it has received any payment contemplated in subsection (7) and
must pay over such payment to the agency after deduction of the prescribed
collection fee, within the prescribed period after which the agency may charge
interest at the prescribed rate”.

374.1.

The “prescribed collection fee” referred to in this provision is
prescribed in Schedule 2 of the AARTO Regulations and is currently
3% of the transaction which is comprised of the 50% of the penalty
payable to the issuing authority, the 50% due to the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and all of the respective
fees which may have been applied to the enforcement order and any
other documents issued. In this manner, the local registering
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authority or driving licence testing centre is provided with a part of
the AARTO income.

375.

Section 20(9) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
“An enforcement order must be revoked by the registrar if—
(a) the infringer applies to the agency in the prescribed manner and submits
reasons to the satisfaction of the registrar why an enforcement order
must be revoked; or
(b) the issuing authority applies in the prescribed manner for a revocation of
the enforcement order,
and the infringer or the issuing authority, as the case may be, who applied
for the revocation of an enforcement order, must be informed in the
prescribed manner of the result of such an application” (my emphasis).
375.1.

It is in Section 20(9) of the AARTO Act that the first and sole mention
of an alleged infringer’s right to appeal the issuing of an enforcement
order arises, however it is submitted that this does not even come
close to meeting the constitutional requirement of an accused
person’s right to appeal to a higher court as is enshrined in Section
35(3)(o) of the Constitution.

375.2.

Firstly, as has been previously pointed out, the Registrar of the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent) is the functional
head of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent)
which entity is a State Owned Enterprise and therefore, is reliant
upon the payment of both the applicable penalties on infringement
notices as well as the fees the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
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(Third Respondent) raises thereon for the very existence of the entity
he heads. It is submitted that as a result thereof, neither the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) nor its Registrar
(Fourth Respondent) can be regarded as constituting an independent
arbiter between the alleged infringer and the issuing authority, and/or
indeed, himself.

375.3.

Secondly, it is submitted that Section 20(9)(a) of the AARTO Act
violates every principle of procedural fairness and just administrative
action, as well as Section 35(3)(o) of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, 1996 because the Registrar of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent), who is the only person
authorised by Section 20 of the AARTO Act to issue an enforcement
order, cannot possibly be regarded as the proper person to whose
satisfaction an application to revoke an enforcement order, should be
made. This provision of the AARTO Act holds that the very person who
applies an administrative action, is authorised by law to review his or
her own decision.

375.4. Furthermore, should any person make an application for the
revocation of an enforcement order, the effects of that enforcement
order remain in place whilst such application is considered,
thereby maintaining the prejudices upon the person against whom it
has been issued, while it is considered.
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375.5. Although nothing in the AARTO Act actively prohibits a person from
electing to be tried in court once an enforcement order has been
issued, doing so represents an exercise in futility since in practice,
such elections to be tried in court are simply ignored and the effects
of the enforcement order remain in place as I demonstrate in the
example of Mrs Denise Sewell below. It is submitted that this too
violates Section 35(3)(o) of the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa because the prejudice is imposed upon the accused person and
remains so, even whilst he or she awaits a hearing in court. This is
more particularly so in light of the provision of Section 24(4) of the
AARTO Act which prescribes:

“If a person appeals against a conviction by the court for an
offence no demerit points are recorded unless the appeal is
rejected or abandoned in which case demerit points are incurred
in the prescribed manner”.

375.6. It is submitted that because the AARTO Act does not proscribe a
person from appealing a conviction which results from the
administrative action of the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Fourth Respondent) issuing an enforcement order from
electing to be tried in court, the provisions of Section 24(4) of the
AARTO Act should apply whilst that person is awaiting trial. It is further
submitted that such persons should not be prevented from acquiring
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a licence disc, driving licence or professional driving permit while
awaiting the outcome of that trial.

376.

One such person who took the decision to exercise her constitutional right
to a fair trial is Mrs Denise Sewell, a motorist against whom two enforcement
orders were issued in June and July of 2015 and whose confirmatory affidavit
is attached hereto as annexure “HD58”.

376.1.

Whilst

she

did

indeed

receive

the

infringement

notice

0240520044760708 on 6 March 2015, 31 days after it was posted to
her on 3 February 2015, she did not receive the courtesy letter which
was allegedly printed on 31 March 2015 and allegedly posted on 15
April 2015, nor did she receive any notification to collect it. An
enforcement order was then generated on 4 June 2015, whereupon
a “first notification letter from SAPO” was allegedly generated on 3
July 2015. To date, she has not been served with the said
enforcement order.

376.2.

She did not receive the infringement notice 0240490030112351
which was allegedly printed on 3 February 2015 and allegedly
posted to her 18 days later on 21 February 2015. Neither did she
receive the courtesy letter nor any notification to collect it which was
allegedly printed on 23 April 2015, and “ready for collection” at
Henley on Klip post office more than a month later, on 25 May 2015.
An enforcement order was then generated on 17 July 2015 and
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allegedly posted to her almost six weeks later, on 28 September
2015. To date she has not been served with this enforcement order
either.

376.3.

After paying her vehicle licensing fees, she was given the form MVLX
previously attached hereto as annexure “HD22”, in receipt of those
licensing and transaction fees, whereupon no licence disc was
printed. Instead the roadworthy status of “roadworthy/padwaardig”
was printed with the police mark/other status of “enforcement
order/toepassingsbevel” was also printed in its stead. She then went
about asking friends and family what an enforcement order was and
why she had not been given a licence disc to affix to her windscreen.

376.4.

Since she disputed that she was guilty of the alleged infringements
and wished to exercise her constitutional right to a fair trial, on 3 July
2017, she hand delivered AARTO 10 “election to be tried in court”
forms in relation to these two enforcement orders, as well as in
relation to two other infringement notices she had since become
aware of by querying the aarto.gov.za website, as is evidenced in
annexure “HD59” attached hereto.

376.5.

On 29 June 2017, she was issued with an infringement notice
0100110216391937, a copy of which is attached hereto as annexure
“HD60”, with the charge code “1250” and description “Operated a
vehicle on a public road that was not registered and licensed or not
licensed”, with no alternative charge and to the penalty amount of
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R1,000. Since this infringement notice was not captured onto the
National Contraventions Register immediately, she was unable to
submit an AARTO 10 election to be tried in court form at the time.
However, when she became aware of the fact that a courtesy letter
had been issued, when she received an SMS from the SA Post Office
informing her of an “AARTO infringement notice” on 18 August 2017,
she immediately collected the document, which was a courtesy
letter, not an infringement notice as claimed in the SMS, and elected
to be tried in court by submitting that form online at aarto.gov.za. It is
submitted that since her vehicle is licensed she cannot possibly be
guilty of the charge which was brought against her.

376.6.

As at the time of signing her confirmatory affidavit in this application,
Mrs Sewell has not received a single summons to appear in court on
any of the alleged infringements she has elected to exercise her
constitutional right to a fair trial and both of these enforcement orders
continue to cause her the prejudices associated with Section 20(5)
of the AARTO Act.

376.7.

This is the case, despite the fact that I wrote and emailed a letter to
the current director of licensing, prosecutions and courts at the
JMPD, with inter alia the Acting Deputy National Director of Public
Prosecutions and the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Fourth Respondent) in copy, requesting that the requisite
summonses be served on her without delay.
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376.8.

My letter, dated 28 September 2017 is attached hereto marked as
annexure “HD61”, and has not been responded to by anyone except
for the Acting Deputy National Director of Public Prosecutions at the
NPA, whose response was to refer the matter to the Director of
Public Prosecutions at the Johannesburg High Court.

376.9. Subsequently the Director of Public Prosecutions at the Johannesburg
High Court sent a letter on 11 October 2017 saying “Kindly be advised
that the matter is receiving attention and you will be informed of the
progress in due course” as appears from a copy of that letter attached
hereto and marked as annexure “HD62”. I then received a further
letter on 15 February 2018, dated 14 February 2018 saying “Your
communique send via electronic mail to the Acting Deputy National
Director of Public Prosecutions dated 28 September 2017 and my
evenly-numbered letter dated 11 October 2017 refer. Kindly be
advised that the matter is still under investigation in conjunction with
the relevant traffic authorities. Feedback will be communicated to you
in due course”. That letter is attached hereto as annexure “HD63”.

376.10. Notably, neither the addressee, the Director of Licensing,
Prosecutions and Courts at the JMPD, nor the Registrar of the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent) have replied or
even acknowledged receipt of my letter dated 28 September 2017
referred to above as annexure “HD61”.
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377.

It is therefore submitted that Section 20 of the AARTO Act is entirely
unconstitutional and severely violates the principles of procedural fairness and
just administrative action as are enshrined in the Constitution:

377.1. Firstly, the mandatory issuing of an enforcement order is clearly in
breach of the provisions of Section 35(3)(h) of the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996 which prescribes that every accused
person (not just persons who have been arrested and/or detained)
has the right be presumed innocent until proven guilty.

377.2. Secondly, it is submitted that the issuing of an enforcement order,
which is the equivalent of a summary conviction, and the imposition of
sanctions in the absence of any trial, let alone a fair one as is
enshrined in Section 35(3)(c), (e), (f), (g), (i) and (k) of the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 is unconstitutional. It is also
submitted that Section 20 of the AARTO Act furthermore violates the
audi alteram partem rule in every conceivable way.

377.3. The provisos prescribed in Section 20(2) of the AARTO Act do not in
any way address this issue, since all they contemplate is that
prescribed administrative processes which are constitutionally
unsound as indicated, have been followed, that the penalty has not
been paid, and that the alleged infringer has not elected to be tried in
court.
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377.4. Thirdly, the fact that any application for the revocation of an
enforcement order must be made to the satisfaction of the very same
person who issued it in the first place, violates Section 35(3)(o) as well
as Section 33 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996
by denying the convicted person the right to a proper appeal of the
Registrar’s decision and makes the Registrar of the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent) both enforcer and judge.

377.5. Fourthly, Section 20 of the AARTO Act effectively prohibits persons
who have not been afforded a trial of any description from complying
with the licensing and professional driving permit requirements
prescribed by the National Road Traffic Act unless they pay, and in so
doing admit guilt. Furthermore, the refusal to issue a professional
driving permit, even if the applicant is not otherwise disqualified from
possessing one, unconstitutionally interferes with that person’s right
to freedom of trade, occupation or profession as is enshrined in
Section 22 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.

378.

It is further submitted that the similarities between Section 20 of the AARTO
Act and Regulations 25(7)(e) and 59(3) of the National Road Traffic
Regulations are remarkable and appear to be aimed at achieving the same
thing – unreasonably persuading people to pay, regardless of whether or not
they are guilty of the alleged infringement.

379.

It is therefore submitted that, in the absence of a requirement for an accused
person to be summoned to Court in order to answer any charge which is
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brought against him or her, and that Court convicting the accused person, the
provisions of Section 20 of the AARTO Act are unconstitutional in their entirety,
procedurally unfair and administratively unjust, and must be set aside.

Section 21 of the AARTO Act – “Warrant”

380.

At the outset, I have to make it clear that I am fully aware of the fact that the
AARTO Amendment Bill, 2015 seeks to repeal the warrant of execution which
is prescribed in terms of Section 21 of the AARTO Act’s so-called “adjudication
procedure”, apparently as a result of submissions I made to the Department
of Transport on behalf of JPSA in 2013.

381.

Notwithstanding the aforegoing, the AARTO Amendment Bill, 2015 has not
yet been signed into law. Therefore, despite the fact that the provisions of
Section 21 have not, to date, been applied by the Registrar (Fourth
Respondent), even though Section 21 of the AARTO Act has been
proclaimed to be in force, there is nothing to prevent the Registrar (Fourth
Respondent) from applying them at any time. It is submitted that the only
reason why no warrants have been issued and executed to date is due to the
failure of the Minister of Transport (First Respondent) to appoint Sheriffs in
terms of Section 12 of the AARTO Act. This too may be done at any time and
without any further consultation, especially if the AARTO Amendment Bill is
not signed into law.

382.

For purposes of clarity, I list hereunder the provisions of Section 21 of the
AARTO Act:
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382.1. Section 21(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
“If an infringer on whom a notice contemplated in section 19B (1)
or (2) or an enforcement order is served does not comply with the
requirements of the notice contemplated in section 19B(1)(a) or
(2)(a) or the provisions of the order contemplated in section
20(3)(a), the registrar may, on the prescribed conditions, issue a
warrant against the infringer, which is valid until such time it is
served by the sheriff or is cancelled by the registrar –
(a)

to seize and sell movable property to defray the penalty and
fees due;

(b)

to seize the driving licence or professional driving permit
of the infringer;

(c)

to deface the licence disc of a motor vehicle of which the
infringer is the owner by removing the licence disc;

(d)

to seize or deface the operator card of a motor vehicle of
which the infringer is the registered operator;

(e)

to immobilise the motor vehicle of which the infringer is the
owner or registered operator,

and the registrar must update the national contraventions register
accordingly” (my emphasis)

382.2. As is apparent from section 21(1) of the AARTO Act, the sole
requirement of the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
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(Fourth Respondent), prior to issuing a warrant of execution, is for him
or her to satisfy him or herself that certain administrative processes
have been followed and documents issued. At no juncture prior to
exercising this power is the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Fourth Respondent) or any other authority required to
summon the alleged infringer to court, to stand trial in respect of the
charge which was brought against him or her in the first place. This,
in turn violates the audi alteram partem rule, in no uncertain manner.

382.3. Whilst Section 21(1) of the AARTO Act appears to grant a
discretionary power to issue a warrant of execution to the Registrar
of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent),
Regulation 8(1) of the AARTO Regulations makes this a peremptory
requirement. This is apparent from the wording of Regulation 8(1) of
the AARTO Regulations which prescribes:

“Subject to section 21 (1) of the Act, the Registrar shall issue a
warrant, after a period of 14 days has elapsed, which period shall
be calculated from the first day after the expiry of a period referred
to in section 20 (3) (a) of the Act has elapsed, on a form similar to
form AARTO 24 as shown in Schedule 1” (my emphasis).

382.4. As is also apparent in paragraphs (a) through (e) of Section 21(1) of
the AARTO Act, the Sheriff is granted extraordinary powers which
extend way beyond the ordinary seizure of goods to defray a debt,
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insofar as they additionally empower the Sheriff to seize and/or deface
vital documents and to immobilise the motor vehicle of which the
infringer is the owner or registered operator.

382.5. Section 21(2) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“The registrar may, upon issuance of a warrant in terms of
subsection (1), report the infringer to a credit bureau”.

382.6. It is submitted that Section 21(2) of the AARTO Act establishes
beyond any reasonable doubt that the AARTO Act considers traffic
fines to constitute nothing more than civil debts. The provisions of
Section 21(2) of the AARTO Act also seek to impose a further
punishment upon the alleged infringer, by adversely affecting such
alleged infringer’s credit ratings. In this manner, the so-called
“adjudication procedure” of the AARTO Act imposes sanctions upon
the alleged infringer which do not arise out of the severity of the
infringement they stand accused of, but instead arise out of how much
resistance such infringer puts up to the administrative actions applied
to him or her.

382.7. Section 21(3) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“A warrant that has been issued under this section is regarded as
process of execution for the purposes of Chapter IX of the
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Magistrates’ Courts Act, 1944 (Act No. 32 of 1944), which applies
with the necessary changes and in such application a reference
to—
(a)

the judgement creditor or execution creditor, must be read as
a reference to the agency; and

(b)

the judgement debtor or execution debtor, must be read as a
reference to the infringer.”

382.8.

It is submitted that Section 21(3) of the AARTO Act in effect serves
to proclaim the Registrar of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Fourth Respondent) as being a Magistrate who is, despite the
provisions of Chapter II of the Magistrates’ Courts Act, No. 32 of
1944, appointed and employed by a State Owned Enterprise.

382.9.

Section 21(4) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
“Subject to the Rules of Court as defined in section 1 of the
Magistrates’ Courts Act, 1944, a warrant that has been issued
under this section must be executed as prescribed.”

382.10. Section 21(5) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
“If a warrant has been executed, the registrar must record the
payment of the penalty and fees from the proceeds of the execution
in the national contraventions register.”

382.11. Section 21(6) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
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“An infringer may, at any time prior to the execution of a warrant,
comply with an enforcement order through the payment of the
penalty and fees, including the prescribed cost of the warrant,
and in the case of such compliance the warrant may not be
executed” (my emphasis).

(The “prescribed cost” of a warrant of execution prescribed in
Schedule 2 of the AARTO Regulations is: “Fees as invoiced by the
Sheriff”.)

383.

It is submitted that these provisions of Section 21 of the AARTO Act are not
only clearly unconstitutional since they severely infringe on a person’s
fundamental rights to just, reasonable and procedurally fair administrative
action, as well as the right to be afforded a fair trial, but further violate
provisions of the Magistrates’ Courts Act, No 32 of 1944 and the National
Credit Act, No 34 of 2005.

384.

It is therefore submitted that since the Department of Transport has already
apparently conceded the fact that Section 21 of the AARTO Act is
unconstitutional and/or otherwise legally unsound, because the AARTO
Amendment Bill intends repealing this section, all that is required until such
time as this Section of the AARTO Act has been officially repealed, is for it to
be set aside by this Honourable Court.
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385.

Furthermore, since Section 21 of the AARTO Act has been proclaimed to be
in force, it is necessary to set it aside in order to mitigate the risks of its
provisions suddenly becoming actively utilised by the Registrar of the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Fourth Respondent) to further unreasonably
persuade people to pay monies in respect of traffic fines for which they have
not been lawfully convicted by any court, and in so doing, improve the
financial performance of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent).

Section 22 of the AARTO Act – “Trial”

386.

Notwithstanding the fact that the AARTO Amendment Bill, 2015 which was
passed by the National Assembly on 5 September 2017 would, if becoming
law, repeal Section 22 of the AARTO Act in its entirety, the fact still remains
that this Section of the AARTO Act remains in force until such time as the Bill
is signed into law.

387.

Section 22(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“If—
(a)

an infringer elects to be tried in court—
(i)

under section 17 (1) ( f ) (iv), the issuing authority must cancel
the infringement notice; or

(ii)

under section 18(1)(c) or 19(2)(b)(iii), the agency must inform the
issuing authority who must cancel the infringement notice; or
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(b)

the execution of a warrant in terms of section 21(1) produces no
movable property to seize and sell or the infringer otherwise
fails to comply with the enforcement order after the execution
of the warrant, the agency must cancel the infringement notice, and
the issuing authority must prepare a summons in terms of the
Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 (Act No. 51 of 1977).

and the issuing authority must issue a summons in terms of the
Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 (Act No. 51 of 1977)” (my emphasis).

387.1. It is submitted that the provisions of Section 22(1)(b) serve to establish
beyond any reasonable doubt that the AARTO Act interests itself
solely with generating and collecting revenue because it holds that if
moneys cannot otherwise be extracted from an alleged infringer, then,
and only then will that alleged infringer be afforded his or her
constitutional right to a fair trial, unless he or she elects to be tried in
court in terms of Section 22(1)(a) of the AARTO Act, prior to a warrant
of execution being issued.

387.2. Furthermore, since the AARTO Act clearly regards traffic fines as
debts, it is apparent that the AARTO Act also holds that if an infringer
is unable to meet that debt, and the Sheriff is unable to seize goods
to the value of that debt, together with his or her fees, then the infringer
should be imprisoned, if he or she is convicted in court and is unable
to pay at that juncture.
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387.3. It is further submitted that no issuing authority in South Africa is
authorised in terms of Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act to
issue a summons. It is submitted that it is only the clerk of the court,
or assistant clerk of the court, who is authorised to issue a summons
in terms of Section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act. It is therefore
submitted that no issuing authority can comply with Section 22(1)(a)
of the AARTO Act.

388.

Section 22(2) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“Once a summons has been prepared in terms of this section, the Criminal
Procedure Act, 1977 applies, and –
(a)

the prosecutor must notify the issuing authority in writing in the
prescribed manner of his or her reasons if he or she declines to
prosecute;

(b)

the clerk of the court must notify the issuing authority or the agency
of the outcome of the case, so that the national contraventions
register may be updated; and

(c)

no admission of guilt may be endorsed on a summons or may be
accepted” (my emphasis).

388.1. It is submitted that it is not strictly true that the Criminal Procedure Act
applies, since Section 22(3)(a) of the AARTO Act contradicts this.

389.

Section 22(3) of the AARTO Act prescribes:
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“If an infringer has been summoned to appear at criminal proceedings(a)

in terms of subsection (1)(a), and fails to appear or attend, the
court must not, despite the provisions of section 55 of
Criminal Procedure Act, 1977, issue a warrant of his or her
arrest, but the clerk of the court must notify the issuing authority
which must inform the agency, and the registrar must proceed to
issue an enforcement order contemplated in section 20(1); and

(b)

in terms of subsection (1)(b), the case must be handled in terms of
the Criminal Procedure Act, 1997” (my emphasis).

389.1. It is again submitted that Section 22(3)(a) of the AARTO Act seeks to
usurp the judicial authority of the courts, by actively preventing a
judicial officer from issuing a warrant of arrest in terms of Section 55
of the Criminal Procedure Act.

389.2. Section 55(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act prescribes:

“Subject to section 4 (2) of the Child Justice Act, 2008, an accused
who is eighteen years or older and who is summoned under section
54 to appear at criminal proceedings and who fails to appear at the
place and on the date and at the time specified in the summons or
who fails to remain in attendance at such proceedings, shall be guilty
of an offence and liable to the punishment prescribed under
subsection (2)”.
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389.3. Section 55(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act prescribes:

“The court may, if satisfied from the return of service referred to in
paragraph (b) of section 54 (2) that the summons was served on the
accused in terms of paragraph (a) of that section and that the accused
has failed to appear at the place and on the date and at the time
specified in the summons, or if satisfied that the accused has failed to
remain in attendance at the proceedings in question, issue a warrant
for his arrest and, when he is brought before the court, in a summary
manner enquire into his failure so to appear or so to remain in
attendance and unless the accused satisfies the court that his failure
was not due to any fault on his part, convict him of the offence referred
to in subsection (1) and sentence him to a fine not exceeding R300 or
to imprisonment for a period not exceeding three months: Provided
that where a warrant is issued for the arrest of an accused who has
failed to appear in answer to the summons, the person executing the
warrant –
(a) may, where it appears to him that the accused received the
summons in question and that the accused will appear in court in
accordance with a warning under section 72; or
(b) shall, where it appears to him that the accused did not receive the
summons in question or that the accused has paid an admission
of guilt fine in terms of section 57 or that there are other grounds
on which it appears that the failure of the accused to appear on
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the summons was not due to any fault on the part of the accused,
for which purpose he may require the accused to furnish an
affidavit or affirmation,
release the accused on warning under section 72 in respect of the
offence of failing to appear in answer to the summons, whereupon
the provisions of that section shall mutatis mutandis apply with
reference to the said offence”.

389.4. It is respectfully submitted that the offence of being in contempt of
court falls within the exclusive reserve of the courts, and is
governed by the provisions of Section 55 of the Criminal Procedure
Act. Therefore, any person who is in contempt of court should be
required to explain to the court why he or she has failed to appear in
court.

390.

Section 22(4) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“Despite any other law, an infringer who has been dealt with by means
of administrative procedures in terms of this Chapter, does not incur
previous convictions and may not be prosecuted again on the same
facts” (my emphasis).

390.1. It is submitted that the existence of Section 22(4) of the AARTO Act
serves to migrate an infringement to a criminal offence should an
alleged infringer elect to be tried in court, and in so doing, exercise his
or her constitutional right to a fair trial.
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390.2. Section 22(4) of the AARTO Act also seeks to impose a harsher
punishment upon any person who chooses to elect to exercise his or
her constitutional right to a fair trial, by imposing a previous conviction
upon that person should they elect to be tried in court, and if such
person is subsequently convicted of the infringement he or she was
charged with, as opposed to being “dealt with by means of
administrative procedures”.

390.3. It must also be noted that a person who incurs a criminal record as a
result of being convicted in court is not excused from the imposition of
the requisite demerit points that accompany the infringement in
respect to which they have been convicted.

390.4. As has been asserted repeatedly in this application, an accused
person’s right to a fair trial surely cannot be limited by their willingness
to submit to an administrative process which completely disregards
their right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty.

390.5. Moreover, the provisions of this subsection appear to exist purely and
solely to act as a further ominous deterrent to those who would
otherwise choose to exercise their rights as are enshrined in Section
35(3) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 and to
convince them to submit to the administrative procedures of the
AARTO Act rather than risk incurring a previous conviction if their
defence happens to fail.
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390.6. In addition, since the term “this Chapter” relates to the adjudication
procedure, under which the payment of penalties is contemplated,
Section 22(4) of the AARTO Act creates a conflict with Section 57(6)
of the Criminal Procedure Act which prescribes that upon the payment
of an admission of guilt fine in relation to a summons in terms of
Section 54 or a written notice in terms of Section 56 of the Criminal
Procedure Act, the clerk of the court shall “as soon as is expedient,
enter the essential particulars of such summons or, as the case may
be, such written notice and of any summons or written notice
surrendered to the clerk of the court under subsection (3), in the
criminal record book for admissions of guilt, whereupon the
accused concerned shall, subject to the provisions of subsection
(7), be deemed to have been convicted and sentenced by the
court in respect of the offence in question” (my emphasis).

390.7.

I am aware that in practice, not all admission of guilt fines paid in
relation to road traffic offences prosecuted in terms of the Criminal
Procedure Act do in fact end up reflecting as a previous conviction,
particularly when a person’s criminal record is queried against the
Criminal Records Centre maintained by the SAPS. However, the fact
still remains that the Criminal Procedure Act makes it a peremptory
requirement for the clerk of the court to enter such records in the
“criminal records book for admissions of guilt”. It is submitted that
such a book represents a criminal record, regardless of whether
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such record is submitted to a centralised facility for consolidation into
a national Criminal Records Centre registry or not.

390.8.

It is again submitted that the current internal policies of SAPS which
inter alia require the existence of a docket and fingerprints of the
convicted person prior to the registration of a criminal record, are
irrelevant, since policies can be altered at any time and without any
consultation whatsoever preceding such policy changes.

390.9.

It is an undeniable fact that the existence of a criminal record against
the name of any individual represents a devastating, life-altering
event in any person’s life, given the fact that such existence inter alia
can, and sometimes does prevent that person from gaining gainful
employment. It is submitted that by holding the threat of incurring a
previous conviction should a person not wish to submit to its
administrative processes, the AARTO Act positions itself as revenuedriven and unconstitutionally coercive.

390.10. It is therefore submitted that either Section 22(4) of the AARTO Act
or Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act must be set aside,
given the fact that they are in direct conflict with one another. It is
further submitted that since both these provisions represent national
legislation in conflict with one another, the provisions of Section 149
of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 must apply.
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391.

It is therefore submitted that the provisions of Section 22 of the AARTO Act
violate Sections 33, 35 and 165 of the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa because they infringe on the rights of a person to administrative action
which is procedurally fair and actively seek to discourage accused persons
from exercising their constitutional right to a fair trial. Additionally Section 22(3)
of the AARTO Act seeks to usurp the judicial authority of the courts. As a result
thereof, it is submitted that Section 22 of the AARTO Act is unconstitutional
and therefore invalid.

Chapter IV of the AARTO Act – “Points demerit system”
Section 24 of the AARTO Act – “Points demerit system”

392.

As mentioned previously, whilst Section 24 of the AARTO Act is in force, the
practical implementation thereof, contained in Regulation 24 of the AARTO
Regulations is not because the commencement of Regulation 24 has not yet
been proclaimed.

393.

It is however submitted that all that would be required for the points demerit
system to come into effect would be for the Minister of Transport to proclaim
the commencement of Regulation 24, and this can be done, even on an
experimental basis, without any further consultation with the public and/or
Parliament.
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Regulations associated with the points demerit system applicable to operator
cards

394.

Regulation 24(1)(c) of the AARTO Regulations prescribes:

“The demerit points to be incurred in respect of an operator contemplated
in section 45 of the National Road Traffic Act, shall be as set out in
Schedule 4” (my emphasis).

Section 45 of the National Road Traffic Act prescribes the conditions for
registration as an operator and such operator may be a natural or juristic
person.

395.

Regulation 24(5) of the AARTO Regulations prescribes:

“The total number of demerit points that will result in the suspension of all
the operator cards of an operator shall be as contemplated in Schedule
4 and every demerit point over the maximum points, calculated in terms of
the number of vehicles given in the table in Schedule 4, shall result in a
one month suspension” (my emphasis).

396.

When the AARTO Regulations, 2008 published in Government Notice No.
R.753 in Government Gazette 31242 of 16 July 2008 came into effect,
Schedule 4 thereof contained 3 pages of the schedule of operator demerit
points as is depicted in annexure “HD64” appended hereto. However,
Schedule 4 was subsequently repealed and replaced by a list of issuing
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authority codes in Government Gazette 37025 of 14 November 2013
appended hereto as annexure “HD65” wherein it was prescribed that
“Schedule 4 - Operator demerit points of the 2008 regulations is hereby
repealed and replaced by a new Schedule 4 - Issuing Authority Codes”. This
had the effect of rendering the provisions of Regulations 24(1)(c) and 24(5)
inoperable.

Regulations associated with the points demerit system applicable to driving
licences – Regulations 10(3) and 24(10)

397.

It is submitted that the points demerit system, insofar as it relates to driving
licences, can only have an effect on the driving behaviour of drivers, if the
requisite demerit points are applied against the driving licences of the
individuals who commit road traffic infringements. However, the provisions of
Regulations 10(3) and 24(10) of the AARTO Act create escape clauses from
the imposition of demerit points – in return for the payment of significantly
greater monetary penalties. This further indicates that the AARTO Act is a tool
for revenue generation rather than one for improvement of road safety.

398.

Regulation 10(3) of the AARTO Regulations prescribes:

“Subject to regulation 24 (10), the penalty of an infringer who is a
juristic person will be calculated on the basis of three times the units
indicated in column 6 of Schedule 3 against the infringement concerned
mentioned in columns 3 and 4 of that Schedule” (my emphasis)
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398.1.

As appears in Regulation 10(3) of the AARTO Regulations, the
provisions of this Regulation are subject to the provisions of
Regulation 24(10) which deals with the non-incursion of demerit
points on the driving licences of proxies for juristic entities that are
not operators. While I do not take issue with the fact that demerit
points should not be applied against proxies’ driving licences in
respect of infringements committed by other persons, I find it utterly
unjust that the actual perpetrator of an infringement can avoid
incurring demerit points through the provisions of these regulations.

398.2.

It must be noted that Regulation 10(3) applies to all juristic entities,
regardless of whether such juristic entity is an operator or not.
Therefore, the non-incursion of demerit points on the driving licences
of proxies as is contemplated in Regulation 24(10) is not a given,
even though all juristic entities must pay three times the penalty.

398.3.

It is respectfully submitted that the legislator appears to be of the
belief that all juristic entities are “rich” and can therefore afford to pay
three times the monetary penalty applicable to a natural person – for
the same infringement. It is submitted that this view is
unreasonable because it simultaneously ignores the fact that most
companies are in business to make profits, and would therefore be
highly unlikely to absorb the costs associated with traffic fines
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incurred by the individuals who drive vehicles registered in the name
of that juristic entity.

398.4.

On the contrary, where traffic fines issued to a juristic entity are
received, and that juristic entity either fails to nominate, or is
prohibited from nominating the driver, such fines (penalties) are
generally paid by the juristic entity and recovered from the driver,
or given to the driver to go and pay from his or her own pocket. This
is the case in countless juristic entities throughout South Africa and
is also the case with vehicle hire companies. In the circumstances
described above, where such payment is made, and if the points
demerit system were to be in force, the driver would end up paying
three times the prescribed penalty which is applicable to a natural
person, but would not incur the requisite demerit points.

398.5.

An example of the impact of Regulation 10(3) arises from the camera
speeding fine 02-4024-004527525-6 previously attached hereto as
annexure “HD25”. The prescribed penalty for charge code 4551 as
is cited thereon, is R750 and yet, because that infringement notice
was issued to a juristic entity, the penalty recorded thereon is
R2,250. Two demerit points would also be applicable thereon, but
the provisions of Regulation 24(10) dispose of them and make the
applicable demerit points zero, since the vehicle in question is not an
operator class vehicle.
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398.6.

It is submitted that the existence of Regulation 10(3) of the AARTO
Regulations, when read in conjunction with Section 19(2)(b) of the
AARTO Act, which effectively prohibits the nomination of the actual
driver once a courtesy letter has been issued, goes to further
demonstrate that the so-called “adjudication procedure” prescribed
in Chapter III of the AARTO Act is designed to ensure that as much
revenue as possible is generated by it and has little or nothing to do
with holding delinquent drivers and/or the actual offenders
accountable for their actions and/or advancing an improvement in
road safety.

398.7.

Furthermore, it is submitted that if the points demerit system were to
genuinely be aimed at posing a deterrent, or at actually suspending
the driving licences of what are termed “habitual infringers” who
would in turn represent a threat to other road users, either Section
24 of the AARTO Act or Regulation 24 of the AARTO Regulations (or
both) would make it an absolute requirement for the actual driver
responsible for allegedly committing an infringement to answer to it.
Instead, the adjudication procedure actively prevents such
nomination if it is not made within 32 days of the service or presumed
service of an infringement notice posted by so-called “registered
mail”.

398.8.

This is further evidenced by the fact that nowhere in the AARTO Act
or its Regulations is it a prescribed requirement, as opposed to an
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option which is only available for a very short time, for the registered
owner of a motor vehicle to nominate the actual driver of a motor
vehicle used in the commission of an infringement.

398.9.

For this reason, it has become the practice of inter alia, car hire
companies to include clauses authorising them to charge traffic fines
to their clients’ credit cards, and of numerous business entities to
include clauses in various “company vehicle policies” and the like
which seek to have their employees agree to pay, or have deducted
from their salaries, any traffic fines they allegedly incur immediately
and without being nominated as the driver. Persons who are
effectively forced to pay in this manner are forced, not only to pay
the traffic fine itself, whether it be tripled or not, but to also pay socalled “administration costs” raised by car hire companies and travel
agencies.

398.10. Regulation 10(3) further prejudices alleged infringers upon whom no
option other than paying the fine at triple the penalty is thrust by car
hire and other companies – not to mention the AARTO Act itself when
it prohibits the nomination of the driver once a period of 32 days from
the service or presumed service of an infringement notice has
elapsed – a process over which the actual driver has no control
whatsoever.

398.11. It is therefore submitted that Regulation 10(3) of the AARTO
Regulations not only clearly seeks to generate revenue, whilst
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totally ignoring the objectives of enhancing road safety the AARTO
Act purports to strive to do, but is unconstitutional because it clearly
violates Section 9(1) of the Constitution which holds that “Everyone
is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and
benefit of the law”.

399.

Regulation 24(10) of the AARTO Regulations prescribes:

“A juristic person that is not an operator shall, subject to regulation
10 (3) not incur any demerit points” (my emphasis).

399.1.

It is submitted that it makes perfect sense that a proxy for a juristic
entity should not incur demerit-points on his or her driving licence in
relation to infringements committed by other persons who drive
vehicles registered in the name of a juristic entity. It is however
submitted that the precondition which prescribes that the nonincursion of such demerit-points on the driving licences of proxies for
juristic entities is “subject to Regulation 10(3)”, and is therefore
subject to the payment of three times the ordinary penalty is patently
absurd.

399.2.

Furthermore, it is respectfully pointed out that the non-incursion of
demerit points contemplated in Regulation 24(10) of the AARTO
Regulations is not applicable to a juristic person who is an
operator. In terms of Section 45 of the National Road Traffic Act, the
owner of a motor vehicle of a prescribed class, is the operator
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thereof. An operator can be a natural or juristic person, and where
such operator is a juristic entity, as is the case with the Bank I act as
proxy for, this means that the proxy is the person who is responsible
for that vehicle.

399.3.

As a direct result of the aforegoing, should a vehicle which is
registered as an operator class vehicle in the name of the Bank
commit a road traffic offence categorised as an infringement in
Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations, which is not an infringement
in terms of Section 49 of the National Road Traffic Act, the demeritpoints applicable thereto will be applied against my driving licence.

399.4.

For example, should an operator class vehicle owned by the Bank
be photographed exceeding the vehicle class speed limit of 80km/h
applicable to a goods vehicle with a gross vehicle mass of more than
9,000 kilograms, by driving at a speed of between 116 and 120km/h
on a freeway, as is contemplated in charge code 4575 in Schedule 3
of the AARTO Regulations, five demerit-points would be applied to
my driving licence – if the penalty is paid or an enforcement order is
issued. This, in turn represents a surrogate conviction and
punishment, where the actual driver escapes the sanction of
demerit points being applied against his or her driving licence,
because the applicable points would be applied against my driving
licence instead of his or hers. Such driver would however end up
paying R4,500, as opposed to R1,500 for the advantage of having
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the demerit points resulting from the infringement he or she
committed applied against my driving licence instead of his or hers.
This, it is submitted, is patently absurd.

399.5.

It is submitted that, just like other proxies for juristic entities, I can
only be reasonably expected to exercise extremely limited control
over the drivers of vehicles registered in the name of the Bank. While
I take every care to ensure that such drivers are properly licenced to
drive these vehicles, and are instructed to behave themselves, it is
impossible for me to accompany such drivers on the trips they
undertake in these vehicles, or to effectively control their
independent actions.

399.6.

While I can avoid having demerit-points applied against my driving
licence in relation to vehicles registered in the name of the Bank by
simply nominating the driver when or if an infringement notice
arrives, this is only true if I am served with an AARTO 03 infringement
notice in a timely fashion. I respectfully remind this Honourable
Court of the provisions of Section 19(2)(b) of the AARTO Act which
serve to prohibit me from nominating the driver outside of 32 days
from the service, or presumed service of an infringement notice. I
also respectfully remind this Honourable Court of my averments
contained in paragraphs 354 and 355 above in respect of the
practical implications of nominating the driver.
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399.7.

There is another way for me to avoid having such demerit-points
applied to my driving licence, as well as to avoid exposing the driver
to having to pay three times the ordinary penalty, if I am prohibited
from nominating the driver. This would be to complete and submit an
AARTO 08 representation form, citing the defective service of the
infringement notice. If that representation were to be successful,
then the entire infringement notice would be cancelled, no-one would
have to pay any penalty and no demerit points would be applied to
my driving licence. If however, that representation were to be
unsuccessful, then an additional R200 would be added to the tripled
penalty, because such representation would have arisen outside of
the so-called “validity period of an infringement notice”.

400.

It is therefore submitted that Regulation 24(10) of the AARTO Regulations is
unconstitutional because it violates the principle of equality before the law as
is enshrined in Section 9(1) of the by holding that –

400.1.

the non-incursion of demerit points on the driving licences of proxies
for juristic entities is only applicable where the juristic entity
concerned is not an operator;

400.2.

the non-incursion of demerit points on the driving licences of some
proxies is subject to all juristic entities being fined three times the
ordinary penalty; and
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where the proxy concerned is the proxy for an operator which is a

400.3.

juristic entity, Regulation 24(10) seeks to punish a person other than
the person who actually committed the infringement, by imposing
demerit points on that proxy’s driving licence – in return for three
times the penalty being paid.

Section 29 of the AARTO Act – “Categorisation of offences, infringements and
demerit points”

401.

Section 29 of the AARTO Act prescribes as follows:
“The Minister, acting with the concurrence of the Minister of Justice and the
MEC of each province, may for the purpose of this Act—
(a)

prescribe offences, and categorise them into minor infringements,
major infringements and other offences;

(b)

prescribe the penalty, expressed as a single unit or multiple units
accorded a monetary value, which must be imposed for each
infringement, as contemplated in section 31;

(c)

prescribe the demerit points which are incurred for each offence or
infringement, as contemplated in section 24; and

(d)

prescribe the total number of demerit points which, if exceeded,
disqualifies a person from driving or operating any motor vehicle as
contemplated in section 25” (my emphasis).

.
401.1.

As stated previously, the Minister of Transport (First Respondent)
has failed to categorise infringements into “minor infringements”,
“major infringements” and “other offences” and whilst I am mindful of
the fact that all of the provisions of Section 29 of the AARTO Act are
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discretionary, the fact still remains that this failure on the part of the
Ministers of Transport (First Respondent) and Justice (Second
Respondent), along with the MECs for each province has a direct
impact upon additional provisions of the AARTO Act, not least of
which are the provisions of Section 17(1)(f)(i) and Section 19(2)(b)(i)
of the AARTO Act, which only allow representations to be made only
in respect of a “minor infringement”.

401.2.

Also as stated previously, I am mindful of the fact that the AARTO
Amendment Bill seeks to dispose of the sub-classifications of
“infringements”. However the fact still remains that the currently
applicable provisions of the AARTO Act are as described and as a
result, the direct implications of prohibiting written representations in
the case of undefined “major infringements” as well as allowing them
on undefined “minor infringements” leaves a situation where it is
vague at best as to which alleged infringements may have written
representations submitted and which may not.

402.

What is of greater concern however is the fact that the demerit points assigned
to violations which are categorised as “offences” in Schedule 3 of the AARTO
Regulations are all set at six demerit-points for each and every offence. This
in turn represents precisely half the demerit-points which the holder of a
driving licence may incur and still retain his or her driving licence, since such
driving licence would only be suspended for three months on the thirteenth
point, and for a further three months each in respect of each additional
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demerit-point thereafter. This stands in direct conflict with Section 35 of the
National Road Traffic Act, which prescribes the mandatory suspension of
driving licences upon conviction for the offences contemplated in it as I will
indicate in the following paragraphs.

403.

Section 35 of the National Road Traffic Act applies to all licences (not just
driving licences) and permits and prescribes as follows:

“On conviction of certain offences licence and permit shall be
suspended for minimum period and learner's or driving licence may not
be obtained

(1) Subject to subsection (3), every driving licence or every licence and
permit of any person convicted of an offence referred to insection 61 (1) (a), (b) or (c), in the case of the death of or serious injury

(a)

to a person;
(aA)

section 59 (4), in the case of a conviction for an offence, where(i)

a speed in excess of 30 kilometres per hour over the prescribed
general speed limit in an urban

(ii)

area was recorded; or

a speed in excess of 40 kilometres per hour over the prescribed
general speed limit outside an

urban area or on a freeway was

recorded; and
(b)

section 63 (1), if the court finds that the offence was committed by driving
recklessly;
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section 65 (1), (2) or (5),

(c)

where such person is the holder of a driving licence or a licence and permit,
shall be suspended in the case ofa first offence, for a period of at least six months;

(i)

a second offence, for a period of at least five years; or

(ii)
(iii)

a third or subsequent offence, for a period of at least ten years,

calculated from the date of sentence.
(2) Subject to subsection (3), any person who is not the holder of a driving
licence or of a licence and permit, shall, on conviction of an offence
referred to in subsection (1), be disqualified for the periods
mentioned in paragraphs (i) to (iii), inclusive, of subsection (1) calculated
from the date of sentence, from obtaining a learner's or driving licence
or a licence and permit.
(3)

If a court convicting any person of an offence referred to in
subsection (1), is satisfied, after the presentation of evidence under
oath, that circumstances relating to the offence exist which do
not justify the suspension or disqualification referred to in
subsection (1) or (2), respectively, the court may, notwithstanding the
provisions of those subsections, order that the suspension or
disqualification shall not take effect, or shall be for such shorter
period as the court may consider fit.

(4) A court convicting any person of an offence referred to in subsection (1)
shall, before imposing sentence, bring the provisions of subsection (1) or
(2), as the case may be, and of subsection (3) to the notice of such
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person.
(5) The provisions of section 36 shall with the necessary changes apply to
the suspension of a driving licence or a licence and permit in terms of this
section” (my emphasis).

404.

A clear and direct conflict exists between Schedule 3 of the AARTO
Regulations and Section 35 of the National Road Traffic Act. Schedule 3 of
the AARTO Regulations categorises all speeding offences where the alleged
speed recorded was more than 40 kilometres an hour on any public road,
whether it falls within an urban area or not to constitute an offence for which
the alleged offender must appear in court and upon conviction, earns the
convicted person six demerit points on their driving licence.

405.

As a consequence thereof, the provisions of Section 35(1)(aA)(i) and (ii) of
the National Road Traffic Act, are negated and as things would stand if the
points demerit system was in place at the moment, the driving licence of a
convicted offender within the jurisdictions of the Metropolitan Municipalities
of Johannesburg and Tshwane cannot be lawfully suspended without
violating the AARTO Act. Simultaneously however, the driving licence of a
person who is convicted of this offence in a geographical region outside the
jurisdictions of the Metropolitan Municipalities of Johannesburg and Tshwane
must be suspended by a Court.

406.

The examples cited above are by no means the only examples of the conflicts
created by Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations in respect of Section 35(1)
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of the National Road Traffic Act. Also included in these direct conflicts are the
following:

406.1.

failing to stop a vehicle at the scene of an “accident” in which the
driver was involved where someone was injured or killed and the
related offences which are contemplated in Section 61(1)(a), (b)
and (c) read with Section 35(1)(a) of the National Road Traffic Act;

406.2.

reckless driving as is contemplated in Section 63(1) read with
Section 35(1)(b) of the National Road Traffic Act; and

406.3.

driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor or a drug having a
narcotic effect as is contemplated in Section 65(1), (2) or (5) read
with Section 35(1)(c) of the National Road Traffic Act.

407.

Whilst the provisions of Section 35 of the National Road Traffic Act may be
considered to be necessary interventions in relation to sending a strong and
meaningful deterrent message as well as taking dangerous drivers off the
road, because Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations specifically prescribes
that six demerit-points apply to convictions in relation to all offences it
categorises as “offences”, it is submitted that Section 35 of the National Road
Traffic Act may as well not exist. This, in turn introduces gross inequality before
the law, as is further elucidated in paragraphs 446 to 453 below.
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Chapter V of the AARTO Act – “General Matters”
Section 30 of the AARTO Act – “Service of documents”

408.

Section 30(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“Any document required to be served on an infringer in terms of this
Act, must be served on the infringer personally or sent by registered
mail to his or her last known address” (my emphasis).

409.

Whilst it appears that the AARTO Act apparently seeks to reduce traffic fines
to little more than mere invoices issued by issuing authorities for “pay as you
go” road traffic violations, the fact still remains that no AARTO infringement
notice can possibly arise unless the person cited therein stands accused of
committing an infringement of road traffic law. Section 35(3)(a) of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa prescribes that every accused
person has the right “to be informed of the charge with sufficient detail to
answer it” and therefore, the proper service of an infringement notice is
essential and cannot ever be regarded as being a luxury.

410.

The terms “registered mail” and “registered post” are not defined anywhere
in law, nor does the Postal Services Act, 1998 (Act 124 of 1998) specifically
define the “domestic registered letter” service offering the SAPO provides as
a service which is an exclusively reserved service in terms of the Postal
Services Act.
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411.

It is common cause that documents posted in terms of the AARTO Act have
been sent using a product the SAPO calls “hybrid mail”, or “secure mail”.
This service apparently utilises the “domestic registered letter” component to
deliver the actual document to the delivering post office, but interferes with
the issuing and delivery of a notification to collect it, which in turn often
interferes with the actual service of the document.

411.1. Regardless of whether the “domestic registered letter” or the “hybrid
mail/secure mail” product is used to post a document, that document
is sent, by means of a priority service to the post office at which the
addressee is expected to take delivery of it.

411.2. Where the domestic registered letter service is utilised to post
documents, the notification to collect such document is generated
at and delivered directly by the delivering post office, with no other
branch of the SA Post Office being involved.

411.3. Where the “hybrid mail” or “secure mail” product is used by issuing
authorities and the Third Respondent, the notification to collect the
document in question is printed at a facility known as a “mail hub”
and has, until recently, been posted to the addressee by “ordinary
letter mail”. More recently, “fast mail” has been used to deliver such
notifications. The term “hybrid mail” therefore appears to arise from
the mixture of part of the domestic registered letter product and other
product offerings of the SAPO.
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411.4. Of late, the SAPO has additionally been sending SMS messages to
addressees to whom AARTO documents which are not necessarily
infringement notices have been posted utilising “hybrid mail”, or
“secure mail”, stating “Your AARTO INFRINGEMENT NOTICE is on
route to your designated Post Office. Please await further
communication. Regards Safemail” which is sometimes followed by
an SMS inviting the collection of the underlying document at the
specified post office. “Safemail” appears to be yet another product
offered by the SAPO for which no information is available on the
SAPO website.

412.

Section 30(2) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“A document which is sent by registered mail in terms of subsection
(1), is regarded to have been served on the infringer on the tenth day
after the date which is stamped upon the receipt issued by the post
office which accepted the document for registration, unless evidence
to the contrary is adduced, which may be in the form of an affidavit” (my
emphasis).

413.

As referenced in paragraphs 140 to 143 in this affidavit, Section 87(2) of the
National Road Traffic Act shares a similar presumption of service which,
although it is worded slightly differently, means the same thing and
prescribes that “Service by registered post in terms of subsection (1) shall be
deemed to have been effected on the tenth day after the date stamped upon
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the receipt for registration issued by the post office which accepted the
notice”.

414.

It is submitted that these presumptions entirely ignore the importance of the
service of documents instituting legal proceedings. There is no doubt in my
mind that any and all of the Respondents in this matter would not hesitate to
cry foul if my application to this Honourable Court were to simply be posted
to them, even if so-called “registered mail” was used to do so, in order to
save me the expense of using Sheriffs to serve it on them. However it
appears that the legislator regards the service of an infringement notice
instituting legal proceedings to be of little or no importance.

415.

In addition, Section 30(2) of the AARTO Act completely ignores the fact that
the “track and trace” facility provided by the SA Post Office is built directly
into the National Contraventions Register. This “track and trace” facility
provides an actual record of the delivery status of documents posted using
the “hybrid mail” or “secure mail” product the issuing authorities and the Third
Respondent make use of and it is therefore submitted that there is no need
to presume anything and in so doing, shift the onus to prove the nonservice of a document onto the alleged infringer.

416.

Whilst the National Credit Act has a similar requirement for the service of
documents prescribed in terms of that Act by so-called “registered mail”, it
does not contain the same presumption of service, and it must not be
forgotten that there is a distinct difference between the documents required
to be served in terms of the National Credit Act and those which must be
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served in terms of the AARTO Act. Whereas a document required to be
served in terms of Section 129 of the National Credit Act for example would
arise out of a default on the part of a debtor who would have necessarily
already signed an agreement at the time of entering into a credit agreement,
an alleged infringer would be completely unaware of his, her or its alleged
wrongdoing unless he, she or it were to be properly served with an
infringement notice. It is therefore submitted that the importance of bringing
the fact of the existence of an infringement notice to the attention of an
alleged infringer is equally, if not more important than bringing a document
required to be served in terms of Section 129 of the National Credit Act to
the addressee’s attention.

417.

If one happens to be on the receiving end of the so-called “adjudication
procedure” of the AARTO Act, all of the so-called “elective options”
contemplated therein are wholly and solely dependent on the date of service
of various documents, starting with the infringement notice – which is
effectively the initiation of legal proceedings. In the absence thereof, no
person may exercise any so-called “elective-option” as is prescribed in the
so-called “adjudication procedure” of the AARTO Act, given the fact that they
stand blissfully unaware of the fact that an allegation of wrongdoing exists
against them. This is even more so given the fact that the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) and its representations officers
simply presume service has been effected “on the tenth day after posting”.

418.

Representations and applications for the revocation of enforcement orders
have been actively rejected by the Road Traffic Infringement Agency’s (Third
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Respondent’s)

representations

officers

and

its

Registrar

(Fourth

Respondent) where such representations and/or applications for revocation
have been made on the basis that the accused person was not served with
the infringement notice and/or any other document/s. This is not only
apparent in the Fines 4 U (Pty) Ltd and Brett Hudson (Pty) Ltd t/a Audi
Johannesburg versus Sherman Amos (the Deputy Registrar of the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency) and others judgment previously
referenced, but in numerous other cases I have personally witnessed.

419.

It is submitted that where deliberate efforts are made to evade service, there
are real remedies available in law, and therefore it is far too broad a
presumption to be held that defeating the purpose the service of documents
issued in terms of the AARTO Act would boil down to an alleged infringer
simply ignoring any notification to collect such document.

420.

It is also significant that the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) has apparently not served a single document in person
since the onset of the AARTO Act. This is apparent from its annual reports
which make no reference to service fees other than those arising out of
postage. Given the fact that the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) accuses the SAPO of “negligence” in the service of AARTO
documents, it is submitted that it is somewhat strange that the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) would not have deemed it
necessary to serve any AARTO documents in person, instead of posting
them.
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421.

In light of the aforegoing, it is submitted that the presumption contained in
Section 30(2) of the AARTO Act completely ignores the importance of
effective service and bringing the existence of the allegation and instituting
of legal proceedings (in the form of an infringement notice) as well as
existence of the courtesy letter and enforcement order to the attention of the
alleged infringer. Section 30(2) of the AARTO Act violates the addressee’s
right to just administrative action set out in Section 33 of the Constitution of
the Republic of South Africa and therefore falls to be set aside.

Section 31 of the AARTO Act – “Penalties”

422.

Section 31(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“The penalty prescribed under section 29 (b) for each infringement must,
despite any other law, be imposed administratively in terms of Chapter
III, subject to the discount contemplated in section 17 (1) (d).”

423.

Section 31(2) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“The laws on prescription are not applicable to penalties and fees
payable in terms of this Act, and may be collected at any time” (my
emphasis).

424.

It is submitted that Section 31(2) of the AARTO Act completely ignores the
provisions of Chapter III of the AARTO Act wherein the so-called
“adjudication procedure” prescribes the processes which must be followed
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within prescribed timeframes. It is apparent that Chapter III of the AARTO
Act makes no effort whatsoever to contemplate what should happen if those
processes are not followed, however this does not alter the fact that specific
timeframes are prescribed. It is furthermore submitted that Section 31(2) of
the AARTO Act completely ignores directives issued by the Directors of
Public Prosecutions regarding the lifespan of such things as notifications in
terms of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act, the most recent of which
is a national instruction previously referred to in annexure “HD08”.

425.

Should Section 31(2) of the AARTO Act remain in force, it allows the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) the latitude to simply ignore
the provisions of the so-called “adjudication procedure” and to instead,
pursue the alleged infringer for money, as if such alleged infringer were a
debtor, at any time the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) may wish to do so.

426.

In this regard, it is notable that on page 11 of the 2016/17 annual report of
the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) attached hereto as
annexure “HD66”, where the issue of the Fines 4 U et al review judgment
previously attached hereto as annexure “HD03” is discussed, it is stated:

“The Agency also expects infringers who had their Representations,
based on service, declined in the past, to make follow-up claims for such
decisions to be overturned as a consequence of this judgement”

whereafter it is then stated:
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“The Agency does not expect that the above will pose a liquidity risk, as
it is planning to institute Section 31 (2) of the AARTO Act, in order
to re-serve such infringements, using proper methods, rather than
reimbursing the Infringers” (my emphasis).

427.

It is submitted that the above assertions clearly demonstrate the fact that the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) has no respect for the
judgments of the High Court and simply feels that it and/or issuing authorities
can “re-serve” documents which were not properly served in the first place.
Nowhere in the currently applicable provisions of the AARTO Act, or any
other legislation or legal practice is such “re-serving” contemplated. Even if
the concept thereof, as is contemplated in Section 18(1)(b) of the AARTO
Amendment Bill were to be enacted, in direct contravention of the remedial
action ordered by the Public Protector (Sixteenth Respondent) as was
referred to above, this would not mean that anyone would be authorised to
reissue infringement notices and/or other AARTO documents older than six
months. Furthermore, at no time would they be authorised to “re-serve” any
other document.

428.

This further adds impetus to my assertion that the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) apparently views infringement notices as
constituting little more than invoices. It is submitted that allowing the issuing
authority or the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) to “reserve” a document which was defective in the first place, is tantamount to
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condoning incompetence, or the failure to comply with legal prescripts
of the AARTO Act. Such an indulgence is not permitted under the Criminal
Procedure Act, and it should not be extended to issuing authorities and/or
the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) in terms of the
AARTO Act.

429.

It is further submitted that the averments of the Road Traffic Infringement
Agency (Third Respondent) quoted above may also go some way to
explaining just why it is that the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent), despite what is contained in the document entitled “AARTO
Pilot Project Status Report” dated 26 July 2013,

attached

hereto

as

annexure “HD67” has failed to cancel and/or withdraw such stagnated
infringement notices, despite such infringement notices being unenforceable
under the current provisions of the AARTO Act and its Regulations.
Therein, it is stated on page 5 that “The cases that cannot be complied with
in terms of an enforcement order will eventually need to

[be]

cancelled/withdrawn from the e-Natis system”.

430.

In fact, on 21 September 2017, Syntell (Pty) Ltd, which is a contractor to inter
alia, the City of Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and the JMPD,
embarked on an email campaign to notify alleged infringers of outstanding
infringement notices in relation to the JMPD only, as is indicated in that
email, attached hereto as annexure “HD68”, where it specifically mentions
“JMPD infringements only”. Since there are currently four issuing authorities
which actually issue infringement notices in terms of the AARTO Act, it is
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peculiar that this email campaign was embarked upon on behalf of the JMPD
only.

431.

The infringement notices contemplated therein dated back as far as 2012
and, in direct contradiction of the so-called “adjudication procedure” of the
AARTO Act, the status of most of those infringement notices was still
“infringement notice”. In some cases, the 50% discount was still in place on
infringement notices issued as far back as November 2014. To make matters
worse, the person with the name “C Robinson” and the ID number
“6911036150086” is not even known to Mr Paul Treleven, whose
confirmatory affidavit to that effect, I attach hereto marked as annexure
“HD69”.

432.

It is submitted that the purpose of keeping all alleged infringements which
have not complied with the so-called “adjudication procedure” live and
payable when they have clearly stagnated is unreasonable and the concept
of re-issuing infringement notices, or any other document required to be
served in terms of the AARTO Act is not contemplated anywhere in the
AARTO Act.

433.

It is therefore submitted that, in order to halt the complete violation of
Sections 9(1), 33 and 35(3) of the Constitution arising out of collection of
these monies on alleged infringements which remain allegations, since the
charges have not been tested and/or proven in Court or anywhere else, the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) should be compelled
to administratively and programmatically cancel any and all infringements
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which have not complied with the prescripts of the so-called “adjudication
procedure” to the letter.

434.

It is further submitted that Section 31(2) of the AARTO Act violates the
principles of reasonable and procedurally fair administrative action as is
enshrined in Section 33 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
1996 and therefore falls to be set aside.

Section 33 of the AARTO Act – “Access to information”

435.

Section 33(1) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“Any person may, in the prescribed manner and upon payment of the
prescribed fee, ascertain his or her demerit point’s position from the
national contraventions register at the office of any local registering
authority or driving licence testing centre” (my emphasis).

Schedule 2 of the AARTO Act prescribes this fee to be R60.00.

436.

It is submitted that any person should, at any time they wish, be able to
access their own demerit-points status with the minimum of effort and red
tape, and at no charge, since they possess a personal and material interest
in what their own demerit-point status may be. In today’s connected age, this
could and should be provided with the minimum of effort, just like the
aarto.gov.za website currently allows anyone to check their own
“infringement status”. For those who don’t have internet connectivity, other
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free platforms could be provided. It is submitted that if the points demerit
system is supposed to serve the purpose of acting as a deterrent from
incurring such points, it is untenable that anyone should be compelled to pay
a fee to check their own demerit-points status.

437.

Section 33(2) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“Any person who employs a person for the purposes of driving a
motor vehicle may, with the written permission of such employee
granted in the prescribed manner, ascertain the demerit points position
of such employee in the manner contemplated in subsection (1)” (my
emphasis).

438.

Section 33(2) of the AARTO Act completely ignores the fact that permitting a
person whose driving licence has been suspended or cancelled to drive your
motor vehicle is also considered to be a criminal offence and has the
potential to bring about other sanctions, like insurance claim repudiation
should the owner of a vehicle allow a person whose driving licence has been
suspended or cancelled to operate their vehicle. Instead of allowing free and
automatic access to employers to check the points demerit status of their
employees, in its appetite for money, Section 33(2) of the AARTO Act creates
yet another revenue stream for the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (the
Third Respondent).

439.

Section 33(2) of the AARTO Act also completely ignores the fact that
registered owners of motor vehicles may not necessarily employ third
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parties they allow to drive their vehicles. Car hire companies do not employ
the people who hire their vehicles. Persons whose spouses and/or offspring
drive vehicles registered in their names do not typically employ their spouses
and/or offspring. Therefore, neither car hire companies nor a plethora of
other registered owners who allow other people they do not employ to drive
their vehicles do not have any way of objectively establishing the points
demerit status of anyone they allow to drive their vehicles, and therefore run
the same risks as employers in respect of prosecution and insurance claim
repudiation should anything happen whilst those people are driving their
vehicles.

440.

It is submitted that just like it is currently possible to “confirm licence
information” in respect of a driving licence and/or “verify a driver’s
qualification” at no charge on the aarto.gov.za website, checking the current
demerit-points which have been applied to the driving licence of any person
should be a free and easily accessible service offered by the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent). Additionally, such a service could
also be provided on other platforms for those who do not have internet
connectivity.

441.

It is therefore submitted that Section 33 of the AARTO Act serves no purpose
other than to generate revenue from State services which people may
reasonably expect to be accessible at no charge, is therefore procedurally
unfair and therefore falls to be set aside.
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Section 34 of the AARTO Act – “Regulations”

442.

As stated previously, Section 34 of the AARTO Act empowers the Minister of
Transport (First Respondent) to make regulations “which are not
inconsistent with this Act”. Unfortunately however, it would appear that the
Minister of Transport (First Respondent) has indeed made regulations which
are entirely inconsistent with the Act and in so doing acted in a manner which
is ultra vires to the Minister of Transport’s (First Respondent’s) powers.

443.

I have previously ventilated in paragraphs 222 and 224 the immediately
obvious extent to which the Minister of Transport (First Respondent) did
indeed make regulations which were entirely inconsistent with the AARTO
Act, by sub-contracting the functions of the Road Traffic Infringement Agency
(Third Respondent) to the Road Traffic Management Corporation (Fifth
Respondent), which was defined as an “issuing authority” from the outset, so
this matter requires no further explanation.

444.

It is submitted that notwithstanding the fact that the functionality of the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) was reverted to the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) in November 2013, after it
had been unlawfully assigned to the Road Traffic Management Corporation
(Fifth Respondent), the fact still remains that any and all actions performed
by the Road Traffic Management Corporation (Fifth Respondent) other than
acting as an issuing authority, prior to 14 November 2013 were, by virtue of
the fact that the AARTO Act is very specific in respect of sub-contracting,
unlawful.
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445.

It is further submitted that the “catch all” provision in Regulation 34(g) which
prescribes “any other matter that the Minister considers necessary or
expedient to prescribe or govern by regulation in order to achieve the objects
of this Act” simply does not authorise the Minister of Transport (First
Respondent) to make such a regulation which is clearly and grossly
inconsistent the provisions of the AARTO Act.

Section 36 of the AARTO Act – “Transitional provisions”

446.

Section 36(2) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“Different dates may be determined under subsection (1) in respect of
different provisions of this Act and different areas of the Republic” (my
emphasis).

447.

It is submitted that, despite the fact Section 36(2) of the AARTO Act may
appear at first glance to be pretty “bog standard” and benign, when viewed
in isolation from the other provisions of the AARTO Act and its counterpart,
the Criminal Procedure Act, the differences in the manner in which infringers
are handled and the consequences which arise from people prosecuted
using the two different Acts are so marked that they constitute a complete
violation of the principle of “equality before the law” as is enshrined in
Section 9(1) of the Constitution. As previously outlined, an infringement
which results in a mere fine for one infringer could yield a criminal record for
another. This is untenable, as is further set out below.
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448.

It is submitted that whilst Section 22 of the AARTO Act specifically prescribes
that “Despite any other law, an infringer who has been dealt with by
means of administrative procedures in terms of this Chapter, does not
incur previous convictions and may not be prosecuted again on the same
facts” (my emphasis), Section 57(6) of the Criminal Procedure Act prescribes
the exact opposite insofar as it imposes a duty on the clerk of the court to
record such conviction should a person pay an admission of guilt fine on the
strength of a summons in terms of Section 54 or a written notice in terms of
Section 56 of the Criminal Procedure Act. This causes a direct conflict
between the two Acts and as a result, imposes a harsher penalty to matters
which are not dealt with administratively by the AARTO Act.

449.

Furthermore, it must not be forgotten that the Metropolitan Municipalities of
Johannesburg (Eighth Respondent) and Tshwane (Tenth Respondent) are
not islands – they abut on other jurisdictions like, for example, the
Metropolitan Municipalities of Ekurhuleni and Mogale City. On certain
stretches of the N3 and N12 freeways in Johannesburg, the local authority
responsible for traffic law enforcement is dependent on the direction in which
a motorist is travelling on those freeways. On one side of and in one direction
upon those freeways, the JMPD has jurisdiction, and on the other, the
Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Police Department does.

450.

The above jurisdictional split creates further difficulty because these sections
fall within a mutually agreed joint area of jurisdiction in what is referred to as
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a “shared jurisdiction”, where either of these Metropolitan Police
Departments may issue notices to motorists in the identical location.
Therefore in such circumstances, the consequences which befall a motorist
are not dependent on a static area of jurisdiction, nor are they dependent on
the severity of the charge which is brought against him or her, but they are
instead wholly and solely dependent on which issuing authority issues a
notice to that person and whether that notice is issued in terms of the AARTO
Act or the Criminal Procedure Act.

451.

This anomaly is further exacerbated by such peculiarities as the provisions
applicable to speeding offences and/or infringements.

451.1.

In the jurisdictions of the Metropolitan Municipalities of
Johannesburg

(Eighth

Respondent)

and Tshwane

(Tenth

Respondent), where the provisions of the AARTO Act currently
apply, exceeding the general speed limit of 60 kilometres an hour
on a public road in an urban area by between 31 to 35 kilometres
an hour (speeds of 91-95km/h) is categorised as an infringement
whereupon penalty of R1,250.00 with 4 demerit-points is
prescribed in Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations under charge
code 4504. In addition, it must not be forgotten that a 50%
discount on that penalty automatically applies for the first 32 days
from the service of an infringement notice as per Section 17(1)(d)
of the AARTO Act.
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451.2.

However, in the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Municipality of
Ekurhuleni, and every other municipality in South Africa where the
Criminal Procedure Act applies, this offence is, despite the
provisions of Section 341 of the Criminal Procedure Act, regarded
as being a serious criminal offence for which the offender will be
arrested if they are stopped at the time of the alleged offence,
and if they are not, will be summoned to appear in court so that
the mandatory suspension of their driving licence for a minimum
of six months as is prescribed in Section 35(1)(aA) of the National
Road Traffic Act, as well as a criminal record which may be applied
upon conviction.

452.

It is therefore submitted that, whilst the provisions of Section 36(2) of the
AARTO Act may, at first glance, appear to not introduce inequality before the
law, that is precisely what they in fact do and this stands in direct conflict with
Section 9(1) of the Constitution.

453.

Quite aside from the actual consequences which befall motorists as are set
out previously and above, it is submitted that the experimental
implementation of the provisions of the AARTO Act has led to mass confusion
amongst motorists as to which provisions apply to them and which don’t. It
is submitted that if a clear, uncomplicated set of rules and procedures exists
and those rules and procedures are observed to the letter by authorities, at
least some of the confusion which currently exists will dissipate. It is further
submitted that it is likely that higher levels of compliance will result if people
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know where they stand. Having two different sets of rules quite simply does
not assist anyone in bringing about such clarity.

The Role of the Road Traffic Management Corporation (Fifth Respondent) in
Road Traffic Law Enforcement

454.

The preamble of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act, No. 20 of
1999 inter alia tasks the Road Traffic Management Corporation (Fifth
Respondent) with the mandate:

“to define and strengthen the co-operation and co-ordination between
the national, provincial and local spheres of government in support of
their respective road traffic strategic planning, regulation, facilitation and
enforcement” (my emphasis)

and

“to regulate and maximize the constructive role of provincial authorities
and local government bodies in support of enhanced road traffic service
provision and in particular, road traffic law enforcement” (my
emphasis).

455.

Section 12(h) of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act prescribes:
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“Any decision to award a contract for the provision of road traffic law
enforcement services to provincial authorities and local government
bodies, the SAPS and any other statutory transport institution vested with
powers to execute road traffic law enforcement requires a two-thirds
majority in the Shareholders Committee” (my emphasis).

455.1.

This appears to suggest that the Road Traffic Management
Corporation (Fifth Respondent) is responsible for awarding contracts
for the provision of road traffic law enforcement services to provincial
authorities and local government bodies, the SAPS and any other
statutory transport institution vested with powers to execute road
traffic law enforcement, without which contracts, presumably such
authority is not enabled to enforce road traffic laws.

456.

Section 32(1) of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act prescribes:

“For the purpose of executing the road traffic law enforcement
function, the chief executive officer, in consultation with the National
Commissioner and the national organisation recognised in terms of
section 2 (a) of the Organised Local Government Act, 1997 (Act No. 52
of 1997), must develop a national road traffic law enforcement code”
(my emphasis).

457.

Section 32(2) of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act prescribes:
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“The code must, taking into account local developmental needs, capacity
and available resources, provide a national framework that sets out
in respect of road traffic law enforcement—
(a) minimum requirements for training and appointment of road traffic
law enforcement officers;
(b) strategic direction and goals to be achieved;
(c) management practices and human resource practices to be
followed;
(d) operating principles to be applied;
(e) performance levels to be achieved;
(f)

supporting management information systems to be implemented;
and

(g) actions which constitute a failure to comply with the code as
contemplated in section 33” (my emphasis).

458.

Section 32(3) of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act prescribes:

“A draft code must be published by notice in the Gazette and every
Provincial Gazette and the notices must specify the time available to
interested parties to comment.”

459.

Section 32(4) of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act prescribes:

“The chief executive officer, the National Commissioner and the national
organisation recognised in terms of section 2 (a) of the Organised Local
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Government Act, 1997, must consider all comments before completing
the code and submitting it to the Shareholders Committee for approval.”

460.

Section 32(5) of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act prescribes:

“The code, once approved by the Shareholders Committee, becomes
binding on—

(a)

provincial authorities and local government bodies
irrespective of whether they perform road traffic law enforcement
services under a contract: Provided that the chief executive
officer may not force a local government body that does not
provide road traffic services, to provide those services; and

(b) any statutory transport institution vested with powers to
execute road traffic law enforcement functions for the
duration of a contract concluded with the Corporation to provide
road traffic law enforcement: Provided that the code may only
bind the SAPS and a municipal police service established in
terms of section 64A of the South African Police Service Act,
1995 (Act No. 68 of 1995), upon approval thereof by the
Minister for Safety and Security.”

461.

Section 32(6) of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act prescribes:
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“Every three years the code must, on the recommendation of the
Shareholders Committee, be revised” (my emphasis).

462.

Section 32(7) of the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act prescribes:

“Any revision of the code must be published in the Gazette and every
Provincial Gazette for interested parties to comment on, whereupon
subsection (4) applies with the necessary changes.”

463.

As far as I am aware, the first time that the National Road Traffic Law
Enforcement Code was published for public comment was on 23 September
2010, almost nine years after the Road Traffic Management Corporation
came into being on 14 December 2001. This draft code was published in
Government Gazette 33560 of 23 September 2010, with a closing date for
comments of 29 October 2010.

464.

More than three years later, a revised draft code was published in
Government Gazette 37149 of 10 January 2014 and since then, a further
four years thereafter, nothing further has happened and the National Road
Traffic Law Enforcement Code has still not been finalised and
implemented.

465.

It is submitted that the National Road Traffic Law Enforcement Code is
arguably one of, if not the most important public interest elements which
the Chief Executive Officer of the Road Traffic Management Corporation
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(Sixth Respondent) is tasked with. This is because the apparent purpose of
the National Road Traffic Law Enforcement Code is to set out a national
framework for executing the road traffic law enforcement function.

466.

More than sixteen years since the Road Traffic Management Corporation
(Fifth Respondent) became a functional entity, not a single Chief Executive
Officer thereof has apparently deemed it necessary and/or in “the public
interest” in respect of which the Road Traffic Management Corporation Act
purports to concern itself, to finalise this code and implement it nationally, in
more than 200 local and provincial traffic law enforcement authorities it
contracts with to provide traffic law enforcement services.

467.

Furthermore, it is submitted that in the absence of the National Road Traffic
Law Enforcement Code, the Road Traffic Management Corporation (Fifth
Respondent) has nothing with which to bind the authorities and institutions it
contracts with for the provision of road traffic law enforcement to any form of
compliance and/or performance, other than what is contained in those
contracts which may or may not refer to the National Road Traffic Law
Enforcement Code.

468.

In her speech at the National Traffic Indaba at the Durban Inkosi Albert
Luthuli Convention Centre on 6 December 2016, the former Minister of
Transport, Ms Dipuo Peters at page 3 of her speech attached hereto as
annexure “HD70” said:
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“It cannot be correct that the traffic law enforcement fraternity
remains fragmented and disintegrated with different conditions of
employment, service, recruitment and training” (my emphasis).

469.

It is submitted that this fragmentation translates to inconsistency in the
manner in which traffic law enforcement is practiced and this fragmentation
and inconsistency could easily have been addressed, if not entirely avoided,
had the Chief Executive Officer of the Road Traffic Management Corporation
(Sixth Respondent) simply complied with the prescripts of Section 32 of the
Road Traffic Management Corporation Act. Instead, it would appear from the
contents of Ms Peters’ speech at page 3 of annexure “HD70”, that the
Minister of Transport (First Respondent), together with the remainder of the
Shareholders Committee of the Road Traffic Management Corporation
(Seventh Respondent) appears to have reached the conclusion and decreed
that a “law enforcement review committee be established to review law
enforcement across the country and make recommendations”, thus further
delaying the finalisation and implementation of the National Road Traffic Law
Enforcement Code, while the catastrophic carnage on South Africa’s roads
prevails.

470.

It is therefore submitted that since there can be little or no doubt that the
National Road Traffic Law Enforcement Code forms an integral part of the
functions of the Road Traffic Management Corporation (Fifth Respondent)
and is arguably essential to the proper enforcement of road traffic laws
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in South Africa, it should be finalised and implemented nationally, without any
further delay.

Enhancing road safety versus revenue generation

471.

Throughout this affidavit, I have maintained that the apparent purpose of the
provisions of the road traffic legislation being challenged in this application
has little to do with bringing about greater levels of compliance and in so
doing, enhancing road safety. I have also asserted that the apparent purpose
of the provisions of the road traffic legislation in question is that of generating
revenue by running roughshod over my and other motorists’ constitutional
rights.

472.

The most glaring example of what can only be described as overtly greedy
revenue generation is evidenced in Regulation 10(3) of the AARTO
Regulations which prescribes that the penalty payable by juristic entities is
tripled. It is however submitted that this is by no means the only place where
the AARTO Act exposes its apparent revenue-generation intent.

473.

As referred to previously, the AARTO Act has created an entity which is, in
the very words of the Minister of Transport (First Respondent), a State
Owned Enterprise, whose entire business model is built on motorists not
abiding by the provisions of road traffic law and not paying traffic fines within
32 days of their date of service. Also as previously asserted, if it were to come
to be that all, or even a high number of motorists, were to not commit any
infringements or were to pay their fines within 32 days of their service if they
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did commit infringements, the Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third
Respondent) would go out of business. This is attributable to the fact that the
Road Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) is almost solely reliant
on its share of the penalties, plus the fees it raises thereon, after the 32 days
from service of an infringement notice has elapsed. The monies appropriated
by Parliament for it to function are wholly insufficient to cover even one sixth
of its remuneration costs in respect of its employees and Board members.

474.

As previously contemplated herein, Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations
categorises violations of road traffic law into “infringements” and “offences”,
prescribes the associated demerit points applicable to each violation and, in
the case of infringements, prescribes the financial penalty associated
therewith.

475.

When examining the charges in Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations,
applicable to violations which are classified as infringements, some truly
astounding things come to light:

475.1.

Charge code 4086 with the wording “Failed to comply with the
directions conveyed by yield line marking by not yielding right of
way to a pedestrian at a pedestrian crossing. Non-RWC”
prescribes a fine of R250 and zero demerit points while charge
code 5122 with the wording “Driver failed to yield the right of way,
slow down or stop for a pedestrian at a pedestrian crossing” (my
emphasis) prescribes a fine of R500 and one demerit point.
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475.2.

Astoundingly, operating a vehicle at a speed of between 141km/h
and 145km/h on a multi-lane freeway with good visibility, where all
vehicles are travelling in the same direction, are typically physically
separated from traffic travelling in the opposite direction by means
of a centre median, and where pedestrians are prohibited, is
subject to a fine of R750 and two demerit points as appears in
charge code 4530.

475.3.

In stark contrast, failing to stop for a red traffic light signal where
the risk of colliding with other road users who are lawfully
proceeding through an intersection where a green traffic light signal
is displayed for them is exceptionally high, is considered to be little
more than a misdemeanour by Schedule 3 of the AARTO
Regulations. This infringement is subject to a fine of R500 with one
demerit point, as per charge code 4092.

475.4.

Absurdly, the failure to licence a light motor vehicle (pay a tax)
which cannot possibly be viewed as representing a road safety
issue of any kind, is subject to a fine of R1,000 and three demerit
points, as per charge code 1250.

476.

While the examples cited above are by no means the only examples I could
cite, it is submitted these examples are acutely demonstrative of the lack of
care regarding improving road safety, and the clear focus on revenues which
the AARTO Act brings. I attach hereto, marked as annexure “HD71” the
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relevant pages of Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations, whereupon I have
marked the relevant charges, in support of my averments.

477.

It is submitted that pedestrians are arguably the most vulnerable of all road
users, and make up the greatest percentage of road users who are killed on
South African roads every year. According to pages 38 and 39 of the Road
Traffic Management Corporation’s (Fifth Respondent’s) 2016 calendar year
Road Traffic Report attached hereto as annexure “HD72”, “pedestrians
contributed 38.4%, followed by passengers with 32.7% and drivers with
25.6% to the total fatalities”. It is notable that, according to Table 30 therein,
in the two provinces with the highest number of road fatalities recorded,
pedestrians killed in KwaZulu-Natal represented 48.43% of all fatalities and
pedestrians killed in Gauteng represented 47.67% of all fatalities, both
percentages of which are significantly higher than the national average.

478.

While I am not for one second suggesting that all, or even a significant portion
of the pedestrian fatalities occurred at pedestrian crossings, it is submitted
that the failure of a driver to yield right of way to a pedestrian at a designated
pedestrian crossing, whilst being commonplace from my observations, must
surely be regarded as being a very serious matter when viewed from a road
safety perspective. Peculiarly, the infringements dealing with pedestrian
safety in Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations presents the exact opposite
view. Not one of the infringements related to the safety of pedestrians
exceeds one demerit point and many have zero demerit points associated
with them.
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479.

It is further submitted that even a person who has extremely limited
knowledge of road safety can deduce that failing to pay vehicle licensing
fees cannot possibly be regarded as being three times more dangerous than
a motorist failing to stop for a red traffic light signal as is demonstrated in the
comparison between charged codes 1250 and 4092, yet this is exactly the
viewpoint that is presented in Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations. To put
this into even clearer perspective, a motorist who routinely fails to stop for
red traffic light signals may do so twelve times and still retain his or her driving
licence, while a person who fails to pay licensing fees will have his or her
driving licence suspended for nine months on the fifth instance where he or
she is charged with this infringement.

480.

Notwithstanding the fact that the issues highlighted above can indeed be
rectified by amending Schedule 3 of the AARTO Regulations, it is submitted
that the Minister of Transport (First Respondent), acting with the concurrence
of the Minister of Justice (Second Respondent) and the MECs of each
province was and apparently is of the opinion that creating and assuring
revenue is significantly more important than promoting road safety.

481.

Furthermore, it is submitted that the fact that the enticement of a discount of
50% of the penalty amount, should the penalty be paid within 32 days of the
service (or presumed service) of an infringement notice, bears testimony to
the fact that the AARTO Act is revenue-driven. This enticement has the effect
of halving the actual penalty which applies, thereby derogating from the
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seriousness with which an infringer regards the infringement he or she is
alleged to have committed.

482.

The AARTO Act goes further to prescribe a fee for the issuing of a courtesy
letter, together with plethora of other fees which may be levied by the Road
Traffic Infringement Agency (Third Respondent) for inter alia, issuing a
courtesy letter, rejecting representations and allowing a person to query their
own or another person’s demerit points status. This too demonstrates a
concentration on revenue generation which has nothing whatsoever to do
with road safety.

483.

In addition, the coercive actions of refusing the issuing of a licence disc,
driving licence card and professional driving permit when an enforcement
order has been issued, coupled with the discretion extended to the
registering and licensing authorities which are typically run by the same local
authorities who enforce traffic laws, to refuse to process any transaction
where a warrant of arrest has been issued similarly has less to do with road
safety than it has to do with coercively pursuing the payment of revenues.

484.

It is notable that section 17(5) of the AARTO Act prescribes:

“The owner or operator of a motor vehicle who permits any person to drive
such vehicle or otherwise to exercise any control over such vehicle, without
having ascertained the full names, acceptable identification and residential
and postal address of such person is guilty of an offence and liable upon
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conviction to a fine or imprisonment for a period not exceeding one year or
to both a fine and such imprisonment”.

485.

Nowhere in the AARTO Act, the National Road Traffic Act, or the National
Road Traffic Regulations is it prescribed that the owner or operator of a motor
vehicle who permits any person to drive such vehicle or otherwise to exercise
any control over such vehicle is required to establish that such a person
is licenced to drive that motor vehicle before allowing him or her to do so.
It is submitted that it should be a fundamental requirement of road traffic
legislation to place a duty on the registered owner of a motor vehicle to first
establish whether a person is qualified and licenced to drive that vehicle,
before allowing him or her to do so. The fact that the aforesaid legislation
does not do so goes further to establish that the said legislation is not
seriously interested in promoting road safety.

486.

Furthermore, the existence of Regulations 25(7)(e) and 59(3) of the National
Road Traffic Regulations which seek to obtain the payment of traffic fines by
withholding licence discs and any other NaTIS transaction, instead of
bringing an alleged offender before the court which issued a warrant of
arrest, serves to demonstrate the same revenue generation intent as the
AARTO Act does.

487.

It is therefore submitted that it is the very legislation which claims to interest
itself with road safety that has created the perception that it holds very little
interest therein and is considerably more concerned with pursuing revenue
generation and collection for the authorities concerned with enforcing it. The
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manner in which traffic law enforcement authorities then go about enforcing
that legislation, goes even further to fuel such perceptions which, it is
submitted are in no way without substance.

NO OTHER REMEDY

488.

It is submitted that I have, through my repeated and sustained interactions
and efforts with inter alia the Department of Transport, the Road Traffic
Infringement Agency (Third Respondent), and various other authorities,
exhausted all avenues other than approaching this Honourable Court for
relief.

489.

It is further submitted that the constitutional and other issues which have
arisen out of the assenting into law of the AARTO Act, along with the other
legislation contemplated in this application, combined with the manner in
which the actual implementation of their respective provisions has been
practiced can only be addressed by this Honourable Court, or the
Constitutional Court.

WHEREFORE I pray the relief set out in the prayers in the Notice of Motion.

___________________________
DEPONENT
Howard David Dembovsky
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I certify that the Deponent has acknowledged that he knows and understands the
contents of this Affidavit which was signed and sworn on before me at
___________________________ on this, the ____ day of _____________________,
and that the provisions of the regulations contained in the Government Notice 1258
dated 21st July 1972 (as amended) have been complied with.

_________________________
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

